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A B S T R A C T 
 
The text investigates the history of the Canterbury Museum’s collection of 
Japanese ukiyo-e prints and paintings focusing mainly on four major 
contributors: Sir Joseph Kinsey (1852-1936), Frances May Bailey (c.1891-
1967), Greggory Kane (1921-1978) and Ronald J Scarlett (1911-2002).  The 
images are set in the context of the ‘floating world’ (ukiyo). The introduction 
examines the early directors of the Museum and how their interests and 
policies influenced the collections.  The method of grading the prints and the 
process by which the data base was formed are explained. 
 
Chapter One examines the way New Zealand was influenced by a growing 
interest in Japan during the early twentieth century, the effects of Japanese 
activity in the Pacific and the way the collectors responded.  It also looks at 
the local cultural context in which the collectors acquired and exhibited their 
works.  Exhibitions of Japanese and Chinese art occurred in 1935 and 1952 
in Christchurch; such events widened the knowledge and aesthetic 
appreciation of Asian art.     
 
Chapter Two considers the subjects, scope, and range of ukiyo-e art and the 
artists represented in the Museum’s collection.  It looks at the condition of 
the images, how they were made, the formats used, and whether they were 
printed from original or recut blocks.  Japanese Government censorship and 
works of particular interest are discussed.  Comparisons are made with the 
Dunedin Public Art Gallery’s and Auckland Art Gallery’s collections.  
Works by major artists including Hiroshige (1797-1858), Hokusai (1760-
1849), Eizan (1787-1867), Eishi (1756-1829), Chikanobu (1838-1912), 
Toyokuni I (1769-1825), Kunisada (1786-1864) and Kuniyoshi (1798-1861) 
are evaluated.  By reconstructing the collections of Japanese art in the 
Museum, the chapter reveals the collectors’ diverse interests and individual 
preferences.  The research presented in this discussion stems from an 
extensive study of the 427 images in the collection and is supported by an 
illustrated database of all the Museum’s ukiyo-e works.  
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  
 
This text explores and analyses a significant collection of Japanese art dating 
from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries.  Not only is this an account 
about works from another time and place, it is also embedded in the local 
because it draws on the acquisitions of four twentieth century collectors who 
were fascinated by Japanese woodblock prints and paintings.  Each wanted 
to share their finds with a wider audience and ultimately they did so, by 
gifting their collections to the Canterbury Museum.  Two of the collectors, 
Sir Joseph James Kinsey (1852-1936), a wealthy connoisseur, and Frances 
May Bailey (c.1891-1967), an avid and informed collector, made their 
purchases through reputable dealers.  The acquisition practices of the other 
two collectors, Ronald Jack Scarlett MBE (1911-2002) and Greggory Joseph 
Kane (1921-1974), reveal how distinctly individual the collectors were and 
the diverse motives that inspired them to acquire Japanese art works. 
 
For sixty years the Canterbury Museum gradually accumulated a diverse 
selection of images, bequeathed by the collectors, which reveal the complex 
and colourful world of Edo Japan.  Paintings and prints from the Museum’s 
collection capture what is commonly referred to as the ‘floating world’ 
(ukiyo).  The celebrated ephemeral nature of this world was described in the 
seventeenth century by Asai Ryōi in Tales of the Floating World (Ukiyo 
monogatari,) as a world of: 
Living only for the moment, turning our full attention to the pleasures 
of the moon, the snow, the cherry blossoms and the maple leaves; 
2 
 
singing songs, drinking wine, and diverting ourselves just in 
floating… like a gourd along with the river current.1  
 
Ukiyo-e (images of the floating world) paintings and prints provide a visual 
representation of the colourful world of the Edo period (1603-1868).  In 
1590 Edo was little more than a village in a swamp but strategically it was 
well-placed to become a military stronghold. By 1603, under shogun 
Tokugawa Ieyasu (1543-1616), the city of Edo became the centre of military 
power.  Throughout the seventeenth century Edo grew rapidly not only as an 
administrative, but also as an economic and cultural centre.  By 1750 it had 
developed into one of the largest cities in the world with more than a million 
inhabitants.  This is the setting of the images in the Museum’s collection. 
 
Ukiyo-e reflected the tastes of the townspeople of the Edo period, who had 
gained economic power, and the samurai, who were forced to lead a non-
militaristic life in peaceful times. Prints also appealed to broader popular 
audiences. They were produced commercially, and in large numbers, and 
were therefore affordable for the newly rich merchants who became patrons 
of ukiyo-e.  Prints depict vivid scenes of everyday urban life, as well as 
assignation teahouses, restaurants, theatre actors, warrior and battle scenes, 
courtesans and geisha of the licensed brothel areas, and stylish people.  
Landscapes of popular scenic places captured the seasons.  Famous 
landmarks, including small human figures going about their daily life, were 
a popular theme.  Bird, flower and fish prints were common, and print artists 
also drew inspiration from both classical and contemporary literature.  
 
                                                 
1
 D. Jenkins, The Floating World Revisited, Portland, Portland Art Museum, 1993, p. 25.  
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A busy street scene, typical of the time, is depicted in an engaging small 
hand-coloured work by Nishikawa Sukenobu (1943. 60.136) [fig. 1. 1].  On 
the right hand side of the image is a shop selling an assortment of decorated 
fans.  It shows Korean travelling performers dancing while displaying their 
open fans.  Street entertainment was a popular phenomenon during the Edo 
period. Performers, who were usually itinerants and of low social class, 
included acrobats, story tellers, puppeteers, magicians, singers and dancers. 
Sukenobu’s charming illustration presents us with a bustling scene that 
exemplifies the ephemeral nature of the floating world. 
 
Japanese art and the Canterbury Museum 
That the Canterbury Museum came to hold a significant collection of ukiyo-e 
is by no means a reflection of a systematic collections policy.  Indeed, a 
survey of the institution’s history demonstrates that Japanese art has mostly 
been a relatively peripheral subject for the Museum.  Yet, the Museum 
houses a significant and diverse collection of Japanese art given by a number 
of private collectors.  
 
When the Canterbury Museum opened in 1870 with Sir Julius von Haast 
(1822-1887) as its first director, his background as a pioneer of geological 
exploration, and his interest in palaeontology and scientific education 
influenced the direction the museum took.  In Haast’s opinion a Museum’s 
proper function should be that of an educational institution for students and a 
school of experiment for industry.
2
  Within a very short time he swapped 
specimens, particularly moa bones, which were tradeable commodities with 
European museums, and accumulated an enviable collection of artefacts and 
                                                 
2
 R. M. Burdon, New Zealand Notables, Christchurch, Caxton Press, 1950, p. 196. 
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specimens.  The museum was highly rated both at home and overseas.
3
  The 
practice of collecting Japanese artefacts began when Haast obtained from the 
Sydney International Exhibition of 1879 a small collection of Japanese 
curios, mostly ceramic and bronzes. 
    
The Director of the Museum from 1937 until 1947 was Robert Falla (1901-
1979), a zoologist and ornithologist.
4
  His main interest was in birds and in 
exploring the environs of Canterbury and Westland.  His leanings were 
toward science and conservation.  His achievements were recognised with 
the award of a CMG in 1959 and a KBE in 1973.  Although he studied 
Museum development and displays overseas, there seems to be no recorded 
evidence that he had an interest in the arts, although he served on the 
committee of the Art Galleries and Museums Association of New Zealand.
5
    
During Falla’s time as Director, the Museum acquired some significant 
Japanese works, which were duly acknowledged, but in no way impacted on 
the programmes or policies of the Museum.  However, Falla’s response to 
                                                 
3
 Haast also supported the arts and planned an art gallery of Western Art, from antiquity 
to neo-classicism, for the Canterbury Museum.  He contributed to Canterbury’s cultural 
scene as an enthusiastic singer and violinist.  In 1880 when the Canterbury Society of 
Arts was established Haast was elected to the first Council. New Zealand Journal of 
History, vol.,42, no2, 2010, pp. 174-190.   A description of Museum exhibits mentions a 
case ‘appropriated chiefly to Japanese ware…’ and that ‘Haast always had a weakness for 
Japanese Art.’ H.F. Von Haast, The Life and Times of Sir Julius Von Haast, Wellington, 
1948, pp. 881-888. 
4
 In 1947 Falla became the Director of the Dominion Museum (now Te Papa Tongarewa 
The Museum of New Zealand) in Wellington. 
5
  R. K. Dell, ‘Falla, Robert Alexander 1901-1979’. Dictionary of New Zealand 
Biography, updated 22 June, 2007. 
URL:http//www.dnzb.govt.nz/  
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the acquisition of the Kinsey collection shows he had some knowledge and 
appreciation of the ‘rare and valuable’ items donated.6  
 
Dr. Roger Duff CBE (1912-1978), who became the Director of the Museum 
in 1948, fostered interest in Polynesian culture and archaeology.
7
  Duff 
asserted on the occasion of the 100
th
 Anniversary in 1972: 
The Museum exists to keep alive the memory of earlier generations of 
men and no less, the animals and plants of the world of nature which 
is our common home.
8
  
  
Canterbury Museum was shaped in the grand Victorian tradition of 
encyclopaedic museums with the Victorian concept that:  
…the purpose of a Natural History Museum was to provide for the 
local residents an encyclopaedia of objects illustrating the natural and 
artificial curiosities of the world beyond its shores.
9
  
 
It was essentially a museum with an agenda of research, identification and 
conservation, presenting a visual record of New Zealand’s scientific 
progress.  Collections were formed, adhering to ethnological interests with 
an emphasis on preserving and interpreting the history of New Zealand and 
the neighbouring islands of the Pacific. 
 
Despite the fact that Duff and his staff were excited and delighted by the 
Chinese and Japanese acquisitions from the early collectors, and they were 
                                                 
6
 See Falla’s report on p. 20. 
7
 Roger Duff was appointed to the staff of Canterbury Museum in 1938 as Ethnologist. In 
1945 he became Assistant Director. 
8
 Canterbury Museum, Canterbury Museum 100
th
 Anniversary Appeal 1972, Canterbury 
Museum, Christchurch, 1972. 
9
 Art Galleries and Museums Association of New Zealand, November 1970; v.2 n.7: pp. 
3-5. 
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certainly displayed, the space available was small.
10
  Today too, the Asian 
Gallery occupies a small area and, although it holds some exquisite works, 
there are many more valuable and interesting objects deposited in storage. In 
view of the Museum’s focus, it is easy to understand how the Japanese prints 
and paintings remained stored in boxes for such a long time.  That the 
Canterbury Museum should end up with a notable collection of Japanese art 
is particularly remarkable given its institutional and cultural history.
11
  
 
The practice of collecting Japanese art was inevitably informed by the 
West’s complex and changing relationship with Japan.  Although the 
individual collections of ukiyo-e in the Canterbury Museum were formed at 
different times each was affected in some way by this change.  In the 
nineteenth century Western responses to Japan shifted from curiosity and 
admiration as it developed from a remote country shut off to the world to  
become a modern and powerful nation; a nation that in the 1930s and 1940s 
aroused the apprehension and fear of its British allies.  As Japan advanced 
into the Pacific and became an adversary in the Second World War its 
relationship with the West deteriorated.  Yet, in spite of the hostility created 
by the war, the Japanese have been perceived as bearers of a unique 
                                                 
10
 Quérée, who was appointed as a curator under Duff’s directorship in 1974, considers 
Duff’s strong personal and scholarly enthusiasm was central to the continuing acquisition 
of Japanese and other Asian (especially Chinese) cultural material. 
11
 It is also probable too, that the Museum was more biased towards collecting Chinese 
material because of the support from Rewi Alley and Alley’s connection with Roger 
Duff.  Duff’s own research into Polynesian archaeology, tracing links back to China 
created further fascination with this part of East Asia.  Interest in Japan was revived in 
the late 1970s and 1980s through Colin Hart, President of the Association of Friends of 
the Canterbury Museum.  Hart was married to a Japanese woman, and was also a key 
member of the New Zealand-Japan Society. Hart was also instrumental in the Museum 
acquiring the Kurozumi Collection of contemporary Japanese ceramics, and the 
collection of Nihonga, all by leading artists. 
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aesthetic sensibility and an intriguing culture.  Imagery of a timeless world 
of beauty, cherry blossom, traditional kimono, geisha, ancient temples and 
Mt. Fuji endured.  Exoticism, sheer originality, novelty and its refined 
aesthetic made Japanese art fashionable.  Local audiences were challenged 
to take a more complex view of Japan and rebuild relationships marred by 
conflict.  Some of these factors in part explain the Western fascination with 
Japan and why collectors enthusiastically pursued Japanese art works.  
 
As we shall see, with the exception of articles written by Dr David Bell, and 
a few exhibitions with small catalogues and accompanying essays, there has 
been little written about the collections of ukiyo-e in New Zealand. 
 
Until recently the Canterbury Museum’s collection has received very little 
attention.  Since it was begun in the 1930s it has remained in storage, largely 
uncatalogued and undisplayed.  At the beginning of 2007 I participated in a 
project to assess the scope of the collection of ukiyo-e held by the 
Canterbury Museum.  The collection consists of some 439 prints and 
paintings.
12
  The project, which involved Dr Richard Bullen, Dr Rachael 
Payne (University of Canterbury) and Dr David Bell (University of Otago), 
as well as the Museum’s Senior Curator of Decorative Arts, Jennifer Quérée, 
culminated in an exhibition Pleasure & Play in Edo Japan, 2009, 
accompanied by a catalogue.
13
  Supported by Dr Bullen and Jennifer Quérée, 
I continued the cataloguing project.  Over the past two years I have 
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 This includes the collections of Kinsey, Scarlett, Bailey, Kane and four prints from the 
Johnson collection. It does not include the Kurth folio, the Rewi Alley gifts or the set of 
Fifty-three Villages of Tokaidō.  
13
 Richard Bullen with David Bell, Geraldine Lummis, Rachel Payne, Pleasure & Play in 
Edo Japan,  Canterbury Museum, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, 2009. 
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examined each individual work held in storage at the Museum, and 
systematically composed a database of all 427 ukiyo-e prints and paintings.  
Where possible I have identified the artist and date of the work and 
identified the collector.  This database has also provided a foundation for my 
research on the collectors.  
 
Another part of the database focused on assessing the condition of the 
works.  When describing the prints in the Canterbury Museum’s collection 
and in the following text, a five tier rating scale is applied.   
RATING SCALE 
1 GOOD: Good condition.  
2 GOOD-AVERAGE: Slight ageing.  
3 AVERAGE: Clear image, slightly faded colours or signs of ageing, 
fold lines.  
4 AVERAGE-POOR: Evidence of deterioration.   
5 POOR: Worn, faded, glued to acidic mounts, stained, worm holes, 
foxing, and trimmed edges. (Foxing, staining and holes can be treated 
but fading which relates to paper and dyes used is impossible to 
reverse.)   
 
Technical details have not been considered in the rating scale: effects of a 
worn woodblock where lines are completely missing, broken or blunt, colour 
overlapping lines and loss of tonal variation (bokashi) which can be 
determined by comparisons between first editions and later printings.  In 
later printings entire colour blocks are sometimes missing. 
 
9 
 
Remedial conservation has taken place on the paintings and prints that were 
displayed in the exhibition Pleasure and Play in Edo Japan, 2009.  These 
works are now properly mounted.  As a result of the work done by Jennifer 
Quérée and myself, the collection is now housed in appropriate storage 
boxes. Quérée has indicated that most of the prints and paintings, given the 
same conservation work that was undertaken for Pleasure and Play, could 
be restored to exhibition standard.  Quérée also believes that in most cases 
the works have not deteriorated since their acquisition. 
 
During the process of forming the database, I photographed every painting 
and print and assigned it with a temporary number. Any numbers and 
information written on the works or their mounts was recorded.  I also 
checked the original numbers against the Museum’s accession register and a 
Vernon number was allocated to each work.
14
   
 
The Vernon numbers relating to the Sir Joseph Kinsey collection are: 
1939.118.3-11, 1939.121.6-72, 1941.87.132-137 and 1943.60.18-179. 
Frances Bailey Collection: 1969.30.9, 12, 97-99, 101-111, 124-125, 128-
129. 
Greggory Kane Collection: 1975.320.1-65.  
Ronald Scarlett Collection: 1980.226.1, 3-112.  
Of the four hundred and thirty nine images on the Canterbury Museum’s 
data base, sixty-three are in poor condition.  These are mostly prints 
produced from the original keyblock.  Chris Uhlenbeck’s states: 
   
                                                 
14
 ‘Vernon CMS’ stands for Collections Management System developed by the Vernon 
Company. This is an internationally used data basing system. 
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In order to differentiate a copy from a real print, it is important to 
establish what is meant by the term ‘original print’.  The most widely 
accepted definition is a print pulled from the original keyblock 
(0mohan or sumihan).  This implies that the changes frequently 
encountered in colour blocks (irohan) do not impact the degree to 
which a print is considered genuine.  Limited changes to the keyblock 
are also deemed acceptable.
15
 
 
In most cases the later reproductions in the Canterbury Museum’s collection 
have survived in good condition.  Uhlenbeck refers to these prints as copies 
or reproductions.  In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a 
number of publishers started to produce copies of prints by creating new 
keyblocks.  They were often of high quality and were produced with no 
intention to deceive.  They were produced to meet the growing Western 
tourist market and often the publisher’s name and address appeared on the 
print.
16
    At the top end of scale one 226 of the prints are in good condition, 
the rest sit somewhere in the middle and have been entered into the data base 
as good-average, average or average-poor.
17
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 See A. R. Newland (ed.) The Hotei Encyclopedia of Japanese Woodblock Prints, 
Amsterdam, 2005, p. 371, for a full explanation of the terminology on the subject of 
editions, states and impressions. 
16
 Newland, pp. 371-374. 
17
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C H A P T E R   O N E 
 
Ukiyo-e and the Canterbury Museum 
 
 
To understand how these private collections of Japanese art came into being, 
it is necessary to construct an historical survey of Western engagements with 
Japanese art.   
 
Even though Japan was virtually closed to the outside world in the early 
nineteenth century, Japanese prints were collected by Westerners.  It was at 
the London International Exhibition of 1862 and the Paris World Exposition 
of 1867 that Japanese prints were exposed to a wider audience for the first 
time.  Closer to home, international invention and industry exhibitions in 
Sydney in 1879 and in Melbourne from 1880 to 1881 included Japanese 
art.
18
   
 
Nineteenth century Western viewers were fascinated with this ‘exotic’ and 
unknown society, which had been isolated under the Tokugawa shoguns 
                                                 
18
 Exhibits in the Japanese courts at these exhibitions were principally ceramics, and 
records describe a collection of earthenware as ‘very finely executed, beautifully painted, 
richly gilt, the glazing being very good, and appearance attractive’.  On-line at 
http://about.nsw.gov.au/collections/doc/a-japanese-tea-set-exhibited-at-the-sydney-int... 
New Zealanders took the opportunity to cross the Tasman to be entertained and to 
discover innovations in commerce, art, science and education. Travel diaries and letters 
present accounts of New Zealanders visiting Japan in the late nineteenth century and give 
detailed descriptions of ‘curios’ they purchased. Amongst the art works the tourists 
bought were ukiyo-e: often landscapes purchased as travel souvenirs. In this way, 
Japanese art was exposed to those at home.    
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from the early seventeenth century.  The Meiji Restoration of 1868, when 
the shogunate was disestablished and power was returned to the emperor, 
was the beginning of Japan’s transformation into a modern industrialised 
nation. As Japan eagerly imported modern Western technology and culture, 
aspects of Japanese culture and art attracted attention in the West. Artists 
like Claude Monet (1840-1926) and Vincent van Gogh (1853-1890) drew 
inspiration from Japanese motifs, and from the Japanese artists’ sense of 
design, their decorative patterns, bold compositions, and refined, intricate 
and versatile printing techniques.  Increasing numbers of Westerners 
discovered Japanese prints and artefacts, and a collecting craze burgeoned.
19
  
 
Although painters in France were the first to show an interest in Japanese 
prints in the 1880s, French printmakers, such Auguste Lepère (1849-1918) 
and Henri Rivière (1864-1951), were also indebted to Japanese colour 
woodcut prints.  Not only did artists adopt the methods used by the Japanese 
artists, carvers and printers, they reproduced the flattened pictorial space, the 
decorative elements and soft subtle colours in their works. 
 
The earliest signs of New Zealand interest in Japanese art occurred in 1866 
when it was the subject of a long article in a New Zealand newspaper, the 
Daily Southern Cross.
20
  The unknown author of ‘Japanese Fans’ described 
the beauty of the fans, recommending their purchase, and advising a study of 
the artists’ technical processes. He wrote: 
 
                                                 
19
 See full account in L. Lambourne, Japonisme: Cultural Crossings between Japan and 
the West, London, New York, 2005.  
20
 The Daily Southern Cross began as a weekly newspaper in Auckland in 1843 and 
became the first daily paper in 1862. It merged with the New Zealand Herald in 1876.  
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…they form a gorgeous mass of colour, not only exceedingly 
beautiful, but highly suggestive. Their combinations of colour are 
infinitely varied, while their decorative rendering of the ordinary 
incidents of life and facts of nature points to an almost entirely new 
field for our ornamental art.  The value of Japanese work to artists and 
decorators can hardly be exaggerated….21 
    
In 1891 the Taranaki Herald published an article ‘Concerning Japanese 
Art’.22  It is difficult to know how the report from American Professor E. F. 
Fenollosa
23
, a key figure in educating the public on Japanese art and a 
passionate collector, would have been received. It is interesting, though, that 
Japanese art was being discussed in mainstream media in New Zealand in 
the 1890s.  Fenollosa described his activities as a resident of Japan and 
predicted Japanese art ‘would undoubtedly have a marked effect on 
American art, particularly that branch of it generally known as decorative 
art.’24  Fenollosa’s predictions were certainly correct.  
 
As well as reading about Japanese art, New Zealanders also became aware 
of Japanese art through their travel.  By the early 1900s New Zealanders 
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  Daily Southern Cross, 25 July, 1866, p. 7. http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/   
22
 The Taranaki Herald was first published in New Plymouth in 1852. 
23
 Ernest Fenollosa (1853-1908) lived in Japan from 1878-1890 where he taught 
philosophy at the Tokyo University. He became passionately interested in Japanese arts. 
In 1886 Fenollosa sold his collection of Japanese paintings to C. G. Weld on the 
condition that it should go to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. He became the curator for 
the Museum’s department of Oriental Art in1890. Fenollosa organised exhibitions, 
lectured and wrote. Fenollosa’s publications include The Masters of Ukiyoe: a Complete 
Historical Description of Japanese Paintings and Colour Prints of the Genre School, 
New York, 1896, Epoch of Chinese and Japanese Art,London, 1912, An Outline  of the 
History of Ukiyo-ye, 1910, ‘Noh’ or Accomplishment: A Study of the Classical Stage of 
Japan, with Ezra Pound, London, 1916.  
24
 The Taranaki Herald 14 July, 1891, p.4 http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/   
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were visiting Japan.
25
  Sir Robert Heaton Rhodes (1861-1956)
26
 travelled 
with his wife, Jesse, to Japan in 1891.  Amongst numerous purchases of 
fans, lacquer work, cloisonné, porcelain, bronze, kimono and ivory, he 
bought a painting on silk mounted as a scroll (kakemono) which was 
described in Jessie’s diary as expensive.27  Possibly this is the late nineteenth 
century painting, from the Sir R. H. Rhodes collection, described as a 
‘village scene in early spring’ (c.1958.48).28    Heaton Rhodes also served on 
the committee of the Loan Exhibition of Oriental Art, which was held in 
Christchurch in 1935. 
 
Another well-known Cantabrian, architect Heathcote Helmore (1894-1965) 
bequeathed a Japanese screen in four sections to the Museum.
29
  Although 
not ukiyo-e, it is further evidence of interests of a New Zealander travelling 
abroad and collecting art works.  Helmore’s interest in Chinese and Japanese 
art is also confirmed by his presence on the committee of the 1952 Chinese 
and Japanese Art exhibition held at the Durham Street Art Gallery, under 
the auspices of the Canterbury Museum.  
  
Evidence of an increasing awareness of interest in the arts of South East 
Asia is demonstrated by the series of ‘oriental art’ exhibitions which took 
                                                 
25
 In 1905, an account written by a passenger on the Niko Maru that was travelling from 
England via Australia, bound for Japan, mentions that, of the five European second-class 
passengers on board, four were New Zealanders. 
26
 Sir Heaton Rhodes, a soldier, horticulturalist, politician and Cabinet Minister, was one 
of New Zealand’s best known and admired public figures. 
27
 The Annotated Biography of the Hon Sir R Heaton Rhodes (1861-1956), G. W. Rice, 
Christchurch, 2001,  pp. 57-59.  
28
 Rather surprisingly there is no mention of any print purchases.  His taste obviously lay 
elsewhere. The Sir R. H. Rhodes Collection includes Japanese ceramics. 
29
 Heathcote Helmore was best-known for his grand country manors and large city 
residences. T. E. R. Hodgson, Helmore, Cotterill, Eastgate, Christchurch, 1977. 
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place in Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin from 1932 to 
1937.  The 1935 Christchurch exhibition featured a variety of antiquities and 
selections of Japanese prints from the collections of Captain G. Humphreys-
Davies and Sir Joseph Kinsey.  The exhibition was motivated by the success 
of exhibitions held in London in 1910 and 1932.  The committee wished to 
present New Zealanders with ‘an opportunity of seeing and rejoicing in the 
beautiful work of the great oriental artists.’30  
 
On the occasion of the 1933 Japanese Art Exhibition at the Otago University 
Museum, the Star reported the works’ ‘considerable intrinsic value’, but 
added: 
  
To members of the public who are not especially interested in objects 
of art for their own sake, the exhibition should be of value, as 
revealing something of the temperament and mental attitude of a 
people which is at present forcing itself upon the attention of the 
world and more particularly of the nations bordering the Pacific. 
31
  
 
In other words the increasingly strained political relationship between Japan 
and other Pacific and Western nations, also served to draw attention to 
Japanese art.  However, this is not to say Japanese art became a focal point 
of hostility or contempt.  For the most part attitudes in New Zealand towards 
Japanese prints in 1935 were of admiration and curiosity.  Captain G. 
Humphreys-Davis, in an article for Art in New Zealand, commented on the 
public’s perspective.  He reported:  
                                                 
30
 Catalogue of Loan Exhibition of Oriental Art, Christchurch, 1935.  ‘Foreword’ written 
by Dr G. M. L. Lester, Patron.  
31
 Dianne & Peter Beatson, The Crane and the Kotuku: Artistic Bridges between New 
Zealand and Japan, Manawatu Art Gallery, New Zealand, 1994, p.111.  
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Never once have I heard anything expressed but amazement at the 
beauty of their colouring and the unerring sense of balance displayed 
by the artist.  It has often happened that I have spoken to such visitors, 
and their wonder has increased when the technical difficulties 
overcome by the printer have been explained.
32
 
 
In a letter to the Japanese Consulate General dated 17 August, 1939, Roger 
Duff, on the Museum’s behalf, requested photographs or illustrated 
pamphlets showing a present day Japanese soldier in full military equipment.    
Duff intended to display the ‘tremendous advances of Japanese along the 
lines of western military traditions since the middle of last century.’33   It is 
doubtful that this request would have been made after 1945 as attitudes had 
very definitely changed.  
 
After the surrender of Japan in 1945, Allied forces, including those of New 
Zealand, entered Japan as an occupying force to restore peace, to clean up 
the debris from the atomic blasts, and to help rebuild Japan.  They became 
known as J Force.  While serving in J Force, Major Keith Mosheim, as 
Officer in Charge of the Education Corps, was in a position to acquire 
numerous Japanese ukiyo-e prints which he brought back to New Zealand.  
The prints were sold in an auction at the YMCA in Christchurch over several 
days with Francis Shurrock and Fred Staub, who had acted as advisors to 
Mosheim, having the opportunity to purchase prints before the doors 
opened.  This formed the basis of the F. C. W. Staub collection, now in the 
Dunedin Public Art Gallery.  Shurrock gifted his collection to Staub on the 
                                                 
32
 ‘Japanese Colour Prints’, Capt. G Humphreys-Davis, Art in New Zealand, Vol., 8. 
1935-36, p. 24.    
33
 Canterbury Museum Records, Director’s Correspondence 3/1. Box 41, 1939. 
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understanding that it went to the Dunedin Gallery.
34
   This sale had a lot to 
do with fuelling the popularity of Japanese art and circulating prints in 
Christchurch.  Mr A. A. G. Reed, President of the Canterbury Society of 
Arts from 1956 to 1958, was very interested, and his wife made some 
expensive purchases.
35
  Reed loaned works to the 1952 exhibition and gave a 
lecture in conjunction with the exhibition titled Japanese Wood-Block Prints 
in General.  One of Scarlett’s prints, View of Yokohama, 1980.226.66 by 
Utagawa Sadahide (1807-1873), is from the Reed Collection.  
 
Local response to Japanese art in the post-war period is illustrated by Barry 
Watson’s personal experience and his engagement with the people who 
attended his auctions.   While acknowledging Dunedin’s fine collection of 
Japanese prints, Watson considers Christchurch to be the New Zealand home 
of Japanese woodblock prints.  Watson, founder of ‘Watson’s: Specialist 
Auctioneers and Valuers’, in Christchurch, has a keen personal interest in 
Japanese prints.  Years of auctioning fine art, books and antiques has given 
him a wide knowledge of ukiyo-e.
36
  Interestingly, most of the prints Watson 
handled came from the estates of elderly people, often with an academic 
background but with little knowledge of the context of the works.  They 
liked the images for their colour and subject matter.  The owners of these 
works enjoyed the prints but in many cases the younger generations of these 
families were dismissive of the prints, claiming, ‘Mum would have picked 
that up at Fishers.’  Watson commented that only a ‘handful’ of the same 
                                                 
34
 Conversation with Staub, 6 August, 2009. 
35
 Ibid. 
36
 Watson would, however, seek advice when valuing art work; in the case of Japanese 
works the advice of Alan Pullar and Gordon McArthur, whose knowledge and judgement 
he trusted.  
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people would be prospective buyers at the auctions where the Japanese 
prints were sold.  Many prints were indiscriminately glued to display card by 
some of the dealers and examples of this practice can be found in the 
collections in the Canterbury Museum.
37
  
 
Social/Cultural response to Japan  
Apprehension, fear and sometimes hostility caused by Japanese activity in 
the Pacific during World War II took time to overcome, but cultural 
exchanges were soon re-established.  Ralph Riccalton, who began to  work 
at the Canterbury Museum as a Technical Assistant to School Services from 
1953 onwards, remembered, ‘audiences were small; people took time to get 
over the war.  Any interest displayed by Museum staff in Japanese art was 
esoteric, an initiated minority, of four or five people.’38 
 
Sir Erima Northcroft (1884-1953), writing in 1952 in the exhibition 
catalogue of Chinese and Japanese Art, suggested that in an ‘unhappy 
period of international constraint and distrust’39 the way to achieve 
friendship and understanding of our neighbours was by seeking a wider 
knowledge of their country and more particularly the art of Eastern Asia.   
Northcroft wrote: 
 
We should study their ways of thought, their fears and their hopes, 
their need for help from us and our own need of help from them.  We 
are a young community. They are infinitely old…  As they have 
                                                 
37
 Interview with Barry Watson, 29 June, 2009. 
38
 Riccalton worked at Canterbury Museum from 1954 to 1987, retiring as Senior Display 
Preparator. He also curated the museum’s European and Asian fine and decorative arts 
collections during much of that time.  Interview with Riccalton, 16 June, 2008. 
39
 Exhibition catalogue, Chinese and Japanese Art, 1952. 
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stored their treasures of the mind so have they also the beauties of the 
creative arts. Some of this, too, is known to us but again there is much 
more to know.  
Those who are responsible for this exhibition of oriental art offer to 
help us widen our knowledge of these people beyond matters of trade 
and politics.  This handbook and the works to which it refers is an 
invitation to us to seek to join our oriental neighbours in thought by 
study of their things of beauty, the products of the past and of their 
present. Thus may we be placed upon the path leading to 
understanding from which alone can grow trust and friendship.
40
 
 
The 1952 exhibition was very popular, and attracted six thousand visitors.  
Again, the quest for an appreciation of beauty and cross-cultural 
understanding seems to have been a motivating factor.  While the ultimate 
object of the exhibition was ‘to stimulate interest in standards of taste 
generally’41 the committee wished to display ‘something of the beauties of 
Chinese and Japanese art.’42  Of the exhibition G. C. C. Sandston, Chair of 
the committee, wrote:  
 
Its greatest influences and the ones which matter the most probably lie 
[hidden] - the child here and there who perhaps caught a first glimpse 
of beauty - the student whose conception of art may have been 
modified or even transformed and finally and perhaps most 
importantly of all the people who even dimly could feel that across the 
welter and misunderstanding, ignorance and suspicion which lies 
between East and West here was something which spoke a common 
language and which all could understand.
43
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 Ibid. 
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Another key character in stimulating interest in Japanese art in the fifties in 
Christchurch was Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Worsnop (1909-1957), a 
committee member of the 1952 art exhibition. After serving with the 
military from 1927, Worsnop was appointed chief administrative officer 
with the Dominion forces and was posted to Japan in 1947.  He became 
interested in and collected Japanese ceramics, particularly the Hagi ware 
pottery from western Honshu.  Worsnop also promoted Japanese art through 
a lecture on Japanese ceramics at the 1952 exhibition as part of the 
programme.  From 1949 to 1954 he held various senior positions at 
Burnham Military camp and, about this time, he and his wife opened a small 
art shop in Cathedral Square where they sold Japanese prints.
44
  
 
Links between Worsnop, Scarlett and Kane were established by their shared 
interests.  In an interview with historian and researcher Bill Carter,
45
 he 
talked of his friendship with Ron Scarlett and their involvement as members 
of the Theatre Arts Guild in the late fifties, a group which also included 
Kane and Beverley Worsnop, Colonel Worsnop’s daughter.  Carter recalled 
an occasion about the time of the 1952 exhibition when Worsnop spoke in 
depth on Japanese prints to a group that included himself, Scarlett and Kane.   
At the time they all purchased prints from Worsnop’s folders.  Prints were 
also available from the Christchurch Co-operative Book Society’s shop in 
New Regent Street, managed by Cyril Walter from 1944, a shop specialising 
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in left-wing literature.  According to Carter, the co-op was a group of ‘social 
misfits from the Bishop to members of the local communist party.’46  
 
The relationship between New Zealand and Japan was tested when an 
exhibition carrying an anti-war message was staged in Auckland.  In 1958 
the Hiroshima Panels depicting not only the violence and chaos of the 
atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but also a statement about 
anti-war and anti-nuclear issues, were shown at the Auckland City Art 
Gallery.  As a result of anti-Japanese feeling in the aftermath of World War 
II, Auckland newspapers refused to advertise the exhibition.  However, this 
dispute created added interest and approximately twenty-two thousand 
people viewed the huge panels.
47
  Each panel stands 1.8 x 7.2 metres and 
was painted by artists, husband and wife, Maruki Iri (1901-1995) and 
Maruki Toshi (1912-2000) using traditional black sumi.  At the time the 
panels were shown, Colin McCahon was a curator at the Auckland City Art 
Gallery and the panels influenced his painting The Northland Panels.
48
  
Scrolls exhibited in New Zealand in 1966 by Gibon Sengai (1750-1837), a 
Zen Buddhist calligrapher, were also said to have influenced several New 
Zealand artists including McCahon and Pat Hanley.
49
  
 
Interest in Japan in 1962 was sufficient for the Association of Friends of 
Canterbury Museum to invite renowned potter Bernard Leach (1887-1979) 
to give an address, whilst he was in New Zealand, entitled ‘Impressions of 
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my Recent Visit to Japan’.  Leach, who lived in Japan from 1909 to 1920, 
advocated a close study of Oriental art and thought.  A Potter’s Book, written 
by Leach in 1940, was a catalyst for New Zealand artisans and educators to 
travel to Japan.  They included Dr Terence Barrow, an ethnologist at the 
Dominion Museum, Wellington, Doreen Blumhardt, a potter who was head 
of the Wellington Teacher’s College art department, and potters Helen 
Mason and Mirek Smisek.
50
   
    
A more recent example of local interest in Japan occurred in November 
2003 when Japonism in Fashion, developed and toured by the Museum of 
New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa in association with the Kyoto Costume 
Institute, opened at the Christchurch Art Gallery.  The exhibition of 
garments, fabrics and accessories inspired by Japanese art including 
Japanese tradition and Western fashion, proved very popular with the 
gallery’s visitors.   
 
Notable Collectors 
As well as public and community-based exhibitions, the Western fascination 
with Japan was also seen in the private domain through the activities of 
collectors.  A particularly notable local example was Joseph Kinsey, [figure 
1.2] whose extensive collection of Japanese decorative and fine arts was 
gifted to Canterbury Museum after his death, by his daughter, Mrs Mary 
Gertrude Moore (known as May).  This included over 250 prints and 
paintings.  The importance to the Canterbury Museum of this generous gift 
can be gauged by Falla’s report of 12 October, 1938. Falla wrote:  
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I should like to draw special attention to the donation of material from 
Mrs W A Moore, under dates September 28
th
 and October 10
th
. The 
Japanese collection, [is] probably one of the best of its kind in New 
Zealand, not only containing a fine range of rare and valuable items 
collected by the late Sir Joseph Kinsey, but also accompanied by full 
descriptive lists and comments on the articles by various authorities 
including Japanese… 51  
 
 
This generous gift formed the basis of the Museum’s collection of Japanese 
art.  
 
Kinsey’s activities as a collector need to be viewed in the context of his 
worldliness and his appetite for action and knowledge.  He was born in 
Plumstead, Kent, and educated at the Royal Naval School, Greenwich. 
Kinsey’s education included Mathematics, Nautical Astronomy and 
Navigation, a background that qualified him for entry to a shipping agency. 
After teaching for eight years at Dulwich College he and his wife left 
England in 1880 on the Jessie Readman bound for Lyttelton.  At this time 
Kinsey had an interest in Japan.  In fact, he had considered going there but 
instead decided to come to New Zealand, where he founded Kinsey and Co. 
Ltd, Shipping Agents and Insurance Brokers, Christchurch.
52
  During the 
next decades business prospered and Kinsey consolidated his position as a 
man of substance and culture. Gentlemanly pursuits established him in 
society.  His interests and activities were diverse.  He was a member of the 
Christchurch Golf Club and the Canterbury Club.  Kinsey was the 
Canterbury Commissioner for the South Seas Exhibition at Dunedin (1889-
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1890), a governor of Canterbury College (1889-1890), a member of the 
Christchurch Savage Club, and the Liedertafel, a male voice choir, as well as 
a keen mountaineer and photographer.  In 1898 he was appointed Consul for 
Belgium with jurisdiction over Canterbury, Marlborough, Nelson and 
Westland.  Kinsey’s services to the British Antarctic expeditions of Robert 
Falcon Scott (Discovery Expedition 1901-1904 and the Terra Nova 
Expedition 1910-1913) and Ernest Shackleton (Nimrod Expedition 1907-
1909) were recognised in 1917 when he was created a Knight Bachelor. 
Kinsey’s library of over fifteen thousand books, housed at his Papanui home, 
‘Warrimoo’, included rare, unique and obscure volumes which could only 
have been collected by a persistent, resolute and wealthy enthusiast devoted 
to the task.  His bookcases were crowded with art reference material, 
specialist Samuel Butler and Polar collections, English literature and a New 
Zealand collection.  Of particular interest is a large selection of Japanese art 
books, some of which were presented by Kinsey’s estate to the Alexander 
Turnbull Library and some to the Canterbury Museum.
53
  
 
Kinsey’s interest in Japanese art extended beyond prints, and his books 
include material on pottery, gardens and plays from No theatre.   Books on 
subjects such as Japanese myths and legends, manners and customs, fairy 
tales, history and accounts of travel in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries demonstrate his quest for knowledge of all things Japanese.  Six 
books in the collection are by Lafcadio Hearn (1850-1904), who lived in 
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Japan from 1890; these texts present accounts of the Meiji era and pre-
industrial Japan and are today still considered valuable for their charming 
and insightful descriptions.  Kinsey’s collection of books on Japanese prints 
illustrates his scholarship and pursuit of knowledge in this field.  At the time, 
these authors would have been considered leading authorities on Japanese 
prints and they are still reference points today.
54
  
  
Papers at Canterbury Museum which relate to Kinsey’s art collection include 
detailed notes on some of the works, [fig. 1. 3] as well as receipts and 
accounts of his purchases.  Meticulous records show he bought many of his 
Japanese prints, paintings and other decorative art objects in 1914-1915, 
from J. K. Miura, of 7 Montpellier Parade, Harrogate, England, who 
described himself as a ‘Dealer in Works of Art and Oriental Curios, Tokio & 
London’.55  Part of his book collection at the Canterbury Museum includes a 
number of Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge catalogues for auctions of Japanese 
prints and art objects. These start in 1911, suggesting that he had been 
observing the market with interest. While in England from 1914 to 1916 he 
followed his passions visiting museums, bookshops and galleries. Notes 
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taken by Kinsey at the Bristol Museum in 1916 are detailed and demonstrate 
the intellectual curiosity that seems to have been the basis for his collecting.  
A letter to Kinsey, who was in England at the time, from J. E. and E. K. 
Preston of Harrogate, Dealer in Works of Art, December 1
st
 1915, suggests 
that Kinsey already had the ultimate fate of his Japanese collection in mind 
at the time it was being formed.  
 
I am glad to know that you have picked up a few good pieces of 
Roman pottery for the Museum of your town in New Zealand  where I 
have no doubt they will be appreciated and valued.  It is a good place 
to have one’s name remembered in this way.  A recently deceased 
friend of mine formed a fairly large collection of various antiquities 
which passed into the Museum of his native town and the room in 
which they are exhibited is known under his name.  
 
In the eyes of his friends and fellow collectors, Kinsey’s decision to leave 
everything to his wife Sarah was unsatisfactory.
56
  However, as her husband 
had directed, a large part of his collection was subsequently deposited in the 
Alexander Turnbull Library and was considered to be an outstanding gift to 
the nation.  Johannes C. Anderson had frequently corresponded with Kinsey 
about his collection, so on Kinsey’s death in 1936, he wasted no time in 
contacting Lady Kinsey.
57
  He would have been aware of her ill health and 
wanted to be sure to secure Kinsey’s treasures for the nation.     
 
Both his home in Papanui, Warrimoo, and his weekend house Te Hau O Te 
Atua, at Kinsey Terrace, Clifton, were meeting places for distinguished 
guests from all around the world.  Kinsey was renowned for his hospitality 
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and generosity.  Amongst the many entries in his leather covered visitors’ 
books, one book fondly labelled by daughter May (25 May 1903), as ‘dear 
old Pa’s Den’,58 are members of the Discovery, Terra Nova and Nimrod 
expeditions, including Sir Ernest Shackleton, Captain R. F. Scott and 
Edward Wilson. Visitors of literary fame included Mark Twain and George 
Bernard Shaw.  Aviator Jean Batten’s entry in the visitors’ book expressed 
her gratitude for her host’s kindness.59  
 
Documenting Kinsey’s collection of Japanese prints presents a record of his 
taste, and demonstrates his interest in some of the foremost artists of ukiyo-e. 
The collection includes fifty works by Hiroshige, and a large body of images 
by Toyokuni I, Eisen, and Kunisada.  It is recognised as one of the largest, 
most comprehensive and significant individual collections of Japanese prints 
and paintings donated by a New Zealander to a public institution. 
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An entry in the Warrimoo Visitors’ book on New Year’s Day 1910, cut from 
a card and labelled ‘My Ideal,’ seems to sum up the man Kinsey was: 
  
He has achieved success who has lived well laughed often and loved 
much: who has gained respect of intelligent men and the love of little 
children: who has filled his niche and accomplished his task: who has 
left the world better than he found it… who has never lacked 
appreciation of earth’s beauty, or failed to express it: who has always 
looked for the best in others, and given the best he had: whose life is 
an inspiration: whose memory is a benediction.
60
  
 
 
Another significant contributor to the Canterbury Museum’s collection of 
Japanese art was Ronald Jack Scarlett MBE (1911-2002). [fig. 1.4] Scarlett 
was born at Stoke, Nelson. He attended schools in Westport, Marlborough 
and Nelson. Scarlett’s upbringing as the oldest of eight children was 
difficult. His father worked in sawmills wherever work was available so the 
family moved around the upper South Island. Scarlett left school aged 14, 
and worked as a farmhand, at a sawmill, as a labourer, a greenkeeper, a 
gardener, a goldminer, and a truck driver.  
 
At the age of 26 Scarlett enrolled for a Bachelor of Arts degree at 
Canterbury University College.  At the completion of his degree he studied 
anthropology under Dr H. D. Skinner at the University of Otago. The 
Pyramid Valley excavations in 1949, where Scarlett worked as a field 
researcher for Roger Duff,
61
 combined with his enthusiasm for natural 
history, formed the basis of his career.  Scarlett became a prolific osteologist 
and is well-known for his excavations on paleontological deposits and for 
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archaeological work in New Zealand, Australia, New Guinea, Solomon 
Islands and Canada.
62
  His participation in archaeological expeditions, as 
well as his everyday work as Canterbury Museum’s osteologist, are 
remembered fondly by Museum staff and volunteers.  There are many 
anecdotes told by Scarlett’s colleagues of this very likeable man, portraying 
him as highly unconventional - each tale ending with the affectionate phrase, 
‘Well, that was Ron.’63  
 
Scarlett humorously described his desk as a midden, an archaeological term 
for a rubbish heap, where collapsing piles of papers and books had 
overflowed to the floor.
64
  He was an avid reader, however his eyesight was 
bad and he was often spotted wandering along, his nose in a book and in real 
danger of walking into something.  A friend of Scarlett’s was poet and art 
critic John Summers, whose bookshop in central Christchurch was a 
drawcard for Scarlett during his lunch hours.  Conferences abroad gave 
Scarlett an opportunity to pursue his interest in art and one of his reports 
notes visits to the Art Galleries of Adelaide and Melbourne.  
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Scarlett has been described as a ‘magpie’ collector in his private life. One 
friend said: ‘if something took Ron’s interest, away he would go.’65  His 
rented flat was crammed with the results of his habitual and enthusiastic 
collecting and overflowed with books and publications of all sorts.  When a 
visitor pointed out that a room had been blocked off by a very large stack of 
books, Scarlett was delighted to find more space to store his collections.
66
  It 
seems that in some cases he was indiscriminate, and he had little interest in 
the monetary worth of an object.  Although there are many fine woodblock 
prints in Scarlett’s collection, including works by Hiroshige, Hokusai, 
Kunisada, Kunichika and Toyokuni I, he also added postcards, articles from 
magazines and newspapers, and a collection of photographic prints from 
calendars.  These reflected his enthusiasm and appreciation of Japanese art, 
but are of little monetary value.  Typical amongst Scarlett’s collection is an 
article taken from The Illustrated London News, 9 June, 1962 entitled ‘A 
Page for Collectors’ by Frank Davis.  It is an article about Japanese prints 
particularly in praise of Hokusai. 
 
Among Scarlett’s collection of over one hundred Japanese prints, are five 
crepe prints.  It may have been the novelty factor of these prints by 
Kunichika that caught Scarlett’s eye.  The unusually vibrant colours of the 
aniline dyes, the highly textured surfaces and the process of reduction after 
printing make them unique among the Museum’s collection.  However, his 
main interest seems to have been in landscapes; his love of nature no doubt 
drew him to these works. 
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Most of Scarlett’s collection was locally sourced.  For instance, a print by 
Torii Kiyonaga (1752-1815) has a notation showing it was bought from 
Norman Oberg of Smith’s Bookshop in Christchurch, probably in the early 
1970’s.67  The 1952 exhibition, Chinese and Japanese Art, which included 
268 Japanese woodblock prints, may well have been the catalyst for his 
interest in Japanese art.  In a letter to Duff, Sandston records his gratitude for 
the help and assistance given by the Museum staff, including Scarlett.
68
  A 
further connection was with Northcroft, a major lender to, and patron of, the 
exhibition: several prints in Scarlett’s collection are recorded as coming 
from the Northcroft estate, purchased in 1954 through fine art dealers H. 
Fisher & Son of Christchurch.  Northcroft, a lawyer, military leader and 
Supreme Court judge, was appointed as the New Zealand judge on the 
International Military Tribunal for the Far East, which tried Japanese war 
criminals in Tokyo at the end of the Second World War.
69
  It is possible that 
Northcroft’s interest in Japanese art was sparked during that period.   
 
During 1953 and 1954, Scarlett was a member of the Friends of The Group, 
a subsidiary support organisation for The Group itself, formed in 
Christchurch in 1927.
70
  He was friendly with fellow pacifist
71
 Rita Angus 
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and other artists and collectors who were interested in and enthusiastic about 
Japanese art.
72
   Shurrock, Angus’s Canterbury College lecturer, was also on 
the committee of the 1952 exhibition and presented a lecture as part of the 
programme.
73
  As early as 1914 Shurrock had displayed an interest in 
Japanese prints, in both the printing process and subject matter.  A woodcut, 
Self Portrait in Japanese Costume, depicts him in an elaborate kabuki 
costume of his own design which he wore at the Royal College of Art fancy-
dress ball. 
74
   
 
Scarlett began work at the Museum in 1950.  When in 2000 he became 
Emeritus Curator of Osteology, a position which recognised his dedication 
to and long involvement with the Museum, he was acknowledged as a 
‘Living Treasure.’  Scarlett’s knowledge and experience was considered an 
invaluable resource.
75
  All those who speak of Scarlett agree that the 
Museum was his life and this was reflected in his decision to donate his 
collection to Canterbury Museum a year later.  It afforded him the 
opportunity to continue his association with the Museum long into his 
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retirement and posthumously too.  Scarlett’s gesture demonstrated his 
selfless generosity and passion for sharing his finds with a wider audience.  
  
The third collector represented in the collection, whose collecting practices 
were in complete contrast to local enthusiast Scarlett, is Frances May Bailey. 
After Mrs Bailey’s death in November 1967, her London solicitors, Langton 
& Passmore, advised that she had bequeathed a collection of 143 Japanese 
and Chinese works of art to the Canterbury Museum.  This was not the first 
time that the Museum had benefited from the generosity of the Baileys.   In 
1945 the Museum had unexpectedly received from Mrs Bailey a gift of 
forty-six Chinese pieces, mainly porcelain and metal wares, collected by her 
late husband, Captain Geoffrey Bailey.  These featured as a temporary 
display in 1946, and in 1958 they became part of the long-term exhibits in 
the May G Moore Hall of Oriental Arts, where they ‘attracted wide 
admiration because of their quality and the excellent documentation.’76 
    
In 1968 Dr Duff acknowledged the Museum’s gratitude for the new gift: 
 
I place on record my appreciation of the wide range and quality of the 
items in Mrs Bailey’s bequest and my assurance that they will be 
cherished and permanently displayed with fitting acknowledgement.
77
 
 
Duff requested further information about Captain and Mrs Bailey, whom he 
had never met.  The solicitors contacted Mr Ko Tet Htoot
78
 of the University 
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College, Rangoon and the School of Oriental Studies, London, and a close 
friend of Captain and Mrs Bailey, who wrote: 
Mrs Bailey was a collector in her own right and all these are collected 
by herself with her own money inherited from her parents.  She 
presented Captain Bailey’s own collection after his death and this is 
her own collection with perhaps one or two exceptions.  In fact it was 
through her influence that Captain Bailey started collecting himself 
…. As for Captain Bailey one of his sisters and his nephew are still 
living in New Zealand and they should be able to tell the museum 
about his parents and his birthplace.
79
 
 
Inquiries in New Zealand revealed that Geoffrey Bailey was born in India 
c.1880 and came to New Zealand c.1882 with his parents, his father having 
recently retired from the army.  The family farmed near Timaru and 
Geoffrey Bailey eventually took up a commission in the Manchester 
Regiment of the British Army.  He served during the South African War and 
was invalided to England, where he married Frances in 1912.  Bailey 
became a Captain of the Invalids at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea.  He was 
killed by a V2 rocket which struck the Hospital in 1945. 
 
Frances Bailey was the only daughter of Major Francis and Mrs Florence 
Geldard.  As a young woman she studied at the Royal College of Music, 
winning a scholarship and training as a singer.  Later, she achieved a 
diploma in Chinese Archaeology from the Courtauld Institute of Art in 
London.  She was a Fellow of the Royal Asiatic Society and a member of 
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the Oriental Ceramic Society.  Although her special love was antique 
Chinese jade, her interest in East Asian art and literature was extensive.  
This deep interest saw her accumulate a very comprehensive and valuable 
collection of Chinese jades, bronzes, ceramics, silk embroideries and 
paintings, as well as some very fine Japanese prints and paintings, ceramics, 
ivories, lacquer and bronze wares. 
 
The announcement in The Press on the occasion of the arrival of Mrs 
Baileys gift gives readers no clue as to why the Bailey’s bequeathed their 
valuable collections to the Canterbury Museum.  An article headed ‘£19,593 
Oriental Art For Museum’, states that there is no record of why the couple 
had an interest in the Canterbury Museum.
80
  Certainly, with the addition of 
Mrs Bailey’s art objects to her late husband’s bequest, the impact of the 
couple’s combined collections was of even greater significance.81  Whatever 
her intentions may have been, collectors often seek out smaller institutions 
for their bequests because their collections are less likely to be broken up 
and not subsumed into a larger collection.  Knowingly or not, Bailey’s gift 
certainly had a greater effect in New Zealand than it would have had in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum (London).  By willing her collection of Asian 
art to the Canterbury Museum Bailey perpetuated her name.
82
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Ralph Riccalton, who at the time the collection was received was a display 
preparator at the Museum, remembers the excitement when the crates 
arrived from London and the objects were unpacked revealing their precious 
contents.
83
  Riccalton’s particular interest was Chinese art objects, but he 
remembers the beauty of the Japanese pictures.  Duff obviously shared this 
pleasure and expressed his delight. He wrote: 
 
Here for the first time we have received pre-nineteenth century 
material, notably some quite early and exciting fore-runners of the 
Japanese Colour Print in black and white and some paintings of 
decided quality.  Most of the Frances May Bailey collection is suitable 
for permanent exhibition and will be deployed as our Display Staff 
find time. The two Bailey collections have rounded off a Chinese 
collection which we can now realise is of unusual quality for New 
Zealand and provided the first quality Japanese material to lift our 
display beyond the level of late Victorian export wares aimed at 
undiscriminating tourists.’84  
 
The Frances May Bailey Collection reflects connoisseurship and passion for 
collecting, and a desire to make available these beautiful works of art for the 
public to view.  
 
The fourth collector represented in the Museum’s collection of Japanese 
prints is Greggory Joseph Kane (1921-1974). [fig. 1.5] Remembered both as 
‘a loner’ and ‘very friendly’, Kane seems to have been a complex and 
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colourful character.
85
 Like Scarlett, his upbringing was difficult.  His father 
died when he was about eleven, and his mother supported him and his sister 
by running the Hotel Windsor in Manchester Street, Christchurch, between 
1938 and 1941, and later through boarding houses and flats in Bealey 
Avenue.  In his late twenties, Kane worked as a salesman and a few years 
later as an indent agent, locating goods for buyers at the best prices and 
terms.  By 1958, he had his own indent business in Oxford Terrace, but this 
was not very successful. Kane shifted to the port town of Lyttelton in the 
early 1960s and secured a position as Second Cook on the interisland ferry 
Rangatira. 
 
Former neighbours in Lyttelton recall his enthusiasm as an amateur 
landscape artist, regularly undertaking sketching trips with friends during his 
leisure time.  Described as a rather untidy man, invariably wearing a navy 
blue suit with a cardigan-vest (but rarely a tie), he was happy to give a few 
art lessons to anyone who was interested.  He was very hospitable, often 
entertaining neighbours and friends from Christchurch’s art community.  His 
house in Seaview Terrace was filled with paintings and objets d’art.86 
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Kane was a member of the Friends of The Group from 1951 onwards.
87
 
Local artist Doris Lusk was among the regular visitors to Seaview Terrace 
and their friendship seems to have been long-standing.  Her portrait of Kane 
was exhibited in 1954 at The Group Show, C.S.A. Gallery, Durham Street, 
and is now held at the Christchurch Art Gallery.  In the portrait Kane’s 
hands are depicted folded on a copy of Antigone, a play inspired by Greek 
mythology and first performed in Paris under Nazi occupation in 1944.  The 
reference to the play was probably considered avant-garde when the portrait 
was painted.
88
  In the 1961 Group Show, Chrystabel Aitken showed a 
portrait of Kane, and in 1962 a terracotta Mask of Gregory Kane.
89
  Leo 
Bensemann, another member of The Group, also exhibited a Portrait of 
Gregory Kane at the 1962 Show.
90
  Kane’s interest in amateur dramatics 
would have provided further contact with the art community.  Members’ 
books show that he joined the Repertory Theatre Society in 1941.
91
   
  
 Kane was an amateur artist himself and a sketchbook containing a painting 
and several sketches was donated in 1978 to the Christchurch Art Gallery by 
A. C. Brassington (1902-1981), Kane’s lawyer, who must have considered 
his art worthy of recognition.  Three further watercolours painted by Kane 
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that were on long term loan have since been returned to their owner.  The 
Canterbury Public Library also owns a watercolour, Rata, West Coast (1968) 
painted by Kane that was exhibited at the Canterbury Society of Arts autumn 
show in 1968 and bought for the Library’s loan collection.  
 
Associating with Bensemann and others of The Group may have stimulated 
Kane’s interest in Japanese prints.  Bensemann had admired Japanese art 
since the early 1930s,
 92
 and in a letter written in 1953 he remarked, ‘Judge 
Northcroft handed me eleven Japanese prints recently and insists I keep all 
or any that I like….’93 Later, in 1959, he wrote ‘I have managed to pick up a 
beautiful Hiroshige triptych yesterday called The Waves of Naruto….’94   
 
Kane assembled a collection of over seventy Japanese woodblock prints.  
These were bequeathed to the Canterbury Museum in 1975 ‘as study or 
display specimens for the community benefit.’95  His collection comprises a 
variety of subjects and artists that span the Edo period; however it is 
strongest in the work of artists from the end of the era including Hokusai, 
Kuniyoshi and Kunichika. 
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Small collections 
As well as benefiting from the donations of some significant collections 
Canterbury Museum has also been the recipient of some small bequests.  
Ngarita Johnstone, the daughter of James Johnstone, a lecturer in Fine Arts 
at Canterbury College mid 1920s-1950s, left a small collection of twenty 
Japanese woodblock prints to the Museum in 2001.  Although the prints are 
mostly produced by twentieth century artists, there are two nineteenth 
century landscapes, by Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858) and one by Katsushika 
Hokusai (1760-1849), again demonstrating the popularity and availability of 
these artists, their landscapes and the informed choices collectors made. 
 
James Johnstone came from Edinburgh with a Diploma of Fine Arts.  He 
taught crafts, silverware, printing, engraving and etching.
96
   Johnstone, who 
was a committee member of the 1952 exhibition, gave a lecture on cloisonné 
enamel as part of a series of lectures given at the time of the exhibition.  
Cloisonné enamel is a process of enamelling an object whereby fine wires 
are used to delineate the decorative areas into which enamel paste is applied 
before the object is fired and polished. 
 
In May 1956 Rewi Alley donated a folder entitled Ten Choice Japanese 
Pictures, printed by Kokka Publishing Co., from the Wu Lien Library.  The 
twentieth century reproductions, with varying subject matter, add interest to 
the collection.
97
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In 1954 the Friends of the Canterbury Museum purchased from Northcroft’s 
collection From Moronobu to Hiroshige: Masterpieces of Japanese 
Woodblock Printing by Dr. Julius Kurth.  Published in 1924 this large 
volume contains 40 coloured plates, facsimile prints in their original size, 
described in detail by Kurth.  While some recent scholars have criticised 
Kurth’s work, he nevertheless holds an important position as a connoisseur 
of Japanese prints.
98
 
 
In curator Philip Clarke’s view: 
  
Collecting is often presented as a quick-fix route to self distinction. 
This popular conception of collecting is at one end of the spectrum of 
possibilities, the other being eloquently stated by Dr Stephen Rainbow 
who, in describing his collecting and collection, says, ‘It is a major 
source of meaning in my life…. More than just styling the lives of 
their owners, collections document, inspire, shape and generate 
meaning in the lives of collectors’99  
 
Although the smaller collections are of considerable interest, in this text the 
focus is on Kinsey and Bailey who exemplify the Western fascination with 
collecting Japanese art which developed in the late nineteenth century and 
early twentieth centuries.  Both were private collectors of considerable 
means.  They adopted patterns established earlier in Europe and America 
and they experienced the enthusiasm and inspiration that these works of art 
generated.  Scarlett, Kane, and the smaller collectors too, followed the trend 
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of enthusiasm for Japanese art, but this was more localised, stemming 
largely from practising artists and the Canterbury art community.     
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C H A P T E R  T W O  
 
      The  Collection 
 
This chapter considers the subjects, range and highlights of the Canterbury 
Museum’s collection.  What is revealed is the substance, diversity and 
unevenness of this intriguing body of works.  The representation of the 
better-known Japanese artists of ukiyo-e, such as the landscapes by 
Hiroshige (1797-1858), works by Hokusai (1760-1849), Eizan (1787-1867), 
Eishi (1756-1829), and many works of the artists of the Utagawa school, 
Toyokuni I (1769-1825), Kunisada (1786-1865) Chikanobu (1838-1912) and 
Kuniyoshi (1798-1861), demonstrates the scope of the collection, and the 
interests and fascination of the collectors with the Japanese works of art they 
acquired.  To some extent it also illustrates the limits of the collectors’ 
resources, constrained as they were by varying degrees of wealth, as well as 
whether they collected locally or during their travels, and by the availability 
of the prints.  That is to say, not only were the collections fashioned by taste, 
they reflected the markets of the time and historical circumstances. 
 
A key aspect of this project has been to assess the condition of the prints.  
Some were printed from original blocks using fewer colours than original 
editions or were reproductions printed by hand, off re-cut blocks.  The 
collection also includes particular objects of interest such as paintings, crepe 
prints, pillar prints, fan prints and a number of reproductions of UNESCO 
44 
 
commissioned prints.  A comparison is made with other collections in New 
Zealand.   
 
Kanō-ha mo / Tosa-ha mo kakenu / Naka-no-chō 
[Neither Kanō nor Tosa / can paint it: / Main Street Yoshiwara]100 
 
Ukiyo-e prints of popular Edo culture were produced in large numbers for 
mass consumption and appealed to a wide audience.  It is estimated that four 
hundred and fifty million impressions of woodblock prints were issued 
between 1700 and 1930 but possibly only 2% survive today, equalling 
approximately nine million prints.
101
  Fine impressions in mint condition are 
becoming increasingly rare in the marketplace as they are assimilated into 
collections, both permanent and private.  Damage can occur to prints and the 
technical faults are often visible only to the most discerning collector or 
dealer.  The publisher, Watanabe Shōzaburō (1885-1962), claimed 2000 
copies could be pulled from a set of blocks without any marked loss of 
quality.
102
   Experience and an understanding of the print process, the 
colorants and the paper was critical in the selection of desirable prints.  It is 
therefore easy to see how difficult it was for the likes of Kinsey, Bailey, 
Scarlett and Kane to recognise the quality of the images they collected, in 
the face of such complex questions of authenticity.  The collectors also 
needed to consider factors such as the distinction between first and later 
editions of prints, and their state of conservation.  To understand the 
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complex process of printmaking, the technical and artistic skills required, 
and further to appreciate the unique qualities of the prints, it is first 
necessary to include an explanation of how the prints were made, the 
carefully selected formats and the development of the colour process. 
 
How prints were made 
Japan’s woodblock print technology was imported from neighbouring China 
through Buddhist texts that date from the Tang Dynasty (618-909), and later 
during the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), when large numbers of illustrated 
books, plays and manuals were printed.  The ideas and printing techniques 
that were used by the Chinese ultimately influenced the development of 
ukiyo-e.  However, although Japanese artists adopted Chinese ideas and 
methods, they were interpreted into their own creative art form.
103
   
  
Prints were produced by collaboration between the artist, the carver, the 
printer and the publisher.  The artist’s role was to supply the publisher with a 
design for a print, the subject of which was usually determined by the 
publisher. The publisher decided on the size of the edition, the number of 
colour blocks to be used, the format and the quality of the paper.  Artists 
were sometimes consulted on the process or the use of colour.
104
  Skilled 
craftspeople (carvers) then transferred the design to blocks, the number of 
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blocks determined by the range of colours.  Nishiki-e, ‘brocade pictures’, so 
called because of their likeness to multi-coloured brocades, were produced 
from 1764-65 onwards.  The earliest prints were (sumizuri-e) monochrome 
prints, printed in black sumi ink, followed by benizuri-e in which multiple 
colours, beni (safflower red) and green, and sometimes yellow, blue or grey, 
were printed from separate blocks. 
  
The first block, called the keyblock (kyōgō), provided the black outline. It 
determined the quality of the print and was regarded as the most difficult to 
cut.  The fine lines cut for fingers, a face and strands of hair required 
considerable expertise. A significant advance in the printing process came 
when registration marks (kentō) were invented in the mid-eighteenth 
century.  This ensured that the colour blocks, which could number up to 
twenty, were correctly aligned. 
  
From the carver’s workshop the production was handed over to a printer and 
then back to the publisher to be sold by book dealers or in street traders’ 
stalls, also known as ‘auction bookshops’ (serihonya).105   Although ukiyo-e 
is often associated solely with prints and book illustrations of the Edo 
period, there were also large numbers of paintings produced for wealthy 
patrons and connoisseurs. 
 
Censorship 
Regulations enforced by the Tokugawa shogunate (bakufu) placed 
restrictions on the production of printed matter.  As part of the Kansei 
Reforms of the 1790s a new edict governed the quality of paper, pigments, 
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the subject matter, the price and the number of blocks that could be used.  
Depictions of political events were prohibited and public morality was to be 
upheld.  Earlier legislation forming part of the Kyōhō Reforms (1721-1722) 
had also directly addressed this issue.  From 1790 to 1842 a round kiwame 
seal or censorship seal showed the government’s sanction of artists’ designs.  
The seals were added to the drawings by representatives of the publishers’ 
guild who became the official censors.  They then became part of the final 
design as they were cut into the woodblock.  At certain periods additional 
seals gave the date of the inspection.  Further reforms in 1843 abolished the 
guild-run censorship system and minor government officials became the new 
censors until 1857, when the publishers’ guilds were restored and censorship 
was again carried out by its referees.  From 1853 a date seal was used in 
conjunction with an oval seal, and then a circular form, an aratame 
(inspected) seal was adopted.  As a result of the legislation that required the 
use of seals, in a number of cases the age of the print can readily be 
identified.  
 
 During the 1841-1843 Tenpō Reforms depictions of historical heroes 
displaying integrity, courage, loyalty and Confucian filial piety were 
encouraged.  The Tokugawa government was intent on preventing any 
challenge to their administration by curbing all aspects of luxury and 
immorality.
106
    Several changes were made to these systems of censorship 
but by late 1875 censors’ seals were no longer required.107  From this time 
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the names and addresses of the designer and publisher of each print were 
written in either the margin or a cartouche.
108
  
    
Formats 
Prints were produced in a number of formats.  The ōban (390-95 x 260-
70mm), which could be either horizontal or vertical, and chūban (260 x 
195mm) sized prints, derived from the ōbōsho (390 x 530mm) paper sheet, 
became the most common size of nishiki-e.  The pillar print, hashira-e 
(c.690-750 x 120-130mm), was first produced in the 1730s and 1740s and 
reached its height in popularity from the 1760s to the 1790s.  Kakemono-e 
were sold mounted on printed paper imitating silk and considered the ‘poor 
man’s’ hanging scroll painting.109  It is a wider version of the large upright 
hashira-e print measuring c.765 x 230mm.  Yotsugiriban (c.195 x 130mm), 
one-eighth of a large hōsho sheet (390 x 530mm, document paper), was 
usually the size used in surimono, which were small edition prints often 
commissioned by poetry groups or for invitations, announcements and 
programmes.  They often used expensive paper, more colour than was usual, 
and more specialised techniques.  Hanshibon (c.225 x 155mm) and yokobon 
(c.110 x 170mm) were common formats used in fukuro-toji books.  Fan 
prints (uchiwa) were designed as a fashion accessory and most are in the 
rigid oval format but they also appeared in a folding-fan format (ōgi).  
Multiples of the ōban, particularly the triptych and diptych format, were 
used extensively by ukiyo-e artists. 
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A brief history of ukiyo-e, and some of the artists who represented each 
stage   
To make some sense of the Museum’s collection it is useful to provide a 
brief history of ukiyo-e and its progressions.  Scholars of ukiyo-e have 
tended to divide the Edo period, when ukiyo-e were produced, through the 
developments of the print process and the artists who worked at each of 
these times.  From the beginning of the Edo period, Hishikawa Moronobu 
(1618-1694), often referred to as ‘the founder of ukiyo-e’, worked as a 
painter, and an illustrator of books and albums, producing single sheet 
monochrome ink prints. Sometimes colour was added by hand.  The survival 
of early seventeenth century works is rare.  Gradually printing techniques 
were improved, the number of blocks was increased, and more colours were 
added.  In 1765, when the entire surface of the paper was coloured, the 
nishiki-e was fully developed.  Suzuki Harunobu (1725-1770) dominated 
this age, skilfully adapting the styles of his predecessors.  Following this 
development was the period sometimes referred to as the ‘Golden Age’ 
(1781-1804).  Artists representative of the ‘Golden Age’ include Torii 
Kiyonaga (1752-1815), the most influential bijinga (lit. beautiful person 
picture) designer of the 1780s,
110
 Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806), one of the 
most significant artists of the entire print tradition,
111
 and Tōshūsai Sharaku 
(active between 1794 and 1795) who designed some 150 extraordinary and 
dramatic ‘large-head’ actor portraits in the ten months in which he is known 
to have worked.
112
  The final period of ukiyo-e that ended following the 
Meiji Restoration in 1868 was once regarded by art historians as a time of 
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‘decadence’ when mass production led to a decline in both taste and 
quality.
113
  Today the term is considered by some to be ‘outdated and 
misleading, even though it does carry with it the idea of a ‘fin-de-siècle’ 
sensibility’.114   Art historian David Bell points out that early writers on 
ukiyo-e made judgements of artists and their works based on their own 
criteria of art, taste and quality and therefore their accounts differ.
115
     
 
Nevertheless, the artists of the Utagawa School in the late eighteenth century 
and nineteenth century produced some remarkable works.  During the entire 
Edo period artists produced images depicting the floating world that stirred 
the curiosity of Western collectors.  The Canterbury Museum’s collection of 
ukiyo-e includes a broad range of prints and paintings from the mid 
seventeenth century to the late nineteenth century. 
 
Questions of Originality  
UNESCO prints 
The Canterbury Museum’s collection of ukiyo-e came from varied sources.  
That prints from the post-war United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation initiative ended up in Kane’s collection is remarkable. 
They illustrate the part UNESCO sought to play in preserving the future of 
ukiyo-e.  Fearing Japanese art would be lost to future generations, UNESCO 
launched a project after the Second World War whereby reproductions of 
prints were created from blocks that had been recut.  The catalogue 
published on the occasion of the UNESCO Travelling Exhibition, held in 
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1954, represented the work of forty-seven ukiyo-e artists, and each image in 
the catalogue was given a number.  There are three examples of these 
numbered prints in the Canterbury Museum’s collection.  For example, from 
the Kane collection Nui-no-Tamagawa in Settsu: Women beating cloth on 
fulling-block (1975.320.59), a print by Koryūsai, who was active in the mid 
1760s to 1780s, displays UNESCO number 35. [fig. 2. 1]  Also on the back 
of this work is a stamp bearing the words ‘Printed in Japan’.  According to 
one source the use of the stamp between 1921 and 1941 was a condition 
imposed by the United States and applied to all goods imported from 
Japan.
116
  Another print from the Kane collection, Actor Sawamura Sojuro in 
the Green Room (1975.320.42), that also carries the Adachi publisher’s seal, 
is an actor print which bears the UNESCO symbol (number 41 in the 
UNESCO catalogue.) [fig. 2. 2]  The prints were collected in the knowledge 
that they were reproductions printed many years after the artist’s death: in 
this case Katsukawa Shuncho who died in 1792. 
 
In the ‘Preface’ to Japanese woodcuts, the catalogue of a travelling 
exhibition of Japanese ukiyo-e prints prepared by UNESCO, the term 
‘reproduction’ is defined as being made:   
…entirely in the traditional manner used since the beginning of ukiyo-
e prints in Japan.  It is not fair to call them ‘reproductions’, for they 
are practically the same as originals. Ukiyo-e prints made in present-
                                                 
116
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day Japan are all made by this historical technique, and are 
appreciated by art lovers throughout the world.
117
   
 
These ‘reproductions’, purchased through UNESCO, were popular with 
collectors worldwide, who saw the opportunity to purchase quality prints at 
reasonable prices.  The scheme enabled Kane, a collector of modest means, 
the chance to acquire some carefully chosen recut prints.    
 
The catalogue of the 1952 Christchurch Exhibition clearly distinguishes 
between contemporary prints and ‘recut prints’: most of the 268 prints 
exhibited were in the later category.  Other prints bear a stamp ‘Made in 
Japan’, such as Enoshima (1980.226.24), and the rest of the Hokusai series, 
Thirty-six Views of Fuji, from which it comes.
118
 
 
F. A. Turk expresses his views on the value of reproductions: 
Little need be said of reproductions. Produced for the most part by the 
old methods and called into being by publishers who are both scholars 
and artists, they are themselves well worth the attention of those 
collectors whose purse is restricted.  Reproductions issued, often from 
unique copies of an original, by Toyohisa Adachi are superb things of 
their kind, the worth and beauty of which must be apparent to all but 
the exceedingly rich who can own originals or the excessively 
snobbish who are denied sight by a mock purism.  Very fine wood-
block reproductions are also produced by S. Watanabe as in an earlier 
day they were by the late Mr Enji Takamizawa.  With almost all these 
reproductions the wood engraving and the printing are little short of 
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miraculous but the old hosho paper still seems, alas, to defy all 
attempts to make similar paper today.
119
  
    
A number of the images in the Scarlett collection in the Hiroshige series  
Fifty-three Famous Views bear the stamp of a print store in Tokyo called 
‘Takamizawa Ukiyo-e’ (Takamizawa Mokuhansha). [fig. 2. 3 & 3a]  Again, 
these are reproductions from the early twentieth century.  Publisher and 
collector Takamizawa Enji (1870- 1927) was known for producing fine 
facsimiles of ukiyo-e artists such as Haranobu, Utamaro and Sharaku.  
120
 As 
the works were sold with the publisher’s seal, Scarlett may have been aware 
of the approximate date the images were reproduced. 
 
The seal of a Tokyo publisher, the Adachi Print Institute (founded by 
Toyohisa Adachi in 1925), appears on a series of landscapes from Kane’s 
collection. [fig. 2. 4]  Adachi had a reputation for specialising in high quality 
reproductions.  It is clear that even the most discerning of connoisseurs 
accepted that reproductions had their place.  For example, in The Floating 
World, James Michener uses an Adachi print from 1947 of a scene from 
Chūshingura by Kuniyoshi, originally printed in 1826, as in his words 
‘because no copy of this tragic print was available in America, a modern 
reproduction by Adachi is used.’121   
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Original or Genuine? 
Of the seven prints by Torii Kiyonaga (1752-1815) in the Canterbury 
Museum’s collection, three were collected by Kane and four by Scarlett.  
Typical of the works is Three Women Taking Tea (1975.320.28) (Kane) 
published in the twentieth century by the National Museum of Japan. [fig. 2. 
5]  It is highly likely that the two collectors had scant knowledge of the 
values of the prints. Scarlett’s and Kane’s collections reflect an eclectic 
taste, a limited budget and a less than strategic acquisition strategy.  They 
were not as sophisticated in their taste as Bailey and Kinsey, whose 
collections, proportionately, do not contain as many reproductions and 
reprints.  Kiyonaga’s elegant images of bijinga, or the cultural context of the 
prints, would have been enough to charm the less discerning collector.  As 
Chris Uhlenbeck claims in ‘The Original versus the Genuine’:  
In the Meiji era, for instance, reproductions of Edo-period works were 
being issued, and these prints, some now already 130 years old, can 
deceive the most cautious curator, collector or dealer.
122
  
  
Uhlenbeck also gives an explanation of what is meant by an ‘original print’.  
He defines it as a print pulled from an original keyblock with limited 
changes being deemed as acceptable.  Wooden plugs inserted to change the 
appearance of a figure, to update or modify hairstyles or for a Kabuki actor 
to accommodate a change of cast, were acceptable.  Blockcutters’ mistakes 
could be remedied or excessive wear repaired. Colour schemes were altered 
but they were still considered ‘original prints’.123  Woodblocks were sold to 
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other publishers where they could be modified by the new owner, often by 
changing the colour scheme.  Natural wear to the blocks can help to 
distinguish the place of a print within an edition.  According to Uhlenbeck: 
 
All impressions made from the original or first (set of) blocks are 
defined as belonging to the first edition, regardless of when they were 
made.
124
  
 
In this chapter I use the terms original and reproduction as defined by 
Uhlenbeck.
125
  Reproductions were copies of prints made by creating new 
keyblocks.  Reprints, for example the UNESCO prints, were produced later 
in the twentieth century. 
 
Book illustrations 
A small but interesting body of book illustrations enhances the Canterbury 
Museum’s collection of ukiyo-e.  Amongst Moronobu’s followers is 
Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750), an artist represented in the Kinsey 
collection by seventeen small hand-coloured works. All seventeen prints 
measure approximately 190mm x 282mm (chōban) and are original prints. 
Though the works are in average to poor condition they make an interesting 
study of Kyoto, a cultural centre and city of the Imperial court.  Sukenobu 
was the master of many thousands of illustrations for novels and picture 
books often containing very little text.  It is easy to see why Kinsey would 
have been captivated by the small detailed images of everyday life in Kyoto. 
[fig. 2. 6] 
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The Kinsey collection also holds a small body of book illustrations designed 
by Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828).  Small figures bent to their tasks in each 
of the twelve prints from the series Fifty-three Villages, are curiously 
appealing.  Richard Lane comments that, in comparison with other ukiyo-e 
artists, who chose the gaudy and popular aspects of life to portray, Toyohiro 
‘devoted his life to a quieter, less hurried view of life and beauty.’126  This is 
evident in these attractive original works, slightly discoloured, but in 
average condition. [fig. 2. 7] 
 
 
Pillar prints 
The Bailey collection includes four fine original prints from the eighteenth 
century by Isoda Koryūsai (1735-1790). Allen Hockley claims Koryūsai 
may have been one of the most prolific artists of his time, producing over 
2500 designs for prints, paintings and illustrated books between 1769 and 
1781.  Although other ukyio-e artists used this format, Koryūsai’s 450 pillar 
prints constitute almost forty percent of extant designs in this format.
127
  The 
Canterbury Museum holds four hashira-e (pillar prints) by Koryūsai, Hawk 
on Plum Branch looks down at Fleeing Bird, c.1775
128
 (1969.30.124), A 
Young Woman Boarding a Boat Helped by her Lover who looks down at her 
Geta, c.1773
129
 (1969.30.105), and Utagawa of the Matsubaya 
(1969.30.104) from the series Shin Yoshiwara Edo-chô (1778-1781).  Hawk 
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on Plum Branch looks down at Fleeing Bird bears the seal of early European 
collector Hanns Crzellitzer.  The three prints from the Bailey bequest 
appeared in the exhibition Pleasure and Play in Edo Japan, however the 
fourth work, First Month. Young Girl playing battledore and shuttlecock
130
 
(1969.30.99), also from the Bailey collection, has not been displayed.
131
 [fig. 
2. 8]  
 
 
Fuji Imagery 
The perfect shape of Japan’s highest mountain has inspired artists for 
centuries.  From the first recorded writing in the eighth century to the 
present day, Mt Fuji has been revered in classical poetry, as a religious icon 
of the Shintō and Buddhist religions, and has filled spectators with awe.  The 
mountain’s visibility from Edo ensured it was a dominant force, the subject 
of art and literature.  Through the proliferation of prints the popularity of this 
imagery in the Edo period was unprecedented.  The rapid process of printing 
made thousands of copies of Fuji scenes readily available.  These were sold 
to Japanese visitors to the Kanto region as souvenirs.  It must be 
remembered that before 1859, when the treaty ports were opened, these 
prints were intended entirely for the domestic market.
132
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As we have seen, a large portion of Scarlett’s collection is landscapes.  
Prints by Katsushika Hokusai from the series Thirty-Six Views of Mt Fuji 
(1830-34) are especially well-represented. [fig. 2. 9] The twenty-five images 
in Scarlett’s collection from this series, all reprints, repeat the theme of the 
dramatic but usually distant mountain with action dominating the 
foreground.  An example of Hokusai playing with scale is Mishima Pass in 
Kai Province (1980.226.27) (Scarlett collection), in which the huge tree 
trunk around which three travellers have attempted to join hands dwarfs the 
mountain in the background. [fig. 2. 10]  Branches spread from the tree 
following the distant slopes. Timothy Clark describes the cumulonimbus 
clouds as baroque Western-style clouds, and an example of Hokusai playing 
with shapes and forms.
133
  Further examples of the Mt Fuji image appear in 
the Kane collection. 
 
The Canterbury Museum’s collection is further enriched by eight prints in 
the Kinsey collection by Hokusai.  Three examples in the Museum’s 
collection from the most significant project of Hokusai’s later career, 
Fugaku Hyakkei (One Hundred Views of Mt. Fuji)
134
, are Fuji from a Cave  
(1943.60.52), 1834, [fig. 2. 11] Fuji from Edo (1943.60.49), [fig. 2. 12] 
featuring a roof ornament, and Mt Fuji and Rice Bails, (1943.60.50). [fig. 2. 
13] The three prints, delicately rendered in monochrome, are an important 
addition to Kinsey’s collection.  Hokusai’s series begins with plates 
depicting the goddess that was identified with the sacred mountain followed 
by views of Fuji itself.  In Fuji from a Cave the woodsmen in the foreground 
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are identified with the legend of the Bamboo-cutter and the Moon Maiden.  
Bell suggests that for the audience of the image, who lived in the densely 
populated urban area of Edo, the rural woodsmen had a nostalgic appeal.
135
  
The prints are in the Yotsugiriban format.
136
  The first one measures 180 x 
125mm, the second 192 x 127mm, and both are in good order. The third 
print, Mt. Fuji and Rice Bails, is in a poor condition, stained, and the surface 
is worn.  All are original prints. 
 
Andō Hiroshige 
Hiroshige is well represented in the Museum’s collection. Fifty-one reprints, 
(from a total of fifty-seven prints in the Museum’s collection), comprising 
the most Fuji images by any one artist in Kinsey’s collection, are by 
Hiroshige.  The series One Hundred famous views of Edo (1857) and Fifty-
three Stations of the Tokaidō (1832-1834) were considered Hiroshige’s 
finest productions earning him lasting fame.  An interesting portrayal of an 
ancient legend from Hiroshige’s Edo series is Foxfires on New Year’s Night 
beneath the Enoki Tree (1975.320.44). [fig. 2. 14] As stated in the legend, 
the foxes have magic powers sacred to the rice deity Inari at Ōji and on New 
Year’s night they congregate beneath a bare Chinese hackberry (enoki) tree 
at Shōzoku.  In the distance more foxes, their breath flaming, can be seen 
approaching from the Ōji shrine. 137 
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Postcard or Miniaturised Prints 
As miniaturised prints were generally marketed to foreign tourists it is not 
surprising that they are included in the Canterbury Museum’s collection of 
Japanese art.  In the early twentieth century publishing firms produced and 
sold miniaturised prints, often referred to as ‘postcard size’, as genuine 
woodblock prints, which technically they were.  Nine of these small images, 
measuring 172 x 112 by Hiroshige, published as Tokaidō Stations, form a 
part of the Kinsey collection.  James Johnstone’s thirty-two miniatures of 
Hiroshige’s Tokaidō Stations were also printed in the twentieth century.  
Some of this set were mounted on Christmas cards and were printed by the 
Uchida Woodblock Printing Co. Ltd which was active in Kyoto in the 
1950s.
138
 
 
Landscape (fūkei-ga) 
Canterbury Museum has an extensive collection of prints of this genre, 
which, by the mid nineteenth century had become the most popular theme of 
ukiyo-e.  Bailey was fortunate to acquire a print by Hokusai from the series 
Shokoku Taki-Meguri (‘A Journey to the Waterfalls of all the Provinces’, 
1831-1832) Mino-no-kuni, Yoro-no-taki (1969.30.125) from the Leicester 
Harmsworth collection.  The Times reported in 1913 on an exhibition of 354 
Japanese colour prints at the Victoria and Albert Museum in South 
Kensington.   The Harmsworth collection, according to the paper, ‘to judge 
from the portion to which the public now have access, must be one of the 
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finest in Europe.’139  The print, an early edition, is in good condition but is 
glued to card.  
 
A complete set of Hiroshige’s Fifty-three Stations of the Tokaido (ōban size) 
was presented to the Museum in 1996 by Sadatoshi Harada.
140
  Although 
recent reprints, this fine gift makes an interesting reference and teaching 
resource.  It is estimated by Matthi Forrer that 20,000 impressions of each 
design of this series were printed from the original blocks.
141
  However, it 
must be remembered that the printing may not have been a continuous 
process and depended on popularity of the prints.  In some cases the blocks 
were sold to another publisher.  It is no wonder so many original prints, 
reprints and reproductions exist in private and public collections. 
 
Scarlett’s disparate collection holds few themes, although there are two 
notable exceptions.  The first is the large body of landscapes by Hokusai 
(27) and Hiroshige (25).  The series Thirty-six views of Fuij (Hokusai), Fifty-
three Stations of Tokaido, Views of the Eastern Capital and Famous Views 
of Edo (Hiroshige) are well-represented.  They are the only artists Scarlett 
collected in large numbers.  
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Themes from Theatre, History and Legend  
The second subject represented in considerable numbers in Scarlett’s 
collection is theatre imagery and depictions of legends used by Kabuki 
playwrights.  He acquired actor prints, some portraits and other prints of 
illustrated stories, such as The Exploits of the Soga Brothers (1980.226.101), 
and representations of the Chūshingura (1980.226.6, 1980.226.77, 
1980.226.67, 1980.226.54). [fig. 2. 15]  They are vibrant and full of action.  
Stories of the Soga brothers, Juro and Goro, are a popular theme in Japanese 
visual and literary culture. [fig. 2. 16] The stories derive from an event of 
murder and revenge which took place in the twelfth century.  Chūshingura is 
also based on an incident in Japanese history from the eighteenth century in 
which forty-seven loyal samurai took revenge for the death of their lord.  
The most famous of the Kabuki plays based on the incident is Kanadehon 
Chūshingura by Chikamatsu Monzaemon (1653-1725) with the action set in 
the Kamakura Period (1185-1333), in line with the restrictions of the 
Shogun’s censors on the depiction of contemporary events.  An image 
(1975.320.48) by Kuniyoshi, Act XI from Kanadehon Chūshingura (1860s), 
depicts the final act of the play. 
 
Prints by Utagawa Toyokuni (1769-1825) in the Canterbury Museum’s 
collection cover a wide range of subjects, but his portrayal of Kabuki actors 
brought him the greatest recognition.  Advertising material was required by 
the theatres, and the actors’ fans demanded portraits of their favourite 
players.  As entertainers and trendsetters of fashion, the actors enjoyed a 
celebrity status and the portraits were mass produced.  Although the artisans 
retained their craftsmanship many consider that at the beginning of the 
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nineteenth century the quality of Toyokuni’s work deteriorated.142  The 
demands of the mass audience for ‘pinups’ led to a decline in the quality and 
taste of the prints.
143
  Although Kinsey’s prints are dated from this period of 
‘decline’, in most cases they are well registered and full of detail.  Of 
Kinsey’s forty-seven Kabuki prints, forty portray actors in various roles 
identified by their costumes, make-up, mon (crests) and the names in the 
cartouches.  Numerous schools of actors are depicted including the 
Ichikawa, the Iwai and Segawa schools specialising in female roles, and the 
Matsumoto, Nakamura and Sawamura schools.  
  
Fine original prints of the Iwai lineage of Kabuki actors are well represented 
in the Canterbury Museum’s collection.  Actor Iwai Hanshirō V (1776-1847) 
is depicted by Toyokuni I in Clearing Skies at Asakusa from the series 
‘Eight Views of Edo’ (Edo hakkei) 1807 (1943.60.76) [fig. 2. 17], Iwai 
Hanshirō V as Mikuni Kojorō in Tomigaoka Koi no Yamabiraki, Ichimura-
za, Edo, 8
th
 month, 1809, (1943.60.92) [fig. 2. 18 ], Iwai Hanshirō V as 
Kaidōmaru, and Bandō Mitsugorō III as Yamanba in ‘Seiwa Genji Nidai no 
Yumitori’, Nakamura-za, Edo, kaomise performance, 11th month, 1805 
(1943.60.77) [fig. 2. 19], Iwai HanshirōV as Ofude in ‘Hirakana Seisuki’, 
Ichimura-za, Edo, 9
th
 month, 1812 (1943.60.84) [fig. 2. 20], and Iwai 
Hanshirō V as Teishō, Osaku and Omitsu in ‘Osome Hiamatsu Ukina no 
Yomiuri’,1813 (1943.60.96) [fig. 2. 21].  
 
Iwai Hanshirō V, celebrated for playing onnagata (female impersonator) 
roles, is seen in [fig. 2. 17] wearing a feminine type of kimono, however, his 
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male hairstyle indicates that he is not in character.  Distinguished by his long 
thin face and large bright eyes, he made a very attractive onnagata.   The 
Iwai family chōji crest can be clearly seen in figures 2. 19 and 2. 20, on the 
fabric of the actor’s costume.144  
 
Print [Fig. 2. 22] depicts the versatile Iwai Hanshirō V playing three of 
seven roles in Osome Hiamatsu Ukina no Yomiuri’, a play based on a true 
love-suicide event in 1710 that shocked the public of Edo.  The quick 
changes of costume, make-up and wig required to play the seven main roles 
showed the exceptional skill and adaptability of the popular actor.  The 
actor, as Teisho the wealthy merchant’s widow on the right, wears the 
formal wa-ni-mitsu-ogi crest (three fans in a circle). 
145
  
     
From the Kane collection a print by Katsukawa Shunshō (1726-1792) 
(1975.320.41), Ichikawa Danjūrō V Backstage, presents a fascinating image 
of behind the scenes. [fig. 2. 23] Here the actor is preparing for his role in 
Shibaraku.
146
  This is an example of the publishers responding to the public 
appetite for souvenir images of their favourite stars of the Kabuki theatre.  
No doubt the print appealed to Kane as an amateur actor and its subject 
matter would have been familiar.   
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Tōshūsai Sharaku (fl. 1794-95) also specialised in prints of actors and often 
his images were printed with a mica background, and a pearl-white 
powdered colourant, which provided a shimmering decorative effect (kirara-
e).  Kane’s collection has three such actor reprints by Sharaku.  Scarlett’s 
collection includes a portrait of actor Ōtami Oniki147 1980.226.95 (391 x 
257mm), 1794, which is part of a triptych and uses this effect. [fig. 2. 24]   
Although there is no indication on this particular print that it was produced 
by UNESCO, it appeared in the catalogue of the Travelling Exhibition as 
number sixty two.
148
  All the Canterbury Museum’s prints by Sharaku are 
products of the twentieth century.  Two Sadanobu prints in Kinsey’s 
collection use mica. 
 
Warrior Prints (musha-e) 
The genre of warrior pictures, their stories and customs, scenes of battles 
and historical heroes were popular in the late Edo period.  From the early 
1800s, Utagawa Kuniyoshi and his pupils including Yoshikazu (fl. 1850-70) 
were the outstanding exponents of this type of image.  Kusunoki Masashige 
(1294-1360), a samurai who fought for the Emperor Go-Daigo, is depicted 
in a dramatic vertical ōban triptych by Yoshikazu 1980.226.36. [fig. 2. 25]  
In the centre of the image the samurai is seated on his powerful black horse.  
He is armed and surrounded by fierce looking foot soldiers and all the 
trappings of an imminent battle.  During the Edo period, Kusunoki was 
enshrined as a patriotic hero and considered the epitome of loyalty and 
courage.  In a battle fought in Kobe, Kusunoki was hopelessly overpowered 
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and, when surrounded by Takauji’s superior army, he committed suicide.149   
Printmaker Yoshikazu often signed himself as Ichikawa Yoshikazu to infer 
that his name was that of a samurai.
150
 
     
An absorbing battle scene from the Scarlett collection (1980.226.103), 
formerly in the Sir Erima Northcroft Collection, is the Battle of Ichinotani, 
by Ichieisai Yoshitsuya (1822-1866). The ōban triptych depicts a staged re-
enactment of the Battle of Ichinotani, fought in 1182. 
151
 [fig. 2. 26]  
Yoshitsuya, a minor pupil of Utagawa Kuniyoshi, and a specialist in pictures 
of warriors, has created a scene in triptych form.  Warriors, representing two 
major dynasties, both sides wielding spears, advance to a central point in the 
picture.   By contrast, the onlookers sit passively in the background.  There 
is no evidence that this event took place, but the many cartouches naming 
the key figures and weaponry, would have been easily distinguished by the 
artist’s audience.152   
 
Ancient Literature and its derivations 
Shikibu Murasaki’s tenth-century novel, The Tale of Genji, inspired 
centuries of artists as they depicted scenes of courtly splendour from the 
noble Heian Court and the romantic exploits of the principal character, 
Prince Genji.  Historian G. Sansom wrote:  
Certainly what most occupied the thoughts of the Heian courtiers were 
ceremonies, costumes, elegant pastimes like verse making and 
amorous intrigue conducted according to rules.
153
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Centuries later, ukiyo-e artists took Genji themes as subject matter creating 
numerous print designs.  From 1825 the novelist Ryūtei Tanehiko (1783-
1842) produced a serialised romance based on Murasaki’s original novel 
illustrated by Kunisada.  Written in thirty eight instalments, Nise Murasaki, 
Inaka Genji, or Imitation Murasaki, Rustic Genji became one of the most 
widely read works of its age.  Tanehiko’s story is set in the late fifteenth 
century but the characters are depicted wearing contemporary clothes instead 
of the tenth-century clothing of the Heian Court of Murasaki’s novel.  The 
Rustic Genji describes the enterprises of Mitsuuji, the fictitious son of the 
shogun, Ashikaga Yoshimasa (1436-1490).  
 
Utagawa Toyokuni III’s (Kunisada I) illustrations of the Rustic Genji are 
represented in the Canterbury Museum’s collection by a number of images.   
In image 1943.60.91 (Kinsey) from the series Romantic Reminiscences of 
Genji, Mitsuuji can be distinguished by his ‘shrimp-tail’ hairstyle. [fig. 2. 
27]  The Genjimon or Genji crest, a geometric symbol identifying each of 
the fifty-four chapters in the Tale of Genji, decorate some pictures.  The mon 
motif has been adopted by Kunisada in prints and in Woman Representing 
the Poet Go-Toba-in (Emperor) (1943.60.102) (Kinsey) from the series 
‘Pictures and Commentaries on the One Hundred Poets, One Poem Each’ 
(1884).
154
  [fig. 2. 28] Genjimon are further employed in 1943.60.90; this 
print depicts a young woman richly clad representing a poet holding a 
decorative lacquer box, which may have contained incense, cosmetics, a 
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game or stationery. The last two prints discussed appear to be early editions 
in good condition. 
 
Kunisada has skilfully employed a Genji theme in Autumn Moon at Genji’s 
Villa (1854), (1980.226.74.) [fig. 2. 29]   All the elements of a typical Genji 
print are displayed in this triptych and the artist’s educated audience, eager 
to identify with the cultural significance of the image, would have 
understood the references: the setting by water, the convention of moon 
viewing, and the contemporary costumes.  The triptych is in good condition. 
 
Young woman with a love letter (ca.1854) (1943.60.98) (Kinsey) by 
Kunisada alludes to a visit paid by Niou no Miya, Genji’s grandson, to the 
village of Uji, where he had a brief love affair.
155
 [fig. 2. 30]  The cartouche 
in the top left hand corner depicts the tenth-century poet, Provincial Middle 
Councillor Sadayori.  A translation of poem number sixty four in the Ogura 
Hyakunin Isshu (100 Poems by 100 Poets) reads: 
 Lo! at early dawn,  
 When the mists o’er Uji’s stream 
 Slowly lift and clear, 
 And the net-stakes on the shoals, 
 Near and far away, appear!
156
  
 
Untitled set of women compared to one hundred poets represented the 
largest series of beauty prints that Kunisada designed. The hundred prints 
are divided into two sets of fifty, one with a plain grey background as is seen 
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in this example. Woman preparing linen (1943.60.100), [fig. 2. 31] refers to 
poet Kiyohara no Motsuke (908-990), poem number forty two: 
Have we not been pledged 
By the wringing of our sleeves,- 
Each for each in turn,- 
That o’er Sue’s Mount of Pines 
Ocean waves shall never pass?
157
 
 
The other fifty images have decorative flower roundels as seen in Young 
woman with a love letter, (1943.60.98). [fig. 2. 30] References to Genji were 
often concealed within the work at this time, as Rustic Genji had been 
banned by sumptuary laws in 1842. The Tenpō Reforms included the 
prohibition of illustrations of actors, courtesans and geisha.  However, 
printmakers quickly found creative ways to circumvent the bans using 
devices such as satire, humour and caricature.
158
 
 
Bijinga 
Bijinga, or pictures of beautiful women, representing the very essence of 
Edo culture, are included in all the collections.  The popularity of this 
subject with Edo audiences created a high demand and most of the artists of 
the Edo period produced at least some bijinga, interpreted in their own 
diverse styles.  Models’ proportions changed; the ideal figure was sometimes 
unorthodox and exaggerated or it could be graceful, refined and elegant.  For 
example, Kiyonaga’s slender, graceful women and the fragile beauty of 
Eishi’s elongated and willowy figures are in sharp contrast to the form of 
Eisen’s hunched and sometimes bulky shortened figures.  
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At least twenty prints in Scarlett’s collection belong to this genre.  Three 
works of particular interest in Scarlett’s collection are by Utagawa 
Kuniyoshi (1797–1861).  From the series: ‘Women in waterfall-striped 
fashions whose earnest prayers would be answered’ (Daigan jōju arigataki-
jima) are (1980.226.86) Woman praying, an umbrella under her arm (1845) 
[fig. 2. 32] (1980.226.87), Woman passing through a curtain (noren) 1845 
[fig. 2. 33] (1980.226.82) and Woman holding a ring of hozuki 1845. [fig. 2. 
34] This is a series of parody pictures
159
 mitate-e, in which scenes or events 
from the past are re-enacted by contemporary figures.
160
  Figure 34 had 
formerly been in the collection of Judge Northcroft. 
 
Keisai Eisen (1790-1848) prints of bijin were very fashionable in 1820s Edo.  
There are twelve ōban prints by Eisen in the Canterbury Museum’s 
collection, each depicting a woman. Three vertical ōban pictures from the 
Kinsey collection, Teahouse employee advertising face-whitening powder 
1943.60.68, [fig. 2. 35] Wife reading a letter (1943.60.67) [fig. 2. 36] and 
Courtesan holding a pipe (1943.60.66) [fig. 2. 37] are from a series 
depicting contemporary womanhood – identified as types, rather than 
individuals. They were produced from 1818 to 1830.  The cartouche design 
is the same: a circle with the stylised character ‘sen’ (taken from the artist’s 
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name) at the top.
161
  From another series, ‘Beautiful Women inspired by the 
celebrated cosmetic Bien Senjokō, manufactured by Mr Sakamoto’, is 
Woman applying face-whitening powder (1939.121.40) (Kinsey). [fig. 2. 38] 
Another image by Eisen from the Kinsey collection is Woman from Ogiya 
house with a Lamp (1943.60.61). [fig. 2. 39] The courtesan depicted is from 
the Ogi-ya (The House of the Fan), one of the most famous of the 
Yoshiwara.  Her hair is adorned by ornaments so cumbersome that they 
seem to weigh her down, a feature of the late Edo period.
162
  Eisen studied 
painting with Kikukawa Eizan (1787-1867), a print designer, book illustrator 
and painter who is also represented in the collection by seven prints from the 
Kinsey collection. Eizan is best remembered for his bijinga which were 
produced in the early 1800s under the influence of Utamaro and Hokusai, 
but his later work was considered to have declined and has been labelled as 
‘banal’163 and inclined to be ‘garish.’164  Arthur Davison Ficke summed up 
his thoughts on Eizan (Yeizan) by writing: 
The flowing draperies of some of his prints of woman are at first sight 
attractive to eyes not accustomed to the finest works in this field; but 
Yeizan’s powers become manifest on more prolonged acquaintance, 
and any trace of charm disappears.
165
 
 
Nevertheless, two works in the Canterbury Museum’s collection by Eizan, A 
Party of Three at Cherry Blossom Time (1939.121.38), which is in average 
condition, [fig. 2. 40] and Courtesan Reading (1943.60.56) an early faded 
print, are strong examples of his work. [fig. 2. 41]  
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Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806) is best known for his portrayal of the lives 
of women, both at home and in the licensed quarters of the Yoshiwara.   
However, his oeuvre was wide.  For example, a two volume anthology 
Picture-book: selected insects (1788) depicting naturalistic grasses and 
insects, which was illustrated by Utamaro, has been described as exhibiting 
‘startling freshness’ and ‘elegant brushwork’.166  Toriyama Sekien (1712-
1788), who was Utamaro’s earliest tutor, wrote: 
To capture the essence of life in one’s heart and mind and then to 
recreate it with the brush is the real art of painting.  In the pictures by 
my pupil Utamaro, the nature of life is embodied in true paintings 
from the heart. Since childhood, Utamaro has enjoyed observing 
minute details.  He would become so absorbed while playing with a 
dragonfly tied to a string and with a cricket held in his palm that I 
would caution him not to hurt the living creatures….167  
 
Utamaro’s prints in the Museum’s collection present an intriguing world of 
bijin with illustrations of geisha, courtesans and women with children.  Of 
the Utamaro prints in the collection, Kinsey owned nine, Bailey four, Kane 
three and Scarlett two.  The fifteen prints by Utamaro in the Museum’s 
collection are generally in poor condition.  Some have been glued to card or 
board; they are faded, stained and have holes in them.  Other images have 
been trimmed to fit albums or frames and have lost their margins.  Impurities 
in the paper have caused small red-brown spots known as foxing.  Although 
woodblock printers used good quality paper, it was soft and absorbent, and 
so easily marked.  Dirt becomes trapped within the fibre and tears can occur 
along folds and creases.  Woman Reading a Letter (1975.320.45) from the 
series ‘Ten Classes of Physiognomies of Women’ (Fujo ninsō jupon) 1792-
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1793
168
 portrays a stylish youthful figure wearing the long-sleeved garment 
of an unmarried woman. [fig. 2. 42]  It is fashionably dyed in the ichimatsu 
pattern.  Utamaro’s studies of the women of Edo seem to function ‘to 
represent the subjects as generic categories of types rather than as known 
and unique individuals.’169   Woman feeding a child, Meisho Fuzoku 
(Twelve faces of Bijin) (1969.30.98) by Utamaro is glued to card and the 
colours have faded. It is a further print from the Sir Leicester Harmsworth 
Collection purchased by Bailey at Sotheby’s November 21st 1938. [fig. 2. 
43]  
  
Jōshoku kaiko tewaza kusa (c.1802), a twelve-sheet print of silk-worm 
culture, was designed by Utamaro as a continuous panorama.  It is 
considered by Hillier as one of the finest works of the period.  One of the 
images (1939.121.7)
170
 from the Kinsey collection has been glued to card 
and the edges trimmed. The print depicts the silk worms being fed with 
mulberry leaves by women dressed not as labourers, but in attractive gowns 
in contemporary patterned materials. [fig. 2. 44] Hillier notes this trend was 
typical of the conventions surrounding the portrayal of seri-culture.
171
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 See discussion on this series in Julie Nelson Davis, Utamaro and the Spectacle of 
Beauty, Honolulu, 2007, pp. 62-114. 
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 Ibid., p. 109. 
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 See the work in J. Hillier, Utamaro: Colour Prints and Paintings, New York, 1979, 
pp. 149-152. The calligraphic characters in the cloud at the top of the image are missing 
as is the mulberry branch.  The artist’s signature appears on the left in the Hillier print 
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reprint.  
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 Hillier explains that labourers were always elegant young women and the cocoons and 
mulberry leaves were disproportionately large.   
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The legend of Inohayata is parodied in a print Mitate Yamauba to Kintaro 
from the series entitled E-kyō-dai by Utamaro. [fig. 2. 45] A young boy has 
captured a rat and he is depicted as intent on keeping the animal, whose tail 
has escaped, confined under a box. His mother, elegantly clad in softly 
flowing garments, stands over him lighting the scene with a taper. The 
cartouche depicts the legend of Inohayata disposing of savage Nue.  
Yorimasa, who watches, holds a huge burning brand mirroring the lighted 
taper held by the boy’s mother.172       
 
From the album New Mirror of Yoshiwara Beauties with their Autograph 
Poems (1784) (1975.320.27) (Kane) by Kitao Masanobu (1752-1815) is a 
reproduction in excellent condition that comes from a series of seven 
double-ōban prints. [fig. 2. 46] The image portrays the Yoshiwara 
courtesans Hitomoto and Tagasode with their shinzo (apprentice courtesan) 
and kamuro (child attendants of a high ranking courtesan).  The richly 
dressed courtesans are accompanied by verses of their own calligraphy.
173
 
 
A Banquet in the Guest Rooms of a Teahouse (1980.226.7), from the series 
‘Aspects of the Yoshiwara’ Yoshiwara no tei: Ageya no zashiki ni okeru 
shuen, was designed by Moronobu.  It is a good example of a reproduction 
of an early monochrome print. [fig. 2. 47] The series was published in the 
1690s as a guide to the Yoshiwara pleasure quarter.  Each of the twelve 
prints depicts the progress of an epicurean, from his approach up the avenue 
to the Great Gate of the Yoshiwara, past the lattice windows of the pleasure 
                                                 
172
 The legendary child, Kintoki (sometimes referred to as Kintarō), was usually 
portrayed with his mother Yama-Uba, a tall mountain woman with long hair falling over 
her shoulders.   
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 J Hillier, Japanese Colour Prints, p. 125 and Lane, p. 129.  
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houses to a teahouse for an evening of ‘amorous adventure’.  In this image 
courtesans entertain the wealthy guest with food, drink and music.
174
    
 
As previously seen in Shunshō’s backstage print, actors were often 
illustrated seated in front of a mirror before a performance applying stage 
make-up.  The hand-mirror, traditionally associated with coquetry and 
mysterious allure, was also a popular motif in bijin prints.  Women were 
depicted gazing into a mirror as in a print by Toyokuni I (1939.118.5) 
Komachi at Sekidera, Sekidera Komachi, from ‘Modern Young Women as 
the Seven Komachi’s’ Imayō musume nana Komachi,175 or as a reflection, 
illustrated in two images by Kunisada from the series ‘A Mirror of Modern 
Make-up Trends’ Woman Removing her Eyebrows (c1823) [fig. 2. 48] and 
Woman Blackening her Teeth (c1823). [fig. 2. 49]  Each image provides an 
intimate view of a woman absorbed in her toilette.  The Toyokuni I print is 
in poor condition, the two prints by Kunisada received some conservation 
treatment for the 2009 exhibition and are in good condition.  
 
An earlier bijinga, Girl Tying a Verse to a Cherry Branch (1975.320.65 
Kane), produced by Ishikawa Toyonobu (1711-1785) in the 1760s, is an 
urushi-e (lacquer picture) hand-coloured in soft tones. [fig. 2. 50] The girl 
who stands in front of a curtain bearing the emblem of kabuki actor 
Ichikawa Danzō III (1719-1772), which encloses the festive proceedings of a 
cherry-blossom viewing party, is graceful, her face classic and her 
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 Tadashi Kobayashi, Ukiyo-e: An Introduction to Japanese Woodblock Prints, New 
York, 1997, p. 8.  
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 Elvehjem Museum of Art, The Edward Burr Van Vleck Collections of Japanese 
Prints, Madison, 1990, p. 332. 
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expression serene.  She reaches to tie a poem to a branch above her.  The 
short poem (haiku) reads: 
Once again the foam, 
A pang of faint regret, 
Oh, the cherry blossom.
176
 
   
Three Women Arranging Flowers (c.1770s) (1975.320.32) is a reprint in 
good condition of a work by Kitao Shigemasa (1739-1820), whose style is 
often compared with that of Harunobu and Koryūsai. [fig. 2. 51] The 
diagonal line which divides Shigemasa’s print enables the viewer an 
isometric perspective.  With the wall removed, it is possible to see the 
interiors on two levels of the house.  In the upper level, which dominates the 
picture, three elegant and fashionably dressed women are carefully arranging 
chrysanthemums.  A woman at ground level gazes out to a spring landscape 
of flowering cherry blossom and observes the small figure of an approaching 
visitor.  
 
Celebrating the flowering of the cherry blossom with a viewing party at a 
park, temple or shrine was, and still is, a common practice in Japan.  It is a 
reoccurring subject of Japanese art.   A hand-coloured print, Cherry Blossom 
Viewing in Ueno Park (c.1750) by Nishimura Shigenaga (c.1697-1756) 
(1980.226.97) captures the atmosphere of the spring festival. [fig. 2. 52] In 
the floating world the delicate petals that fell within a week of blooming 
were considered a metaphor for the ephemeral nature of life.
177
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 G. Calza, Japan Style, New York, 2007, p. 206.   
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 Evening Glow at Koganei (1980.2226.76) from the series ‘Eight views of the Environs 
of Edo’ by Hiroshige also captures a spring scene of flowering cherry blossom with Mt. 
Fuji rising in the background.   
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Torii Kiyonaga (1752-1815) is recognised as the artist who introduced a new 
realism in design and setting.  His images displayed a new naturalism and, 
according to Lane, his figures were more substantially proportioned than the 
‘frail dreamlike grace’ of the figures of Harunobu’s time.178  The Ninth 
Month: Fishing Boat Fires (1975.320.5) from the series ‘Twelve Months in 
the Shinagawa Pleasure Quarter’ (c.1783) depicts three well-proportioned 
women, one standing and two on the floor crouched over a letter. [fig. 2. 53] 
The viewer is drawn beyond the well-lit room and the figures in the 
foreground to the night scene beyond, where cloud partially covers the moon 
and the horizon is lit by the distant lights of fishing boats.
179
     
 
Other images of interest 
A memorial print (1980.226.61) by Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I 1786-
1864), in the Scarlett collection, presents an unusual image. [fig. 2. 54] It 
was common at the time to show the departed actor dressed either in the 
travel robes traditionally worn on his journey to the next life, or in one of his 
most successful character roles.  Onnagata, therefore, were depicted in the 
feminine form for which they were best known.  In this print, the recently 
deceased actor Seki Sanjūrō II (1786-1839) is shown in one of his popular 
complex male roles (wajitsu) that combined both gentleness and boldness.
180
  
 
Shunga (Spring Pictures), or erotic pictures, are rare in New Zealand 
collections.  A print (1980.226.56) by Eisen in the Scarlett collection, 
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 Tadashi Kobayashi, An Introduction to Japanese Woodblock Prints, Japan, 1997, pp. 
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woodblocks. 
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although a subdued version of shunga, falls into this category.  [fig 2. 55] As 
most Edo artists produced these prints, ranging from the crude to beautifully 
designed, it is surprising they did not find their way into New Zealand 
collections. An exception was Dr Thomas Morland Hocken’s (1836-1910) 
collection of Shunga.  Although the collection no longer exists, and is only 
known through anecdotal evidence, it was considered by Dr Skinner (1886-
1978) of the University of Otago to be ‘pornographic and socially 
unacceptable, and presumably retaining them might have been potentially 
injurious to the public good.’181  Professor Skinner, after consultation with 
Professor Benham (1860-1950), burned the collection.
182
  It must be 
remembered Shunga were banned by the Japanese government at the time of 
their production and are still not permitted to be imported into the country.  
Chris Uhlenbeck comments on the irony of the ban that shunga, made 
almost 200 years ago or earlier, are still banned from their country of 
origin.
183
  However, attitudes about the trade of shunga in Japan are 
becoming more relaxed.
184
  
  
Crepe Prints 
The vibrant colours, distinctive texture and unusual method of production 
make the crepe prints an exciting edition to the Canterbury Museum’s 
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 D. Bell, ‘Ukiyo-e in New Zealand’, New Zealand Journal of Asian Studies, 10, 1 (June 
2008): pp. 32-33.  
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 Bell notes that this explanation was confirmed by Professor Parsonson who had 
spoken with Skinner about the incident.  Parsonson passed on the information to Bell in 
an interview in June 2003.  Ibid, p. 32.  
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 C. Uhlenbecck & M. Winkel, Japanese Erotic Fantasies: Sexual Imagery of the Edo 
Period, Amsterdam, 2005, pp. 11-12. 
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 Another notable omission in the Canterbury Museum’s collection is illustrations of 
Japanese wrestling (sumō), an ancient sport that was very popular in Tokugawa times.  
The Auckland collection has seven sumo prints by Kunisada.  
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collection.  Scarlett’s collection includes Toyohara Kunichika’s (1835-1900) 
three crepe prints (chirmen-e) of actors (1980.226.59) Sawamura Tanosuke 
III, Sawamura Tossho II, and Onoe Taganojo II which form a triptych, in 
‘Koishiki no Jihidaka no Akebono’ first performed in Tokyo at the Morita-
za, 1869, 21/1st month. [fig. 2. 56] 
 
Kunichika’s early training was undertaken as an apprentice in the studio of 
Utagawa Kunisada (Toyokuni II, 1786-1865). Therefore, it was inevitable 
that Kunichika would continue in the style of the Utagawa School, an 
institution that dominated ukiyo-e production in the last half of the 
nineteenth century, and specialised in Kabuki theatre subject matter.  
Kunichika was the last great exponent of the Utagawa actor print tradition. 
The prints are typical in their subject matter and style, but are unusual in that 
they were issued as crepe pictures (chirimen-e) or compressed thread paper 
prints.  Before the prints were creped, printing of the image took place in the 
usual way. Dampened printed paper sheets were interleaved with cardboard 
moulds incised with parallel grooves. The prints and moulds were wrapped 
together around a vertically mounted cylindrical wooden post, 
approximately three cm in diameter. Collars at the top and bottom of the 
post held the paper that was forced downwards by a wooden lever, secured 
on support posts.  The lever, hinged at one end, could be moved up and 
down by the operator, exerting an enormous amount of pressure on the paper 
and moulds in a process that was repeated up to ten times, thus compressing 
the paper and creating the textured effect, and reducing the size of the image. 
The proportions of the image, however, were largely unchanged. An ōban 
print, approximately 38cm by 26cm, could now be as small as 25cm by 
17cm.  
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These prints illustrate one of the many stories concerning Anchin and 
Kiyohime.  Anchin is shown in the centre panel dressed as a priest, played 
by one of the leading Kabuki stars of the day, Sawamura Tossho II (1838-
1886). The left side of the triptych depicts Sawamura Tanosuke II (1854-
1878), who was a child prodigy and at a young age became the leading 
female role specialist (onnagata) at the Morita-za theatre in Edo.
185
  The 
image on the right side panel of the triptych portrays Ono Taganojo II (1849-
1899) as Odamaki-hime. 
 
Rafting at Arashiyama (1865) 1975.320.13 [fig. 2. 57] from the Kane 
collection and Youthful Genji Leisurely Sightseeing the Eight Views of Omi 
(1863) (1980.226.74) [fig. 2. 58] from the Scarlett collection and 
1975.320.63 (Kane) Genji in the Moonlight are further examples of the 
prints reduced by the crepe process. [fig. 2. 59]  All the crepe prints in the 
Museum’s collection are in good condition. 
 
The end of an era 
Prints depicting elements of Western presence and perspective became 
commonplace after Japan opened to the West, however, they are not well 
represented in the Canterbury Museum’s collection of ukiyo-e.  Utagawa 
Sadahide (1807-1873) was one of the last artists to depict ukiyo-e subjects.  
A minor but prolific printmaker and illustrator, Sadahide was the artist of 
View of Yokohama after Japan opened to foreigners (1980.226.66) [fig. 2. 
60a]. The two works in the Museum’s collection are part of a six sheet 
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panorama and are accompanied by a typed description which appears on a 
number of works.  Although this is from the Scarlett collection, the 
descriptions were added by the previous collector, almost certainly 
Worsnop, who owned the shop, Colour & Design,
186
 in Cathedral Square, 
and was the source of a number of Scarlett and Kane’s prints.  Scarlett has 
added further information under the typed description. [fig. 2. 60b]  Print 
1980.226.75 by Hiroshige from the Scarlett collection has the same typing 
on it.  Additional information has also been hand-written on the back by 
Scarlett.  
 
Fan prints 
Sadahide is also the artist of two further prints from the Scarlett collection.  
The two prints both Woman viewing a Silhouette (c.1856-1861) 
(1980.226.69 and 1980.226.70), are examples of the popular genre of fans. 
[fig.  2. 61] A young girl gazes through paper-covered sliding windows 
(shōji) into a room at the silhouette of a man who holds a closed fan.  In the 
second image the man is reversed and his fan is open.  Decorative fans 
(uchiwa-e) were a fashion accessory, and motifs were as varied as the 
subject matter of ukiyo-e prints.
187
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 Under the shop’s letter head Colour & Design, C.M.L. Building, Cathedral Square, 
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 C1969 332 [fig. 2. 67] and C1969 331 [fig. 2. 68] from the Bailey collection are 
interesting examples of fan paintings.  The first is in the Kanō style of painting that took 
subjects from Chinese classical landscapes.  The style is simple and refined.  It depicts a 
discussion between four Chinese sages as they return from a picnic to their house on the 
mountain.  The second fan depicting a court scene is decorated in the Tosa style, the 
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period (784-1185).  It is painted by Kano Yeitoku (1530-1578) from the collection of Dr. 
Jonathan Hutchinson (1828-1913), vice-president of the Council of the Japan Society, 
London. 
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Paintings and scrolls 
An early work by Moronobu, Portrait of a Young Man, painted in the 
second half of the seventeenth century from the Kinsey collection, is a rare 
and exciting acquisition. [fig. 2. 62] The excellent quality and condition of 
this painting makes it one of the Museum’s most valued works. Papers 
relating to Kinsey’s vast collection include detailed notes on some of the 
works, receipts and accounts of his purchases.  A receipt from dealer Miura, 
shows it was purchased for £1-00-00, but interestingly, he describes the 
painting as A Beauty of Genroku period.  Subsequently, Kinsey entered this 
description in his notebook, and he also noted that the artist’s work was very 
rare.
188
  In Richard Bullen’s opinion the figure is a young male (wakashū) 
wearing a form of kimono, usually worn by women but sometimes adopted 
by males.
189
   
 
Among Kinsey’s Japanese prints and paintings is another kakemono-e or 
hanging scroll, painted by the noted artist Chōbunsai Eishi (1756-1829).  
Entitled Portrait of an Oiran (circa 1805) (1941.87.133), this work is of 
considerable stylistic, iconographic and historic interest. [fig. 2. 63] Portrait 
of an Oiran is a typical example of Eishi’s painted scrolls.  It depicts an 
oiran (courtesan) out for a customary stroll in the spring.  Kinsey’s records 
show that Portrait of an Oiran was purchased in January 1915 on his behalf 
by Miura for £3-5s.
190
  Miura wrote an account of the scroll for Kinsey 
describing it as ‘a very brilliant painting on silk.’191  He called the work ‘An 
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Oiran, geisha dancer in Japan in an elaborate costume.’  Concerning the 
artist Miura wrote, ‘Chobunsai Eishi developed an attractive style of his 
own, showing a great liking for tall figures, elegant lines and sunny 
colour.’192   Judging from the number of recorded transactions, it would 
appear that Kinsey trusted Miura’s knowledge and judgement in such 
matters.  Fourteen years after Kinsey visited London, Miura wrote to him to 
express his pleasure in their association and concern at the difficulty in 
obtaining good works of Japanese art.
193
  In another letter, which was 
undated, but must have been written about 1928-30, Miura wrote: 
… those rare pieces you purchased are getting very scarce even in 
Japan, and very difficult to secure genuine good old pieces anywhere 
now-a-days, although fabulous prices are paid by keen collectors. As a 
matter of fact, during and since the Great War, quite many good 
collections have gone out of Japan to private Collectors and the State 
Museums in America, and also accumulated by Native Collectors, but 
unfortunately, last terrible earthquake destroyed quite many good 
valuable collections in Tokyo and elsewhere in Japan.…’194  
   
Certainly Miura’s letter accurately reflects the situation in England.  The 
huge collections accumulated by American individuals and institutions at 
this time depleted the local markets.  Most notably, the collections begun in 
the 1890s by Edward Sylvester Morse, Ernest Fenollosa and William Sturgis 
Bigelow formed the foundations for one of the finest collections of Japanese 
art in the world.  Today the ukiyo-e collection held by the Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston, includes about 50,000 prints, more than seven hundred 
paintings and thousands of printed books.
195
  Although much smaller, the 
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Edward Burr Van Vleck collection of Japanese prints, collected from 1906-
1929, now at the Elvehjem Museum of Art, University of Wisconsin-
Madison is a significant example of an individual collection.  It is reputedly 
the eighth largest collection of Japanese prints in the United States 
consisting of nearly four thousand prints.
196
 Compared to the vast collections 
accumulated in Europe and America, Kinsey’s collection is modest, but 
nevertheless, it is significant in the context of collecting Japanese art in New 
Zealand.    
 
Kinsey purchased another kakemono-e (1941.87.137) for 25 shillings from 
Miura in February 1915.  Attributed to Hokusai, Flayed Bonito (c1847-49) 
depicts a smiling fish.
197
 [fig. 2. 64] In spite of its uncomfortable flayed 
condition, it is meticulously described with realism humorously at odds with 
the fish’s expression.  Kinsey and his agent Miura clearly thought highly of 
Hokusai’s work. Kinsey noted in 1915: 
His name is more familiar in Europe than that of any other Japanese 
painters. He was certainly the most versatile of all the Ukiyo-e masters 
and an astonishing master draughtsman in every department of his 
craft.  In landscape he invented a convention wholly his own, adapted 
to the process of colour printing.
198
 
 
We see here Kinsey’s engagement with his purchases, his fascination for 
Japanese art and his keenness in seeking knowledge of the artists.  In 
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addition to the Japanese art works from Kinsey’s estate at the Canterbury 
Museum, the Alexander Turnbull Library holds an extensive collection. 
199
   
Another kakemono-e, sumi and colour on paper 1969.30.101 attributed to 
Hokusai, Tea whisk seller (Chasen uri) c1800s-1810s, from the Bailey 
collection, again demonstrates the artist’s mastery of human activity and the 
collector’s diverse interests in subject matter.200 [fig. 2. 65] The four 
kakemono-e referred to here received conservation treatment before they 
were exhibited in Pleasure and Play in Edo Japan, so therefore are in good 
condition. 
 
Bailey’s collection includes a painting described in the Museum’s records as 
the Leader of a dancing team as shown by the blue headdress (1969.30.9).  
The work by Shizuko, a Japanese woman painter, dates from the early 
twentieth century. [fig. 2. 66] The framed painting is a traditional ukiyo-e 
subject of a beautiful woman; the attention is focused on her patterned 
kimono which is painted using a limited palette of red, varied only through 
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the use of tones.  The expressive movement of the dancer emphasised by the 
fan pattern on her kimono and her S-shaped curve are reminiscent of earlier 
works.  The striking black and white chequer-board pattern (ichimatsu) of 
the dancer’s obi was popular in the early 1740, appearing in a lot of prints at 
that time.
201
 
 
 
A comparison with other collections 
The origins of the Ukiyo-e collection of the Dunedin Public Art Gallery are 
similar to those of the Canterbury Museum’s collection.  Most of the works 
were given or loaned by individual collectors, although from 1976 to 1988 
funds from the Dunedin Public Art Gallery Society were used to purchase 
nineteen works. As with the Canterbury Museum, the woodblock prints have 
been used for research and, more recently, exhibitions.  
 
The largest collection of 109 prints, the R.S. Munro Collection, was gifted in 
1993 by Andrew Munro in memory of his father, Ronald Stevens Munro (d. 
1992), who served with J-force and therefore provides a parallel with Keith 
Mossheim’s and Northcroft’s acquisitions collected during their time in 
Japan.  As with both Scarlett’s and Kinsey’s collections, Munro’s collection 
comprises a large number of landscapes by Hokusai and Hiroshige.  Thirty-
six Views of Fuji (c.1830-1835) by Hokusai and 100 Famous Views of Edo 
(1853) by Hiroshige make up the bulk of the gift.   
                                                 
201
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The F. C. W. Staub Loan Collection of 83 prints is also rich in works by 
Hokusai and Hiroshige.   Staub, who lives in Christchurch, considered that 
Otago was the appropriate place for his collection as he perceived the 
Dunedin Gallery to be ‘specialists in Japanese woodblock prints.’202  
Shurrock’s prints are included in this collection.  Munro, Staub and 
Shurrock’s status as art teachers and artists meant that the works were 
probably collected for the technical and artistic skill they displayed.  In 
Canterbury, Angus’s and Bensemann’s accumulations reflected similar 
motives.  The third largest gift of fifty prints came in 1982 from Dora, Mary 
and Esmond De Beer (Esmond 1895-1990).
203
  Ten woodblock prints 
bequeathed in 1973 by Dr Charles Brasch, some of which were possibly 
inherited from his grandfather, Willi Fels, on the latter’s death in 1946, form 
a small but interesting body of work.  The Dunedin Gallery benefited from 
the Northcroft Estate; one work was bequeathed from the Northcroft Estate 
in 1967 and another in 1970.  
 
As in Canterbury, Dunedin holds a large number of Hiroshige and Hokusai 
prints.  Approximately half Dunedin’s collection is represented by these two 
artists.   The representation of over forty prints by the artists of the Utagawa 
School, excluding the works of Hiroshige, is an indication of the popularity 
of such artists as Kunisada I (20 prints) and Toyokuni I (10 prints) and the 
availability of their work.   The other large body of works, twenty-nine in 
all, is by Shosai Ikkei (ca. 1870), a pupil of Hiroshige III, who produced 
comic scenes of Edo life in the early Meiji.  Shossai Ikkei is not represented 
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in the Canterbury Museum’s collection.  The holdings of works by other 
artists, for example Utamaro (4) Eisen (4) Kunichika (3) Harunobu (3) 
Shigemasa (3) are proportionately similar to the Canterbury Museum’s 
holdings.  It can be seen by these observations that the two collections have 
much in common.    
 
As the preceding analysis has demonstrated, the Canterbury Museum’s 
collection is large, eclectic and reflects the diverse motives and the historical 
circumstances of its collectors.  By contrast, the Dunedin collection is much 
smaller, but, according to Dr. David Bell, who is based in Dunedin and has 
studied the collection, the Otago prints are in general better preserved. Bell 
also comments that the large number of Utagawa works in the collection 
have not been exposed to light and have therefore not deteriorated.   He also 
points out that there are a small number of reproductions, some later prints 
off recut blocks and some works badly mounted back to back.
204
  Bell 
contends that the Otago collection benefitted from the ‘top drawer 
purchases’ made in England by the de Beer family at a time when there were 
plenty to choose from.
205
  The unevenness and eclectic nature of the 
Canterbury Museum’s collection in no way diminishes its value.  It too is a 
reflection of its diverse collectors.  The collection serves as an historical 
point of reference and gives an insight into the fascinating and sometimes 
haphazard and opportunistic practice of collecting.  
 
Selections of works belonging to Dunedin Art Gallery’s collection have 
been exhibited in 1998 in Twilight of the Floating World: Japanese Prints 
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from the Staub Collection, curated by Peter Entwistle; Face of Iki, curated 
by David Bell in 2000; and in 2005, Miyabi: Masterworks from Dunedin 
Collections, which drew on Japanese works from the Dunedin Public Art 
Gallery, Olveston, Otago Museum and the Otaru Museum.  This exhibition, 
which included ceramics, lacquer ware, weaponry and ivory was held by 
Dunedin Art Public Gallery and was curated by Shuzo Tsuchiya, director of 
the Otaru Museum in Hokkaido, Japan.   Woodblock prints from the 
Gallery’s own collection and the F. C. W. Staub Loan collection were 
exhibited in Hail falls Noisily on Bamboo Leaves in 2008, curated by Lynda 
Cullen, concentrating mainly on the works of Ando Hiroshige. Public 
lectures and presentations have supported these exhibitions.  These events 
present a clear picture of Dunedin’s ongoing determination to introduce the 
art and culture of Japan to the public.    
 
In many ways the Auckland Art Gallery’s collection of 300 Japanese prints 
is typical of both of the New Zealand collections discussed.  It is larger than 
the Dunedin collection, but smaller than the Canterbury Museum’s holding.  
Like its New Zealand counterparts Auckland’s collection is rich in 
Hiroshige, Kunisada, Kuniyoshi and other minor artists held in the 
Canterbury and Dunedin collections.  Many artists are represented by one or 
two works, which is characteristic of all the collections.  Unusually, there are 
only four works by Hokusai.  Eleven prints, described as ‘Actor in character’ 
by Ichimōsai Yoshitora (fl. c. 1850-1880), make an interesting series and a 
further three triptychs of battle scenes by the same little-known artist give 
him additional exposure.   
 
90 
 
 Exhibitions occurred frequently at the Auckland Art Gallery.  The first in 
1927 and 1934 were Loan exhibitions from the works of Humphreys-Davies 
and both were supported by a catalogue.
206
  Exhibitions followed in 1951, 
1952, 1957, 1972 (Catalogue), 1977, 1984 (Catalogue), 1994 and 1999. 
  
In comparison with the extensive exposure of the Otago and Auckland 
collections, Canterbury’s collection, which was originally catalogued as part 
of the Ethnology collection, has had little exposure.
207
  As Senior Curator of 
Decorative Arts, Jennifer Quérée pointed out, ‘for 70 years nobody really 
knew what was there.’208  Various members of the Japanese Consulate 
Office viewed the images and a few prints were hung in the Asian Gallery of 
the Canterbury Museum, but the collection’s first regular use was by the 
University when an Art History course, Worlds of Art, was set up by 
Jonathan Mane-Wheoki in 1998.  The 2009 Exhibition Pleasure and Play in 
Edo Japan, and the data base that has formed part of the project of this MA, 
will also help to redress the situation.  With additional University papers in 
Japanese Art and post-graduate work being undertaken on the collection, a 
continuum of research is assured.   
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C O N C L U S I O N 
 
Collecting is an idiosyncrasy of human nature. The art or business of 
collecting, whatever the subject to which it is applied, can only be 
acquired by specialised study, and in no subject is the primary 
necessity made more clearly manifest than in the subject of Japanese 
Colour Prints.
209
  
 
An extraordinary set of historical circumstances underpin the Western 
practice of collecting Japanese works of art.  That the collection at the 
Canterbury Museum and the other collections of Japanese art throughout 
New Zealand exist at all is made all the more surprising when the history of 
the West’s relationship with Japan in the twentieth century is examined.  At 
the beginning of the twentieth century Japan was beginning to gain respect 
in the eyes of the Western world as a modern industrial nation.   Japan 
entered World War I as an ally of Great Britain.  However, its expansion 
into Asia, and the growing tension with the United States as atrocities in 
Chinese Manchuria in 1931 were reported, caused an uneasy tension.  Japan 
expanded into the Pacific and invaded China in 1937.  International 
condemnation followed these events. The bombing of Pearl Harbour in 1941 
caused further alarm and outrage.  As the Japanese reached Darwin in 
Northern Australia, New Zealand feared it would be the next country to be 
invaded.  For many Westerners scenes of traditional Japan, the fragile beauty 
of geisha, courtesans and cherry blossom co-existed with images of war, 
stories of cruelty and bloodshed.  As early as 1895 a drawing titled ‘The 
Yellow Peril’ was reproduced in Europe and America and this became a 
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slogan repeated time and again.
210
  Ian Littlewood explained the controlling 
metaphor of the imagery as ‘non human’, ‘whether of a tide or a plague or a 
swarm’.211  He commented: ‘it gives substance to the fear that when facing 
the Asiatic enemy the west is never quite on equal terms’.212  In 1907 New 
Zealand had published its version of the imagery.
213
  In addition America’s 
anti-Japanese bias in the 1970s filtered south to New Zealand.  In spite of all 
these factors many Westerners saw Japan, not only as an aggressor, but as a 
place that was still hugely fascinating. 
 
All of these factors make it remarkable that Japanese works of art were 
collected with such enthusiasm.  It is understandable for Kinsey, who 
collected in the early twentieth century when Japan was a developing nation 
viewed with admiration, and for Bailey who collected later and had a deep 
interest in the Far East.  However, for Kane and Scarlett, who acquired their 
works post-war amidst a climate of distrust and often outright hostility, it is 
even more remarkable. Both men operated outside the usual norms of 
society.  
 
The Museum’s collection of Japanese art, particularly Kinsey’s acquisitions, 
also challenges the view that in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century New Zealand was isolated from overseas trends in the field of visual 
art and that it was culturally parochial or only looked to ‘mother’ England.   
Sir George Grey’s (1812-1898) collection in Auckland of ukiyo-e acquired 
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in 1881 and Dr Thomas Morland Hocken’s (1836-1910) in Dunedin also 
support this view.
214
  While it is true that Europe remained at the centre of 
art, New Zealand quickly embraced the current trends. 
 
The prints and paintings discussed reveal the extraordinary life and culture 
of Tokugawa Japan, a society divided by class and a country virtually 
isolated from the rest of the world for over 200 years.  More particularly, 
close examination of the richly decorative images exposes the everyday lives 
of the inhabitants of the colourful and vibrant city of Edo and the 
entertaining and fashionable world of the licensed brothel districts.   The 
detailed images also reveal the remarkable skill of the artisans who took part 
in the creation of the images.  Remarkable, too, were the cumulative efforts 
of the printers and publishers to meet the prodigious demand for ukiyo-e 
from the townspeople, hungry for a share of culture.  All who spoke and 
wrote of the early exhibitions acknowledged the beauty of the Japanese arts, 
the opportunity they afforded to understand the social history of Japan, and 
the role the works played in strengthening the understanding and friendship 
between the two countries.  
 
A constraint of exhibition and storage space, a changing view of the world 
and the importance to the museum of representing the cultural mix of the 
population of New Zealand, has contributed to the restyling of collection 
policies.   
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As has been discussed, many of the prints in the Museum’s collection fall 
into the category of reproductions or reprints but, as we have seen, there is 
much value in these works.  The collection of Japanese woodblock prints, 
begun in the early twentieth century by Kinsey, and the later acquisitions 
and bequests of Bailey, Scarlett and Kane, was made by collectors with 
differing agendas.  Kinsey, who created a collection for his personal 
pleasure, made informed choices with the help of his Japanese agent.  
Bailey’s choices were informed by her knowledge of East Asian art.  
Scarlett’s immutable passion for collecting and his position at the Museum 
fostered his interest in Japanese objects of art, and both Scarlett and Kane 
were stimulated by the Christchurch art scene.  They were surrounded by 
members of the Canterbury Society of Art and artists of The Group who 
played an enormous role locally in the developments and appreciation of the 
arts.  All of the collectors made an exceptional gesture in bequeathing their 
Japanese prints and paintings to the Canterbury Museum.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. 1:  Nishikawa Sukenobu, Fan Shop, 1st half 17th c.
(1943.60.136) J. J. Kinsey collection.  
Figure 1. 2:  Sir Joseph James Kinsey (1852-1936)
(Unknown photographer, J. J. Kinsey collection, Canterbury Museum, 1940.193.191)
Figure 1. 3: Japanese Notes, catalogue and correspondence of J.J. Kinsey collection, pp 54-55,
Canterbury Museum, Series 4/1, Box 7.
Figure 1. 4:  Ronald Jack Scarlett collection. MBE (1911-2002)
(Unknown photographer, Canterbury Museum, 19XX.2.4312)
Figure 1. 5:  Leo Bensemann, (1912-1986) Portrait of Gregory Kane, c.1960, UC/MBL/126, University of 
Canterbury Art Collection.
Reproduced with permission of the Bensemann Family.
Figure 2.1:  Isoda Koryūsai, Women beating cloth on fulling-block, c1770s.
(1975.320.59) Greggory Kane collection.
Figure 2. 2:  Katsukawa Shunchō, Actor Sawamura Sojurō in the Green Room, mid to late 18th c.
(1975.320.42) Greggory Kane collection.
Figure 2. 3:  ‘Takamizawa Ukiyo-e’ (Takamizawa Mokuhansha).
Figure 2. 3a: Figure 2. 4:  
Seal of the publisher Takamizawa. Seal of the publisher Adachi.
Figure 2. 5:  Torii Kiyonaga, Three Women taking Tea, late 18th c.
(1975.320.28) Greggory Kane collection.
Figure 2. 6:  Nishikawa Sukenobu, Women sewing, 1st half 18th c.
(1943.60.142) J. J. Kinsey collection.  
Figure 2. 7:  Utagawa Toyohirō, Sakashita From the series Fifty-three Villages, c 1800s.
(1943.60.165) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 8:  Isoda Koryūsai, First Month. Young Girl playing battledore and shuttlecock, c1775
(1969.30.99) Frances Bailey collection. 
Figure 2. 9:  Katsushika Hokusai, Mitsui Shop from the series 'Thirty-Six Views of Mt Fuji', 1830-1834 
(1980.226.15) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 10:  Katsushika Hokusai, Mishima Pass in Kai Province, c1831
(1980.226.27) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 11:  Katsushika Hokusai, Fuji from a Cave, 1834
(1943.60.52) J.J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 12:  Katsushika Hokusai, Edo no Fuji, 1834
(1943.60.49) J.J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 13:  Katsushika Hokusai, Mt Fuji and Rice Bails, 1834
(1943.60.50) J.J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 14:  Andō Hiroshige, Foxfires on New Year’s Night beneath the Enoki Tree,1857
(1975.320.44) Greggory Kane collection. 
Figure 2. 15:  Andō Hiroshige, Chūshingura , Act 9, c1850s
(1980.226.77) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 16:  Utagawa Kuniyoshi, The Exploits of the Soga Brothers, 1847
(1980.226.101) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 17:  Utagawa Toyokuni I, Clearing Skies at Asakusa (Iwai Hanshirō V) from the series ‘Eight Views 
of Edo’ (Edo hakkei) 1807
(1943.60.76) J.J. Kinsey collection. 
Figure 2. 18:  Utagawa Toyokuni I, Iwai Hanshirō V as Mikuni Kojorō in Tomigaoka Koi no 
Yamabiraki, Ichimura-za, Edo, 8th month, 1809.
(1943.60.92) J.J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 19:  Utagawa Toyokuni I, Iwai Hanshirō V as Kaidōmaru, and Bandō Mitsugorō III as Yamanba in  
‘Seiwa Genji Nidai no Yumitori’, Nakamura-za, Edo, kaomise performance, 11th month, 1805
(1943.60.77) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 20:  Utagawa Toyokuni I, Iwai HanshirōV as Ofude in ‘Hirakana Seisuki’, Ichimura-za, Edo, 9th 
month, 1812 (1943.60.84) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 21  Utagawa Toyokuni I, Iwai Hanshirō V as Teishō, Osaku and Omitsu in 
‘Osome Hiamatsu Ukina no Yomiuri’,1813.
(1943.60.96) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 22  Iwai Hanshirō V as Teisho. Hanshirō wears the formal wa-ni-mitsu-ogi crest (three fans in a 
circle).He is playing one of seven roles in Osome Hiamatsu Ukina no Yomiuri’
(1943.60.96) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 23:  Utagawa Toyokuni I and Katsukawa Shunshō, Ichikawa Danjūrō V Backstage, c1781
(1975.320.41) Greggory Kane collection. 
Figure 2. 24:  Tōshūsai Sharaku, Ōtami Oniki, 1794-1795
(1980.226.95) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 25:  Utagawa Yoshikazu, Kusunoki Masashige , c1850-1870
(1980.226.36) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 26:  Ichieisai Yoshitsuya, Battle of Ichinotani, 1847-1850
(1980226.103) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 27:  Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I),
Heart to heart series Romantic Reminiscences of Genji Mitsuuji, c1858.
(1943.60.91) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 28:  Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I), Woman Representing the Poet Go-Toba-in 
(Emperor) from the series ‘Pictures and Commentaries on the One Hundred Poets, One Poem Each’, 1884 
(1943.60.90) J. J. Kinsey collection. 
Figure 2. 29:  Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I), Autumn Moon at Genji’s Villa,1854
(3 images, 1980.226.74) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 29:  Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I), Autumn Moon at Genji’s Villa,1854
(3 images, 1980.226.74) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 29:  Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I), Autumn Moon at Genji’s Villa,1854
(3 images, 1980.226.74) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 30:  Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I), Young Woman with a Love Letter, c1850s
(1943.60.98) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 31:  Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I), Woman Preparing Linen, c1850-1860s
(1943.60.100) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 32:  Utagawa Kuniyoshi, Woman praying, an umbrella under her arm, 1845
(1980.226.86) Ronald Scarlett collection. 
Figure 2. 33:  Utagawa Kuniyoshi, Woman passing through a curtain (noren), 1845
(1980.226.87) Ronald Scarlett collection. 
Figure 2. 34:  Utagawa Kuniyoshi, Woman holding a ring of hozuki, 1845
(1980.226.82) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 35:  Keisai Eisen, Teahouse employee advertising face-whitening powder, c1818-1830
(1943.60.68) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 36:  Keisai Eisen, Wife reading a letter, 1818-1830
(1943.60.67) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 37:  Keisai Eisen, Courtesan holding a pipe, 1818-1830
(1943.60.66) J. J. Kinsey collection. 
Figure 2. 38:  Keisai Eisen, Woman applying face-whitening powder, c1818-1830
(1939.121.40) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 39:  Keisai Eisen, Woman from Ogiya house with a Lamp, 1821-1823
(1939.60.61) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 40:  Kikukawa Eizan, A Party of Three at Cherry Blossom Time, c.1830s
(1939.121.38) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 41:  Kikukawa Eizan, Courtesan Reading, c.1830s
(1943.60.56) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 42:  Kitagawa Utamaro, Woman Reading a Letter, early 1790s
(1975.320.45) Greggory Kane collection. 
Figure 2. 43:  Kitagawa Utamaro, Woman feeding a child, Meisho Fuzoku (from the series 'Twelve faces of 
Bijin'), mid 1790s (1969.30.98) Frances Bailey collection. 
Figure 2. 44:  Kitagawa Utamaro, Jōshoku kaiko tewaza kusa, silk-worm culture, c.1798-1800
(1939.121.7) J. J. Kinsey collection. 
Figure 2. 45:  Kitagawa Utamaro, From the series 'E-kyō-dai', 1796
(1943.60.106) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 46:  Kitao Masanobu, From the album New mirror of Yoshiwara beauties 
with their autograph Poems, 1784
(1975.320.27) Greggory Kane collection. 
Figure 2. 47:  Hishikawa Moronobu, A Banquet in the Guest Rooms of a Teahouse, from the series 
‘Aspects of the Yoshiwara’ (Yoshiwara no tei: Ageya no zashiki ni okeru shuen)
(1980.226.7) Ronald Scarlett collection. 
Figure 2. 48:  Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I), Woman Removing her Eyebrows, c1823 
(1939.121.64) J. J. Kinsey collection. 
Figure 2. 49:  Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I), Woman Blackening her Teeth, c1823 
(1939.118.7) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 50:  Ishikawa Toyonobu, Girl Tying a Verse to a Cherry Branch, 1760s
(1975.320.65) Greggory Kane collection.
Figure 2. 51:  Shigemasa Kitao, Three Women Arranging Flowers, c1770s
(1975.320.32) Greggory Kane collection. 
Figure 2. 52:  Nishimura Shigenaga, Cherry Blossom Viewing in Ueno Park, c 1750
(1980.226.97) Ronald Scarlett collection. 
Figure 2. 53:  Torii Kiyonaga, The Ninth Month: Fishing Boat Fires, c1783
(1975.320.5) Greggory Kane collection.
Figure 2. 54:  Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I), Shini-e of Seki Sanjūrō II.  A memorial print, 1839 
(1980.226.61) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 55:  Eisen Keisai, A Couple
(1980.226.56) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 56:  Toyohara Kunichika, Sawamura Tanosuke III, Sawamura Tossho II, and 
Onoe Taganojo II in ‘Koishiki no Jihidaka no Akebono’, 1869
(3 images, 1980.226.59) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 56:  Toyohara Kunichika, Sawamura Tanosuke III, Sawamura Tossho II, and 
Onoe Taganojo II in ‘Koishiki no Jihidaka no Akebono’, 1869
(3 images, 1980.226.59) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 56:  Toyohara Kunichika, Sawamura Tanosuke III, Sawamura Tossho II, and 
Onoe Taganojo II in ‘Koishiki no Jihidaka no Akebono’, 1869
(3 images, 1980.226.59) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 57:  Toyohara Kunichika, Rafting at Arashiyama, 1865
(1975.320.13) Greggory Kane collection. 
Figure 2. 58:  Toyohara Kunichika, Youthful Genji Leisurely Sightseeing the Eight Views of Omi, 1863, 
incomplete triptych (1980.226.74) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 58:  Toyohara Kunichika, Youthful Genji Leisurely Sightseeing the Eight Views of Omi, 1863, 
incomplete triptych (1980.226.74) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 59:  Toyohara Kunichika, Genji in the Moonlight, c.1860s
(1975.320.63) Greggory Kane collection.
Figure 2. 60:  a. Utagawa Sadahide (2 images), View of Yokohama after Japan Opened to Foreigners, 1860s. 
(1980.226.66) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 60:  b. Utagawa Sadahide (2 images), View of Yokohama after Japan Opened to Foreigners, 1860s. 
(1980.226.66) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 60:  c. An example of the typed and printed information on verso
(1980.226.66) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 61:  Utagawa Sadahide, Woman viewing a Silhouette, c.1856-1861 (2 images)
(1980.226.69 & 1980.226.70) Ronald Scarlett collection.
Figure 2. 62:  Moronobu Hishikawa, Portrait of a Young Man, 2nd half 17th c.
(1941.87.132) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 63:  Chōbunsai Eishi, Portrait of an Oiran, c1805 
(1941.87.133) J. J. Kinsey collection. 
Figure 2.64:  attrib. Katsushika Hokusai, Flayed Bonito, c1847-1848
(1941.87.137) J. J. Kinsey collection.
Figure 2. 65:  attrib. Katsushika Hokusai, Tea whisk seller (Chasen uri), c1800s-1810s
(1969.30.101) Frances Bailey collection.
Figure 2. 66:  Shizuko, Leader of a dancing team as shown by the blue headdress, early 20th c.
(1969.30.9) Frances Bailey collection.
Figure 2. 67:  1969.30.12, Artist unknown, Four Chinese Sages.
Frances Bailey collection.
Figure 2. 68:  1969.30.11, Kano Eitoku (1530-1578) A Court scene. 
Frances Bailey collection.
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Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-69)
Brief Description 48 Views of Edo. Asakusa Temple.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 252 x 180
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T301
Accession number 1939.121.29
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-69)
Brief Description 48 Views of Edo. Ichikoku Bridge.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 251 x 186
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T317
Accession number 1939.121.30
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-69)
Brief Description 48 Views of Edo. Kamidō shrine.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 252 x 180
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T268
Accession number 1939.121.31
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Hirame and Mebaru (Flounder, Mebaru and cherry blossom).
Production Date 1832
Measurement _h x w 252 x 370
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T281
Accession number 1939.121.32
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Edo Meisho (Famous Views of Edo) Kite flying at Kasumigase.
Production Date 1853
Measurement _h x w 214 x 333
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T274
Accession number 1939.121.34
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Daimyo's procession Tokyo.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 243 x 362
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T310
Accession number 1939.121.35
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Kanda Shrine.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 237 x 369
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Fold through centre
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T240
Accession number 1939.121.38
Maker /Artist Kikugawa Eizan(1787-1867)
Brief Description A party of three at cherry blossom time.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 385 x 260
Condition Average
Researcher notes Later print
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T119
Accession number 1939.121.39
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Beauty with tissues.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 385 x 260
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T117
Accession number 1939.121.40
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Woman Applying Face-whitening Powder.
Production Date c.1830
Measurement _h x w 384 x 258
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T372
Accession number 1939.121.41
Maker /Artist Attrib., Kikugawa Eizan(1787-1867)
Brief Description Seventh scene 47 Rōnin. Chūshingura.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 216 x 322
Condition Average
Researcher notes No Signature
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T232
Accession number 1939.121.45
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Woman with fan cooling herself. Evening scene of Tokyo.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 350 x 250
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T220
Accession number 1939.121.46
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Onoe Yeizoburo in role of Tokubei (with large fish).
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 370 x 247
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T206
Accession number 1939.121.47
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni (1769-1825) III (Kunisada I)
Brief Description Woman in palanquin.
Production Date late 1840s-early 1850s
Measurement _h x w 356 x 251
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T241
Accession number 1939.121.51
Maker /Artist Yoshitoshi Tsukioka (1839-1892)
Brief Description Series Tsuki hyaku-shi. Geisha.
Production Date 1885-1892
Measurement _h x w 375 x 248
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T288
Accession number 1939.121.6
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Edo Meisho, Suruga Street, Tokyo.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 252 x 369
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T257
Accession number 1939.121.60
Maker /Artist Hokushu fl.c.1808-1832
Brief Description Samurai, actor Ichikawa Ichizō.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 335 x 225
Condition Poor
Researcher notes very thin paper- not typical.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T343
Accession number 1939.121.61
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kunikiyo fl. Early 19th c. (poss Kunikiyo II)
Brief Description Fording the Oi River. 53 Villages of Tōkaidō.
Production Date 1857 10th month
Measurement _h x w 383 x 253
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T265
Accession number 1939.121.62 [1]
Maker /Artist Hasegawa Sadanobu (1848-1886)
Brief Description Geisha getting into palanquin, Naniwa, Osaka.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 250 x 178
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes Mica. Mounted with T266
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T266
Accession number 1939.121.62 [2]
Maker /Artist Hasegawa Sadanobu (1848-1886)
Brief Description Geisha sitting on bench with fan.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 250 x 178
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T231
Accession number 1939.121.63
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Woman and young girl, with flower pots.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 387 x 256
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T204
Accession number 1939.121.64
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Woman removing her eyebrows.
Production Date c.1823
Measurement _h x w 369 x 248
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T328
Accession number 1939.121.68 [1]
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kunihiro (fl.c. 1815-1843)
Brief Description  Nakamura Matsue III as Princess Iwaimasu.
Production Date c.1830
Measurement _h x w 368 x 244
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T329
Accession number 1939.121.68 [2]
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kunihiro (fl.c. 1815-1843)
Brief Description Actor Arashi Rikan II grappling with a dragon.
Production Date c.1830
Measurement _h x w 367 x 246
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T417
Accession number 1939.121.68 [3]
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kunihiro (fl.c. 1815-1843)
Brief Description Nakamura Utaemon III as Miiri Yoshimaru, slaying dragon.
Production Date c.1830
Measurement _h x w 369 x 245
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T375
Accession number 1939.121.69
Maker /Artist Unknown
Brief Description 53 Villages. Kusatsu.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 237 x 170
Condition Average
Researcher notes Poss Hiroshige II who signed Ryusho, Rissho or Ryusai (1826-1869)
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T146
Accession number 1939.121.7
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Silk worm culture.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 380 x 256
Condition Good, glued to card.
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T374
Accession number 1939.121.70
Maker /Artist Unknown
Brief Description 53 Villages. Ishiyakushi.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 250 x 183
Condition Average
Researcher notes Poss Hiroshige II who signed Ryusho or Rissho or Ryusai (1826-1869)
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T376
Accession number 1939.121.71
Maker /Artist Unknown
Brief Description 53 Villages. Sanjo Bridge Kyoto.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 235 x 168
Condition Average
Researcher notes Poss Hiroshige II who signed Ryusho, Rissho or Ryusai (1826-1869)
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T342
Accession number 1939.121.8
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Sayo-hime at Matsu-ura in higo Province watching her husbands ship leave for Korea.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 372 x 254
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T1
Accession number 1941.87.132
Maker /Artist Moronobu Hishikawa (1618-94)
Brief Description Yūjo
Production Date 17th c
Measurement _h x w 855 X 325 Figure approx 41cm
Condition Good
Researcher notes Kakemono
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T5
Accession number 1941.87.133
Maker /Artist Chōbunsai Eishi (Hosada) (1756-1829)
Brief Description Portrait of a courtesan (Oiran)
Production Date 19th
Measurement _h x w 826 x 295
Condition Good
Researcher notes Kakemono
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T2
Accession number 1941.87.137
Maker /Artist Poss. Katsushika Hokusai. (1760-1849)
Brief Description Bonito
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 250 x 387
Condition Good
Researcher notes Kakemono. Seal= Hyaku
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T285
Accession number 1941.87.138
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Kasumigaseki, Tokyo.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 255 x 374
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T287
Accession number 1941.87.139
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description View of Sarashina .Province of Shino.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 360 x 245
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T102
Accession number 1941.87.140
Maker /Artist Hasegawa Sadanobu (1809-79)
Brief Description Geisha in Naniwa.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 250 x 178
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes one of a pair of prints on same mount
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T102a
Accession number 1941.87.141
Maker /Artist Hasegawa Sadanobu (1809-79)
Brief Description Geisha in Naniwa.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 250 x 176
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes one of a pair of prints on same mount
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T77
Accession number 1941.87.142
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Tōtō meisho (Famous Views of the Eastern Capital) No. 41: Five Hundred Rakan.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 243 x 370
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T122
Accession number 1943.60.100
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) 1786-1864
Brief Description Woman preparing linen.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 375 x 250
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T125
Accession number 1943.60.101
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni (1769-1825)
Brief Description Onoe Kikugoro in role of Frog Saint.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 362 x 247
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T124
Accession number 1943.60.102
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) 1786-1864
Brief Description Woman Representing the Poet Go-Toba-in (Emperor) from the series 'Pictures and Commentaries on the
One Hundred  Poets, One Poem Each'.
Production Date c 1847
Measurement _h x w 370 x 245
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T365
Accession number 1943.60.103
Maker /Artist Katsukawa Shunsen ca. 1762-1830
Brief Description Woman coming down stairs.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 355 x 238
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T144
Accession number 1943.60.104
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Beauty , Aizuri (a blue print).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 375 x 256
Condition Poor - faded
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T136
Accession number 1943.60.105
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Cherry blossom picnic
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 390 x 253
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T141
Accession number 1943.60.106
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Kintoki trapping the rats, and his mother.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 373 x 256
Condition Average -poor. Glued on board
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T139
Accession number 1943.60.107
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Awabi divers at Bay of Ise.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 373 x 254
Condition Good – glued to board
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T145
Accession number 1943.60.109
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Representing the part of two lovers, Mokei and Osan.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 383 x 260
Condition Average Glued to card
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T148
Accession number 1943.60.110
Maker /Artist Anon attrib. Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Concert (musicians).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 180 x 215
Condition V Poor
Researcher notes Japanese matte - possibly by a retailer or publisher
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T339
Accession number 1943.60.111
Maker /Artist Yoshitoshi (1839-1892)
Brief Description Actor
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 374 x 260
Condition Good
Researcher notes Catalogue describes as "Bagaku dancer, one of the 64 legendary creatures".
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T264
Accession number 1943.60.112
Maker /Artist Hasegawa Sadanobu (1848-1886)
Brief Description Girl passing tea house.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 250 x 178
Condition Average
Researcher notes Mica
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T227
Accession number 1943.60.113
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Sawamura Tanosuke as Shishi Mai.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 369 x 245
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T228
Accession number 1943.60.114
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Actor Nakamura Kamesaburō in female role.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 380 x 251
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T230
Accession number 1943.60.115
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Woman. Hours of the Day.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 355 x 247
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T88
Accession number 1943.60.116
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) 1786-1864
Brief Description Iwai Kumesaburō as Sushi-ya no Osato from 'Yoshitsune Senbon-zakura' Edo 7th month (Hanshirō VI) 
1799-1836).
Production Date 1828
Measurement _h x w 363 x 248
Condition Repaired – good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T229
Accession number 1943.60.117
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1865)
Brief Description Actor Onoe Kikugorō in role Oiwa.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 373 x 260
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T202
Accession number 1943.60.118
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) 1786-1864
Brief Description Woman representing the poet Fujiwara no Sadakata.
Production Date 1844
Measurement _h x w 371 x 245
Condition Average
Researcher notes Fold through centre
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T224
Accession number 1943.60.119
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1865)
Brief Description Woman on pleasure boat beneath the Ryōgoku Bridge.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 375 x 245
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Poss part of triptych
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T222
Accession number 1943.60.120
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1865)
Brief Description Woman and tub.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 366 x 254
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T226
Accession number 1943.60.121
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1865)
Brief Description Woman peeping through sliding door from the series 'Secret Meetings by Moonlight'.
Production Date c.1836
Measurement _h x w 358 x 255
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T234
Accession number 1943.60.122
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1865)
Brief Description Woman cutting tōfu.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 380 x 259
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T223
Accession number 1943.60.123
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1865)
Brief Description Woman measuring cloth.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 367 x 247
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T225
Accession number 1943.60.124
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1865)
Brief Description Man in trees. Actor Matsumoto.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 366 x 246
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T362
Accession number 1943.60.125
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Girl washing in stream.
Production Date 1856, 2nd Month
Measurement _h x w 381 x 257
Condition Good
Researcher notes Mitate-e of saintly person (senjin)
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T361
Accession number 1943.60.126
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Koshikibu Saishi.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 365 x 250
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T338
Accession number 1943.60.127
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Girl. Snowy background.
Production Date 1847-1848
Measurement _h x w 372 x 255
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T360
Accession number 1943.60.128
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Woman in the snow.
Production Date 1843-1847
Measurement _h x w 365 x 251
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T357
Accession number 1943.60.129
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Woman seated .Toyokawa printed on lantern.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 382 x 260
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T336
Accession number 1943.60.130
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Actor Onoue Baiko taking part of Ushiwakamaru.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 375 x 265
Condition Average
Researcher notes Possibly from a Triptych
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T258
Accession number 1943.60.131
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi1798-1861
Brief Description Girl and floral basket.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 380 x 262
Condition Average/ poor.
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T358
Accession number 1943.60.132
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description 100 Famous Warriors, Atsumori in armour playing a flute. Scene: Mukwan-no-tayū.
Production Date 1843-1844
Measurement _h x w 373 x 250
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T359
Accession number 1943.60.133
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Woman with a box.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 372 x 257
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T356
Accession number 1943.60.134
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Court lady writing.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 380 x 258
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T238
Accession number 1943.60.135
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi1798-1861
Brief Description Masaoka.
Production Date 1843-1846
Measurement _h x w 375 x 255
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T378
Accession number 1943.60.136
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Fan Shop.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 190 x 284
Condition Average
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle. Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T393
Accession number 1943.60.137
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Acrobats.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 191 x 283
Condition Good
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle. Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T381
Accession number 1943.60.138
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Children and pilgrims.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 192 x 282
Condition Average
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle . Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T385
Accession number 1943.60.139
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Samurai and child carrying branches with decorations.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 191 x 285
Condition Average
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle. Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T380
Accession number 1943.60.140
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Merchants.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 192 x 282
Condition Average
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle. Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T384
Accession number 1943.60.141
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Woman writing, Man and child look on.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 198 x 318
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle. Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T386
Accession number 1943.60.142
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Women sewing.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 201 x 318
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle . Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T389
Accession number 1943.60.143
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Two women at work.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 220 x 160
Condition Average
Researcher notes Single page. Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T383
Accession number 1943.60.144
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Sowing.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 195 x 316
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle . Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T379
Accession number 1943.60.145
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Priest and children.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 194 x 283
Condition Average
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T382
Accession number 1943.60.146
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Rat tamer.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 192 x 290
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle . Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T377
Accession number 1943.60.147
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description ree Musicians, Samurai and book writer.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 192 x 282
Condition Average
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle . Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T387
Accession number 1943.60.148
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Scenery.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 191 x 135
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Single page. Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T391
Accession number 1943.60.149
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Dancers at New Year.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 193 x 136
Condition Average
Researcher notes Single page. Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T390
Accession number 1943.60.150
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Awabi diving.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 191 x 137
Condition Average
Researcher notes Single page. Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T388
Accession number 1943.60.151
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Poets
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 192 x 135
Condition Average
Researcher notes Single page. Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T392
Accession number 1943.60.152
Maker /Artist Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1750)
Brief Description Procession of dancers.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 195 x 273
Condition Average
Researcher notes Pages joined down middle . Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T346
Accession number 1943.60.153
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description  53 Villages of Tōkaidō. Miyanashita.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 173 x 116
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T348
Accession number 1943.60.154
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaidō. Shonagawa.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 113x168
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T350
Accession number 1943.60.155
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaido. Fujikawa.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 172 x 115
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T353
Accession number 1943.60.156
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaidō. Fujieda.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 171 x 118
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T344
Accession number 1943.60.157
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description  53 Villages of Tōkaidō. Hamamatsu.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 170 x 115
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T349
Accession number 1943.60.158
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaidō. Odawara.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 170 x 113
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T351
Accession number 1943.60.159
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaidō. Fujisawa.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 168 x 117
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T347
Accession number 1943.60.160
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaidō.Kameyama.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 173 x 115
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T354
Accession number 1943.60.161
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaidō. Numazu.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 172 x 120
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T352
Accession number 1943.60.162
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaidō. Arai.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 172 x 117
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T260
Accession number 1943.60.163
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaidō. Kanaya.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 169 x 113
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Surimono
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T345
Accession number 1943.60.164
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaidō.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 171 x 114
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T355
Accession number 1943.60.165
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaidō. Sakanoshita.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 173 x 117
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T259
Accession number 1943.60.166
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description 53 Villages of Tōkaidō. Chiriyū.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 173 x 117
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Surimono
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T99
Accession number 1943.60.167 [1-2]
Maker /Artist Utagawa Shigenobu. (fl. 1824-1841)
Brief Description Ornament seller and ornaments
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 92 x 130 [1]; 95 x 132 [2]
Condition Average poor
Researcher notes Two separate prints mounted on one sheet
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T101
Accession number 1943.60.168
Maker /Artist poss Nashimasa
Brief Description Nakamura (Face of actor in sake bowl).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 352 x 236
Condition glued to mount with colophon
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T331
Accession number 1943.60.170
Maker /Artist Toyohara Kunichika (1835-1900)
Brief Description Daughter of samurai carrying sword, accompanied by maid; palanquin bearer tying sandal.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 350 x 240
Condition Very poor
Researcher notes Possibly part of a triptych
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T330
Accession number 1943.60.171
Maker /Artist Toyokawa Yoshikuni (fl. Ca. 1803-40)
Brief Description Actor with frogs. Nakamura Utaemon.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 378 x 256
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T340
Accession number 1943.60.172
Maker /Artist Toyokawa Yoshikuni (fl. Ca. 1803-40)
Brief Description Actor Nakamura Utaemon.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 378 x 258
Condition Good
Researcher notes Paper pasted to back of print
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T332
Accession number 1943.60.173
Maker /Artist Toyokawa Yoshikuni (fl. Ca. 1803-40)
Brief Description Actor Nakamura Utaemon as a samurai.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 380 x 257
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T251
Accession number 1943.60.174
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kunitomi fl.c.1804-1844
Brief Description Iwai actor under umbrella.
Production Date fl. ca. 1810-30
Measurement _h x w 377 x 260
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T256
Accession number 1943.60.175
Maker /Artist Hikokuni (fl. 1818-1830)
Brief Description Actor Nakamura Utaemon.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 378 x 258
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T255
Accession number 1943.60.176
Maker /Artist Yamaguchi Shigeharu (1803-1853)
Brief Description Actor Nakamura Utaemon.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 377 x 256
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T237
Accession number 1943.60.177
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Five young woman seated, tree in background.
Production Date 1847-1850
Measurement _h x w 347 x 235
Condition Poor
Researcher notes One of triptych.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T308
Accession number 1943.60.18
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of Tōkaidō. No. 22 Okabe. Utsu Mountain.
Production Date ca. 1833-34
Measurement _h x w 215 x 343
Condition Good/ average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T289
Accession number 1943.60.19
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of Tōkaidō. Yokkaichi.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 365 x 245
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T396
Accession number 1943.60.20 [1]
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III Kunisada I (1786-1864) & 
Brief Description Women on a balcony with a telescope. Fūryū Genji e-awase – Sagano Fukei – View of Sagano.  Elegant 
Genji Pictures.
Production Date 1853
Measurement _h x w 375 x 255
Condition Average
Researcher notes Publisher: Iseya Kanekichi
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T395
Accession number 1943.60.20 [2]
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III Kunisada I (1786-1864) & 
Brief Description
Production Date 1853
Measurement _h x w 377 x 255
Condition Average
Researcher notes Publisher: Iseya Kanekichi
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T394
Accession number 1943.60.20 [3]
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III Kunisada I (1786-1864) & 
Brief Description Cherry blossom on banks of river.
Production Date 1853
Measurement _h x w 374 x 257
Condition Average
Researcher notes Publisher: Iseya Kanekichi
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T278
Accession number 1943.60.21
Maker /Artist Unidentified
Brief Description Kameido Park at cherry blossom time.
Production Date 1880s
Measurement _h x w 235 x 337
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T267
Accession number 1943.60.22
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Shimadai & Ainame (Spotted Bream and Nandina).
Production Date ca.1857
Measurement _h x w 255 x 370
Condition Average
Researcher notes Fold through centre. Cost £1. See notes for T268
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T72
Accession number 1943.60.23
Maker /Artist poss Hiroshige II
Brief Description Various Edo Famous Views. [Zōjōji] Minato.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 256 x 372
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T283
Accession number 1943.60.24
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Famous Views of the Eastern Capital (Tōtō Meisho) Kameido Fuji no Hana (Wisteria at Kameido).
Production Date 1833-43
Measurement _h x w 217 x 347
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T282
Accession number 1943.60.25
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Atagoyama, Shiba. Tokyo.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 250 x 373
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T284
Accession number 1943.60.26
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Akabane Bridge, Shiba.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 221 x 343
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T404
Accession number 1943.60.27
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Temple Meguro.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 200 x 284
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Japanese matte - possibly by a retailer or publisher. Book illustration.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T401
Accession number 1943.60.28
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Residence
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 207 x 156
Condition Good
Researcher notes Japanese matte - possibly by a retailer or publisher
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T275
Accession number 1943.60.29
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 stations of the Tōkaidō, Kameyama, no 47.
Production Date ca. 1840
Measurement _h x w 216 x 343
Condition Good
Researcher notes Gyosho edition
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T71
Accession number 1943.60.30
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Women on verandah.
Production Date 1849-1853
Measurement _h x w 377 x 256
Condition Poor, average colour
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T411
Accession number 1943.60.31
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Oji Inari Shrine. Tōtō Meisho (Famous Views of the Eastern Capital).
Production Date 1833-43
Measurement _h x w 244 x 367
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T280
Accession number 1943.60.32
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Benkei Moat at Soto Sakurada.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 235 x 357
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T75
Accession number 1943.60.33
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of the Tōkaidō. [Ishiyakushi Temple] no. 45.
Production Date 1833-4
Measurement _h x w 237 x 364
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Hoeido edition.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T302
Accession number 1943.60.34
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of the Tōkaidō. [Kyoto] no. 55.
Production Date 1847-1850
Measurement _h x w 170 x 233
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Kichizo edition
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T290
Accession number 1943.60.35
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Cherry blossom and Samurai.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 166 x 123
Condition Good
Researcher notes Poss surimono
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T78
Accession number 1943.60.36
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations Tōkaidō. [Ishiyakushi] No 45.
Production Date Late 1830’s
Measurement _h x w 162 x 224
Condition Average/poor
Researcher notes Late print- worn block. Reisho edition.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T311
Accession number 1943.60.38
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of the Tōkaidō. [Oiso station].
Production Date ca.1840
Measurement _h x w 117 x 174
Condition Good
Researcher notes Aritaya edition.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T70
Accession number 1943.60.39
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Sations of the Tōkaidō  [Numazu] no 13.
Production Date ca.1840
Measurement _h x w 118 x 173
Condition Good
Researcher notes Aritaya edition.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T69
Accession number 1943.60.41
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of the Tōkaidō [Miya] no. 42.
Production Date ca.1840
Measurement _h x w 114 X 172
Condition Good
Researcher notes Aritaya edition.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T67
Accession number 1943.60.42
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of the Tōkaidō. [Kuwana] no. 43.
Production Date ca.1840
Measurement _h x w 116 x 172
Condition Good
Researcher notes Aritaya edition.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T68
Accession number 1943.60.44
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of the Tōkaidō [Sanjō Ōhashi]no. 55.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 116 x 174
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T309
Accession number 1943.60.45
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Eitai Bridge Tokyo,
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 220 x 360
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T17
Accession number 1943.60.46
Maker /Artist attrib.,Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description Villages.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 172 x 235
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T18
Accession number 1943.60.47
Maker /Artist attrib.,Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description Ferry at Sakai.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 147 x 190
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T20
Accession number 1943.60.48
Maker /Artist attrib.,Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description Winter scene.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 172 x 232
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T8
Accession number 1943.60.49
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description One Hundred Views of Fuji, Edo no Fuji-roof ornament.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 192 x 127
Condition Good
Researcher notes Sumizuri-e mounted on card
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T21
Accession number 1943.60.50
Maker /Artist attrib., Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description One Hundred Views of Fuji, Senkin Fuji (rice bales).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 193 x 125
Condition V Poor
Researcher notes Sumizuri-e
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T22
Accession number 1943.60.51
Maker /Artist attrib., Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description Renami.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 209 x 157
Condition V Poor
Researcher notes Book illustration
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T9
Accession number 1943.60.52
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description One Hundred Views of Fuji, Dōchū no Fuji (Men in a cave) [Wood cutters outside cave, view of Mt Fuji 
in background].
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 180 x 125
Condition Good
Researcher notes Wood cutters in/from cave entrance; view of Mt Fuji in background.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T19
Accession number 1943.60.53
Maker /Artist attrib., Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description Chinese subject.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 268 x 146
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Poetry competition at Orchid pavillion. Host is Wangxizhi. Drinking game.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T118
Accession number 1943.60.54
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Two figures with ceremonial ornaments.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 373 x 255
Condition Good
Researcher notes Pictures of 12 months of beauties. It is the 12th month.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T120
Accession number 1943.60.55
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Girl.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 383 x 260
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T263
Accession number 1943.60.56
Maker /Artist Kikugawa Eizan(1787-1867)
Brief Description Courtesan reading.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 352 x 237
Condition Average
Researcher notes Patterns of flowers imposed on back of print
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T370
Accession number 1943.60.57
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Girl seated with fan.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 336 x 225
Condition Good
Researcher notes Print blurred, outlines not well registered.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T277
Accession number 1943.60.58
Maker /Artist  Kikugawa Eizan(1787-1867)
Brief Description Two bijin.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 356 x 242
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T371
Accession number 1943.60.59
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Second scene. 47 Rōnins. Chūshingura.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 203 x 325
Condition Good/ average
Researcher notes Glued on board
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T116
Accession number 1943.60.60
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Bijin.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 382 x 260
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T114
Accession number 1943.60.61
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Woman from Ogiya house with a lamp- Miya from series 'A Tōkaidō board game of courtesans'.
Production Date 1821-23
Measurement _h x w 383 x 258
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T250
Accession number 1943.60.62
Maker /Artist  Kikugawa Eizan(1787-1867)
Brief Description Two courtesans.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 360 x 245
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T98
Accession number 1943.60.64
Maker /Artist Kikugawa Eizan(1787-1867)
Brief Description Mitate-e on the theme of the forty seven Ronin.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w
Condition Good slight foxing
Researcher notes Act II, Elegant Chūshingura.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T113
Accession number 1943.60.65
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Beauty with writing brush.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 382 x 255
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T112
Accession number 1943.60.66
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Courtesan holding a pipe.
Production Date c.1818-1830
Measurement _h x w 383 x 262
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T111
Accession number 1943.60.67
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Wife reading a letter.
Production Date c.1818-1830
Measurement _h x w 393 x 265
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T109
Accession number 1943.60.68
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Teahouse Employee advertising Face-whitening powder.
Production Date c.1818-1830
Measurement _h x w 385 x 260
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T368
Accession number 1943.60.69
Maker /Artist Kikugawa Eizan(1787-1867)
Brief Description Elegant four seasons play, Autumn.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 358 x 235
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T110
Accession number 1943.60.70
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Beauty with cup.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 380 x 260
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T413
Accession number 1943.60.71
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I(1769-1825)
Brief Description Actor in role of samurai.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 340 x 230
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T219
Accession number 1943.60.72
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni (1769-1825)
Brief Description Scene from the story of the forty seven Rōnin.
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 230 x 166
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes Chūshingura, 1st scene.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T218
Accession number 1943.60.73
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I(1769-1825)
Brief Description Actor, onnagata.
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 377 x 254
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T84
Accession number 1943.60.74
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I(1769-1825)
Brief Description Iwai Matsunosuke and Banto Minosuke in role Tadanoda and Shizukagozen.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 357 x 241
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T217
Accession number 1943.60.75
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Geisha. Yoshiwara.
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 372 x 258
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Hour of the rat. Hours of the Yoshiwara.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T82
Accession number 1943.60.76
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Clearing Skies at Asakusa' Iwai Hanshirō V from series 'Eight Views of Edo'.
Production Date 1807
Measurement _h x w 365x240
Condition Good-average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T85
Accession number 1943.60.77
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Ichikawa Omezō I,Iwai Hanshirō V, and Bando Mitsugoro III in 'Seiwa Genji Nidai no Yumitori' Edo 
11th month 1805 Sakato.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 385 x 270
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T216
Accession number 1943.60.78
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni (1769-1825)
Brief Description Actor Nakamura Matsuge.
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 360 x 249
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Geisha playing Koman from 'Godairiki Koi no Fujime
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T131
Accession number 1943.60.79
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description 2 Women (Genji) No. 90
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 376 x 250
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T215
Accession number 1943.60.80
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Segawa Kikunojo as fisherwoman.
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 381 x 265
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T87
Accession number 1943.60.81
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Iwai Hanshirō V as Okume.
Production Date c.1815-1816
Measurement _h x w 360 x 238
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T219
Accession number 1943.60.82
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Segawa Kikunojo 5 (in Dōjōji).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 350 x 252
Condition Poor Glued to card
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T211
Accession number 1943.60.83
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Women at seaside. Mt Fuji in background.
Production Date 1854 12th month
Measurement _h x w 362 x 255
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Ten views of Fuji from Edo.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T86
Accession number 1943.60.84
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Iwai Hanshirō V as Ofude in 'Hirakana Seisuki', Edo 9th month 1812.
Production Date 1812
Measurement _h x w 381 x 255
Condition Good
Researcher notes Censor's seals: kiwame. Publisher's seal : Suzui.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T233
Accession number 1943.60.85
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Lovers.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 350 x 227
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T214
Accession number 1943.60.86
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Woman representing the Poet Minamoto no Muneyuki (Ason).
Production Date c.1845
Measurement _h x w 370 x 246
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T213
Accession number 1943.60.87
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Yoshiwara scene.
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 387 x 255
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T128
Accession number 1943.60.88
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Sawamura Tanosuke & Matsumoto Kōshirō (in Dōjōji).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 370 x 250
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T207
Accession number 1943.60.89
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Water container. Two Actors, Nakamura Matsugi playing a courtesan.
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 381 x 259
Condition Good/ average
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T127
Accession number 1943.60.90
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Young woman (Genji) no. 93.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 370 x 250
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T130
Accession number 1943.60.91
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Heart-to- heart' from the series 'Romantic Reminiscences of Genji.
Production Date c1858
Measurement _h x w 357 x 245
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T81
Accession number 1943.60.92
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Iwai Hanshirō V as Mikuni Kojorō in 'Tomigaoka Koi no Yamabiraki' Edo, 8th month, 1809.
Production Date 1809
Measurement _h x w 380 x 258
Condition Good
Researcher notes Identified by Yasu seal
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T210
Accession number 1943.60.93
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Actor Nakamura in the role of Kakagawa.
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 374 x 259
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T212
Accession number 1943.60.94
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Woman
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 365 x 258
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T236
Accession number 1943.60.95
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I 1769-1825
Brief Description Geisha Koman holding sword.
Production Date 1856
Measurement _h x w 361 x 249
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T80
Accession number 1943.60.96
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Iwai Hanshirō in three roles as Teishō, Osaku and Omitsu in 'Osome Hisamatsu Ukina no Yomiuri'.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 387 x 263
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
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Temporary number T121
Accession number 1943.60.97
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Actor Bandō Mizusaburō – from e Twelve Months.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 384 x 259
Condition Poor.Glued to card.
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T123
Accession number 1943.60.98
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Woman reading a love letter from series '100 Poems by 100 Hundred Poets'.
Production Date ca. 1845
Measurement _h x w 375 x 250
Condition Average
Researcher notes e lower part of print is embossed with a flower and foliage pattern.
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T126
Accession number 1943.60.99
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Nakamura Utaemon III introducing his adopted son Nakamura Hashinosuke I, 9th month,1812.
Production Date 1812
Measurement _h x w 377 x 258
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T6
Accession number 1969.30.101
Maker /Artist Attrib. Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description Tea whisk seller (chasen-uri).
Production Date c.1800s-1810
Measurement _h x w 302 x 232
Condition Good
Researcher notes Kakemono. ex Sir A. Daniel Hall Collection
Collection Frances Bailey
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Temporary number T134
Accession number 1969.30.104
Maker /Artist Isoda Koryūsai (fl. C. 1764-88).
Brief Description Utagawa of Matsuba-ya on parade with her kamuro under house lantern, from series 'Shin Yoshiwara Edo-
chō'.
Production Date 1778-1781
Measurement _h x w 713 x 127
Condition Good
Researcher notes Publisher’s seal: Eijudou (Nishimuraya Yohachi)
Collection Frances Bailey
Temporary number T133
Accession number 1969.30.105
Maker /Artist Isoda Koryūsai (fl. C. 1764-88).
Brief Description A Young Woman Boarding a Boat Helped by her Lover who looks down at herr Geta.
Production Date c1773
Measurement _h x w 642 x 124
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Frances Bailey
Temporary number T423
Accession number 1969.30.106
Maker /Artist Okumura Masanobu (1686-1764)
Brief Description Courtesan and client.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 268 x 350
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Book illustration
Collection Frances Bailey
Temporary number T367
Accession number 1969.30.108
Maker /Artist Shunchō (fl. late 1770s-late 1790s)
Brief Description Samurai and two women (Revenge of the 47 Ronin).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 258 x 195
Condition Average
Researcher notes Reproduction
Collection Frances Bailey
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Temporary number T138
Accession number 1969.30.109
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Mother and infant – e  Mother dreams of 3 lucky things at New Years time – Mt Fuji, hawk flying, 
eggplant.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 377 x 248
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Frances Bailey
Temporary number T143
Accession number 1969.30.110
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description e lovers O-ume and Kumenosuke. Series: An Array of Passionate Lovers.
Production Date c1797-8
Measurement _h x w 380 x 260
Condition Average-poor Faded
Researcher notes Mica
Collection Frances Bailey
Temporary number T137
Accession number 1969.30.111
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description e Geisha’s dream of married life.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 374 x 244
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Glued on backing.
Collection Frances Bailey
Temporary number T132
Accession number 1969.30.124
Maker /Artist Isoda Koryūsai (fl. C. 1764-1788).
Brief Description Hawk on Plum Branch Looks Down at  Fleeing bird.
Production Date c.1775
Measurement _h x w 689 x 120
Condition Good. Glued top and bottom (as all Koryusai)
Researcher notes Also + collector’s seal: Hanns Crzellitzer. Bought 1925 Sotheby’s sale. G.H. Christie Collection.
Collection Frances Bailey
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Temporary number T14
Accession number 1969.30.125
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description Mino no kuni yōrōnokaki (waterfall).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 375 x 257
Condition Good.
Researcher notes Original
Collection Frances Bailey
Temporary number T373
Accession number 1969.30.128
Maker /Artist To be identified ko? Ie first character
Brief Description Five cranes, two in flight.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 376 x 251
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Frances Bailey
Temporary number T422
Accession number 1969.30.9
Maker /Artist poss Shizuko
Brief Description Painting on silk of a dancing woman wearing a long flowing gown in pale red with a sash in black and 
white check. - leader of dancing team as shown by blue headdress.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 467 x 347
Condition Good - some foxing.
Researcher notes Probably originally mounted on a silk scroll backing? Framed in green wood
Collection Frances Bailey
Temporary number T149
Accession number 1969.30.98
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Mother feeding child (From Meisho Fūzoku 12 faces of Bijin).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 380 x 265
Condition Poor.
Researcher notes Frances Bailey Collection. Sir Leicester Harmsworth Collection.  Sotheby’s 21st Nov 1938.
Collection Frances Bailey
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Temporary number T135
Accession number 1969.30.99
Maker /Artist Isoda Koryūsai (fl. C. 1764-88).
Brief Description First month, young girl playing battledore and shuttlecock.
Production Date c.1775
Measurement _h x w 690 x 115
Condition Good.
Researcher notes GH Christie Collection, Sotheby’s sale 1925, 1937.
Collection Frances Bailey
Temporary number T333
Accession number 1975.320.1
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Procession with palanquin. Children parodying Daimyo procession.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 172 x 386
Condition Good
Researcher notes Later edition
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T247
Accession number 1975.320.10
Maker /Artist Torii Kiyonaga (1752-1815)
Brief Description "A Scene in a gay house at Nakasu: No. 284": 2 seated male guests, 2 standing women, and 2 seated 
women, one playing the samisen. Left side of diptych.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 388 x 257
Condition Good
Researcher notes "From series 'Contest of fashionable beauties of the gay quarters'  See 1980.226.79 [1] for same image in 
different collection. 20th C edition.
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T140
Accession number 1975.320.11
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Woman pleading with man.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 330 x 150
Condition Average -New backing
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T416
Accession number 1975.320.12
Maker /Artist Chōbunsai Eishi (Hosada) (1756-1829)
Brief Description Bijin-ga Woman with fish.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 382 x 253
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T97
Accession number 1975.320.13
Maker /Artist Toyohara Kunichika (1801-1897)
Brief Description Rafting at Arashiyama, Kyoto (triptych).
Production Date 1865
Measurement _h x w 255 x 180 (max)
Condition Good
Researcher notes Crepe
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T364
Accession number 1975.320.14
Maker /Artist Katsukawa Shunkō (1743-1812)
Brief Description Tōkaidō Road . ree people crossing bridge. Hodogaya Bridge.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 236 x 350
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T322
Accession number 1975.320.15
Maker /Artist Shunkō (1743-1812)
Brief Description Two women watching boy chase butterflies.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 235 x 352
Condition Good
Researcher notes reprint
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T108
Accession number 1975.320.16
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Girl reading.
Production Date c.1830
Measurement _h x w 714 x 245
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T273
Accession number 1975.320.19
Maker /Artist Suzuki Harunobu (ca. 1724-1770
Brief Description Lovers in the Snow.
Production Date ca 1768
Measurement _h x w 288 x 212
Condition Good
Researcher notes Reprint of famous print. Snow embossed
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T319
Accession number 1975.320.2
Maker /Artist Katsukawa Shunsen (ca. 1762-1830
Brief Description People on seashore. Fuji in background.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 175 x 367
Condition Average
Researcher notes Also signed Shunko.
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T253
Accession number 1975.320.20
Maker /Artist Suzuki Harunobu ( 1724-1770)
Brief Description Two beauties reading a letter.
Production Date Reprint from early 1900s
Measurement _h x w 295 x 220
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T254
Accession number 1975.320.21
Maker /Artist Suzuki Harunobu (1724-1770)
Brief Description Courtesan and attendant.
Production Date Reprint from early 1900s
Measurement _h x w 302 x 215
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20thc reprint. See Lane p.290
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T324
Accession number 1975.320.22
Maker /Artist Suzuki Harunobu (1724-1770)
Brief Description Poets of Four Seasons. Month of April. Priest making pilgrimage with flute.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 304 x 217
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T325
Accession number 1975.320.23
Maker /Artist Suzuki Harunobu (1724-1770 ) signed Kosen?
Brief Description Evening snow likened to a painted tub.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 296 x 218
Condition Good
Researcher notes ick paper. Modern reprint. Snow embossed
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T239
Accession number 1975.320.27
Maker /Artist Masanobu Kitao  (1761-1816)
Brief Description From the album 'New Mirror of Beauties with their autograph poems'.
Production Date 1784
Measurement _h x w 385 x 520
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T245
Accession number 1975.320.28
Maker /Artist Torii Kiyonaga (1752-1815)
Brief Description ree women taking tea. (Beauties enjoying river breeze by the Shijo Bridge.) Part of a triptych.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 395 x 265
Condition Good
Researcher notes post WW2 reprint published by National Museum (Japan)
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T326
Accession number 1975.320.29
Maker /Artist Suzuki Harunobu (1724-1770)
Brief Description Woman peeping through screen at two women on verandah.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 291 x 214
Condition Good
Researcher notes ick paper. Modern reprint
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T337
Accession number 1975.320.3
Maker /Artist Yoshitoshi (1839-1892) pupil of Kuniyoshi
Brief Description Samurai.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 366 x 248
Condition Good
Researcher notes part of triptych
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T318
Accession number 1975.320.30
Maker /Artist Kubo Shunman (1757-1820 )
Brief Description ree women picking tea.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 326 x 225
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T10
Accession number 1975.320.31
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description 36 Views of Fuji [Senju] no. 7.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 258 x 383
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20th century reprint
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T276
Accession number 1975.320.32
Maker /Artist Kitao Shigemasa (1739- 1820)
Brief Description ree woman arranging flowers, bottom triangle-outdoor night scene.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 290 x 228
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T366
Accession number 1975.320.33
Maker /Artist Kitao Shigemasa (1739- 1820)
Brief Description Beauty of the east, series 'Beauties of Four Directions'.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 283 x 195
Condition Good
Researcher notes Unsigned, reprint. UNESCO symbol on front. No 46 in UNESCO catalogue.
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T370
Accession number 1975.320.35
Maker /Artist Tōshūsai Sharaku (fl. 1794-95)
Brief Description Actor portrait.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 296 x 192
Condition Good
Researcher notes Mica, measurements are image only. Whole is reprint
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T320
Accession number 1975.320.36
Maker /Artist Tōshūsai Sharaku (fl. 1794-95)
Brief Description Actors Sawamura Sōjurōo III and Segawa Kikunojō I.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 399 x 272
Condition Good
Researcher notes Mica, reprint.
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T249
Accession number 1975.320.37
Maker /Artist Tōshūsai Sharaku
Brief Description Ōtani Oniji III as Kawashima Jibugorō.
Production Date c1794
Measurement _h x w 327 x 155
Condition Good
Researcher notes post WW2 reprint published by National Museum (Japan)
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T269
Accession number 1975.320.38
Maker /Artist Tōshūsai Sharaku (fl. 1794-95)
Brief Description Segawa Tomisaburō II as Ōgishi Kurando’s wife Yadorigi and Nakamura Manyo as the maid Wakakusa.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 307 x 201
Condition Good
Researcher notes Mica
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T221
Accession number 1975.320.4
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni I (1769-1825)
Brief Description Segawa Kikunojō III (actor) in a female role (Chūshingura) - she carries the kimono of Lord Asano (falcon
feathers).
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 388 x 260
Condition Good/ average
Researcher notes Could be middle section of triptych.
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T100
Accession number 1975.320.41
Maker /Artist Katsukawa Shunshō (1726-93)
Brief Description Ishikawa Danjūrō V Backstage consulting with a theatre Employee.
Production Date c1781
Measurement _h x w 350 x 250
Condition Good, "Made in Japan" stamp
Researcher notes  "Made in Japan" stamp
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T321
Accession number 1975.320.42
Maker /Artist Shunchō (fl. late 1770s-late 1790s)
Brief Description Actor Sawamura Sōjurō in the Green room.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 403 x 262
Condition Good
Researcher notes Reprint, Unesco 342 Adachi
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T410
Accession number 1975.320.44
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description New Year Eve. Fox fires.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 364 x 249
Condition Good
Researcher notes reprint
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T150
Accession number 1975.320.45
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Beauty reading.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 322  x 219
Condition Good
Researcher notes reproduction
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T151
Accession number 1975.320.46
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Bijin.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 387 x 262
Condition Good
Researcher notes reproduction
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T252
Accession number 1975.320.47
Maker /Artist Isoda Koryūsai (fl. c. 1764-1788)
Brief Description Two geisha entering teahouse through a sliding door; kneeling figure beyond.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 287 x 217
Condition Average
Researcher notes  20th c reprint
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T334
Accession number 1975.320.48
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Chūshingura.Eleventh Act , e Night Attack.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 258 x 387
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T242
Accession number 1975.320.5
Maker /Artist Torii Kiyonaga (1752-1815)
Brief Description ree geisha, Twelve months in the South. 'e Ninth Month' - Life in the gay quarter of Shinagawa.
Production Date 1784
Measurement _h x w 372 x 250
Condition Good.
Researcher notes 20th century reproduction.
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T424
Accession number 1975.320.51
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji No41 Warehouses on canal.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 260 x 383
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20th century reproduction.
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T425
Accession number 1975.320.52
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji No17 Lake Misaku.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 256 x 380
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20th century reproduction.
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T426
Accession number 1975.320.53
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji No15 Fuji from Onden waterwheel.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 260 x 365
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20th century reproduction.
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T427
Accession number 1975.320.55
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji  Ancient pine at Aoyama.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 238 x 360
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20th century reproduction.
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T7
Accession number 1975.320.56
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji no. 44. Katakura.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 289 x 385
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20th century reproduction.
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T272
Accession number 1975.320.59
Maker /Artist Isoda Koryūsai (fl. Mid 1760s-1780s
Brief Description Woman beating cloth on fulling- block.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 272 x 198
Condition Good
Researcher notes Polychrome reprint. Uncharacteristic colour
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T412
Accession number 1975.320.63
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Genji scene. Moon light.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 227 x 177
Condition Good
Researcher notes Crepe print.
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T369
Accession number 1975.320.65
Maker /Artist Ishikawa Toyonobu (1711-1785)
Brief Description Woman tying a note in a blossom tree.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 510 x 240
Condition Good
Researcher notes Published by Takamizawa. 20th c.
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T414
Accession number 1975.320.7
Maker /Artist Kitagawa Tsukimaro (fl. ca. 1800s 20s)
Brief Description Two women, one with pipe and one with a bow and arrow.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 320 x 220
Condition Poor
Researcher notes early works signed Kikumaro later Kansetsu.
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T115
Accession number 1975.320.8
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Beauty peeping (with Fuji).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 370 x 238
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T27
Accession number 1980.226.10
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji no.22. Ryogoku Bridge.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 259 x 388
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T193
Accession number 1980.226.100
Maker /Artist Artist unknown poss Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Fishing scene.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 386 x 257
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes Possibly Sir Erima Northcroft Collection.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T94
Accession number 1980.226.101
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Scene from the Exploits of the Soga Brothers (triptych).
Production Date 1847
Measurement _h x w 361 x 245
Condition Good
Researcher notes  Pub. Nakamuraya, Censors Yoshimura Muramatsu
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T93
Accession number 1980.226.102
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Domestic scene (triptych).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 365 x 245
Condition Good
Researcher notes  Erima Northcroft Collection
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T96
Accession number 1980.226.103 [1-3]
Maker /Artist Yoshitsuya Kōko (1822-1866)
Brief Description Triptych: "Battle of Lances". Description: Shogun Yoritomo watches a simulated battle by the two groups
of soldiers. (http://www.artelino.com/archive).
Production Date 1822-66
Measurement _h x w 354 x 237
Condition
Researcher notes formerly Sir Erima Northcroft Collection, sold by H. Fisher & Son, June 1956
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T169
Accession number 1980.226.104 [1-2]
Maker /Artist Toyohara Kunichika (1835-1900)
Brief Description Warrior.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 370 x 250; 370 x 248
Condition Average
Researcher notes Could be part of a 6 print image or triptych.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T175
Accession number 1980.226.105
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyoharu (1735-1814)
Brief Description Landscape at Mimeguri.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 263 x 387
Condition Average
Researcher notes 20th c. Adachi print.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T419
Accession number 1980.226.106
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Brown Eared Bulbus on a Loquat.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 382 x 173
Condition Good
Researcher notes Only two blocks blue and red; Adachi print
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T198
Accession number 1980.226.107
Maker /Artist Kiyonobu (1664-1729) poss Kiyonobu II
Brief Description Actor Ogino Isaburō on stage.
Production Date Late 16c early 17c
Measurement _h x w 327 x 170
Condition Good
Researcher notes Adachi reprint
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T243
Accession number 1980.226.108
Maker /Artist Torii Kiyonaga (1752-1815)
Brief Description ree geisha. Central figure with comb and mirror.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 390 x 258
Condition Good
Researcher notes Reproduction
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T183
Accession number 1980.226.109
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828)
Brief Description ree women entertaining.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 420 x 280
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20thc reprint
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T26
Accession number 1980.226.11
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji no.32. View from Sekiya.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 383
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T171
Accession number 1980.226.110
Maker /Artist poss Katsukawa Shunsen (1762-c.1830)
Brief Description Geisha & child.
Production Date fl.c. 1790
Measurement _h x w 330 x 225
Condition Average/ poor - foxed
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T182
Accession number 1980.226.111
Maker /Artist Torii Kiyomasu (fl.c. 1694 -1716)
Brief Description Actor Ichikawa Danjūrō as Wadōnai.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w  395 x 200
Condition   Average
Researcher notes UNESCO seal on front. No 10
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T170
Accession number 1980.226.112
Maker /Artist Kitagawa  Utamaro (1753-1806)
Brief Description Girl.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 382 x 262
Condition Poor - faded, holes, stains
Researcher notes Reproduction
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T189
Accession number 1980.226.114
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty six views of Fuji, no. 30 Kazusa no kairo.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 253 x 374
Condition Good
Researcher notes Same print as 1980.226.14.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T47
Accession number 1980.226.12.
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.7 Senju.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 382
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T46
Accession number 1980.226.14
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.11 Narumi Province of Kazusa.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 254 x 372
Condition Good; 20thc reprint
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T32
Accession number 1980.226.15
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.21 Mitsui Shop.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 256 x 387
Condition Good-average
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T28
Accession number 1980.226.16
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description iry-six Views of Fuji, no.11 Honganji at Asakusa.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 376
Condition Good
Researcher notes Post WW11
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T35
Accession number 1980.226.17
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji no.6 Cushion Pine at Aoyama.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 384
Condition Good
Researcher notes Post WW11
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T186
Accession number 1980.226.18
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.25 Shimo Meguro.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 383
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T30
Accession number 1980.226.19
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.24 Ravens in the Sky, Koishikawa.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 259 x 383
Condition Good-average
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T33
Accession number 1980.226.20
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.33 Nobutoura, Shellfish gathers.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 255 x 380
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T34
Accession number 1980.226.21
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.20 Ushibori.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 260 x 385
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T39
Accession number 1980.226.22
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.13 Shichirigahama.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 380
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T38
Accession number 1980.226.23
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.36 Hodogaya.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 250 x 377
Condition Good (writing on back shows through)
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T37
Accession number 1980.226.24
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.27 Eno shima.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 382
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T36
Accession number 1980.226.25
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.40 Nakahara.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 258 x 384
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T35
Accession number 1980.226.26
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.14 Umezawa manor.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 258 x 380
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T41
Accession number 1980.226.27
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.16 Mishima Pass.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 382
Condition Good
Researcher notes  20thc reprint ("Made in Japan")
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T42
Accession number 1980.226.28
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.43 Ōno shinden.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 255 x 382
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T43
Accession number 1980.226.29
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.28 Tago near Ejiri.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 383
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T44
Accession number 1980.226.30
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.45 Kanaya.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 260 x 385
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T45
Accession number 1980.226.31
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.10 Fujimihara.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 385
Condition Good; 20thc reprint
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T40
Accession number 1980.226.32
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.9 Inume Pass.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 385
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T24
Accession number 1980.226.33
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.15 Kōshū Kajikazawa.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 382
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T23
Accession number 1980.226.34
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji, no.42 Minobugawa.
Production Date ca.1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 387
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T199
Accession number 1980.226.35
Maker /Artist Buncho (1760-1849)
Brief Description Geese alight on rice paddies.
Production Date c1760-90s
Measurement _h x w 277 x 208
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20th c. reprint. Poor colour
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T163
Accession number 1980.226.36 [1-3]
Maker /Artist Yoshikazu Utagawa (fl. 1850-1870)
Brief Description Kusanoke Masahige (Triptych).
Production Date 1854
Measurement _h x w 336 x 232;  336 x 232; 336 x 236
Condition Good, glued to backing.
Researcher notes Print border inscribed 'Publiser Marujin. Date Tiger11 1854.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T55
Accession number 1980.226.37
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 48 Famous Views of Edo [Ichigaya Hachiman. Hachiman Shrine at Ichigaya] No 46.
Production Date 1860-1861
Measurement _h x w 247 x 182
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T59
Accession number 1980.226.38
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 68 Views of Various Provinces [Echizen Tōjinbō] no. 30.
Production Date 1862
Measurement _h x w 248 x 183
Condition Average, damaged
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T48
Accession number 1980.226.39
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 48 Famous Views of Edo[Tsunohazu Kumano jūnisha, Twelve Kumano Shrines at Tsunohazu] No. 45.
Production Date 1860-1861
Measurement _h x w 248 x 183
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T79
Accession number 1980.226.4
Maker /Artist Tōhōnan Hokusei ac.1830s
Brief Description Iwai Shijaku I as Ohatsu in the 'Okuniwa' scene from 'Tsugiawase Koshiji no Ume' Sawamura Montarō-
za, Osaka, 4th month, 1832.
Production Date 1832
Measurement _h x w 358 x 240
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T53
Accession number 1980.226.40
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 48 Famous Views of Edo [Nihon-bashi fishmarket] no.1.
Production Date 1860-1861
Measurement _h x w 245 x 182
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T54
Accession number 1980.226.40
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 48 Famous Views of  Edo [Sumida-gawa] No 17.
Production Date 1860-1861
Measurement _h x w 246 x 182
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T172
Accession number 1980.226.41
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 68 Views of the Provinces [Sado kin-yama. Gold Mountain Sado Province] no. 35.
Production Date 1862
Measurement _h x w 250 x 182
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T60
Accession number 1980.226.43
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 68 Views of Various Provinces [Kōzuke Naka-no-dake. Naka peak, Kōzuke Province].
Production Date 1862
Measurement _h x w 248 x 182
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T49
Accession number 1980.226.44
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 48 Famous Views of Edo [Kasumigaseki]  no. 42.
Production Date 1860-1861
Measurement _h x w 246 x 183
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T51
Accession number 1980.226.44
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 48 Famous Views of Edo [Yushima Tenjin, Yushima Tenjin Shrine].
Production Date 1860-1861
Measurement _h x w 247 x 183
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T56
Accession number 1980.226.45
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 48 Famous Views of Edo [Saruwaka-machi. Saruwaka district] No 20.
Production Date 1860-1861
Measurement _h x w 243 x 180
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T52
Accession number 1980.226.46
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 48 Famous Views of Edo [Gohyaku Rakan. Temple of the Five Hundred Arhats] no. 26.
Production Date 1860-1861
Measurement _h x w 247 x 183
Condition Av-Good
Researcher notes Check 52 &53 for double up
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T50
Accession number 1980.226.47
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 48 Famous Views of Edo [Sannō Gongen. Sannō Gongen Shrine]  no. 43.
Production Date 1860-1861
Measurement _h x w 248 x 183
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T62
Accession number 1980.226.48
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 68 Views of Various Provinces [Kaga Castle].
Production Date 1862
Measurement _h x w 248 x 183
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T58
Accession number 1980.226.49
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 68 Views of Various Provinces .[Mino Ochiai-bashi. Ochiai Bridge, Mino Province] no.22.
Production Date 1862
Measurement _h x w 248 x 183
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T418
Accession number 1980.226.5
Maker /Artist poss Hiroshige III (1849-1894)
Brief Description Two birds alighting on branch with blossom.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 382 x 175
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T61
Accession number 1980.226.50
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 68 Views of Various Provinces [Sarubashi].
Production Date 1862
Measurement _h x w 248 x 183
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T57
Accession number 1980.226.51
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 48 Famous Views of Edo.[Atago-san setchū, Mount Atago In snow]  No 40.
Production Date 1860-1861
Measurement _h x w 248 x 183
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T504
Accession number 1980.226.52
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description 48 famous Views of Edo [Ichikoku-bashi yūkei] no.2.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 246 x 182
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T196
Accession number 1980.226.54
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I)(1786-1864)
Brief Description Kanadehon Chūshingura. e Ichiriki Teahouse Scene.
Production Date c1834
Measurement _h x w 380 x 280
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T177
Accession number 1980.226.55
Maker /Artist Yamaguchi Shigeharu 1814-44
Brief Description Actor print. Nakamura.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 365 x 252
Condition Average/ poor
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T323
Accession number 1980.226.56
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848).
Brief Description Couple in Summer.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 270 x 395
Condition Good
Researcher notes ick paper. Modern reprint. Adachi
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T164
Accession number 1980.226.57
Maker /Artist Sadanobu Hasegawa (1809-1879)
Brief Description Memorial print for dead actor. Family name Awarashi.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 384 x 264
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T195
Accession number 1980.226.58
Maker /Artist Suzuki Harunobu (1724-1770)
Brief Description Couple under Umbrella in Snow.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 302 x 235
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20th century print. No symbol but was reproduced by UNESCO no 28.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T105
Accession number 1980.226.59 [1]
Maker /Artist Toyohara Kunichika (1835-1900)
Brief Description Sawamura Tanosuke III, Sawamura Tosshō II, and Onoe Taganojō II in 'Koishiki no Jihidaku no 
Akebono' Morita-za, Tokyo, 1st month 1869.
Production Date 1869
Measurement _h x w 245x175
Condition Good
Researcher notes Crepe.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T106
Accession number 1980.226.59 [2]
Maker /Artist Toyohara Kunichika (1835-1900)
Brief Description Actor print (1 of triptych, left).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 250x175
Condition Good
Researcher notes Crepe.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T107
Accession number 1980.226.59 [3]
Maker /Artist Toyohara Kunichika
Brief Description Actor print (1 of triptych, middle).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 250x180
Condition Good
Researcher notes Crepe.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T90
Accession number 1980.226.6
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Yuranosuke (Chūshingura?).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 353 x 240
Condition Good ; cellotape at top
Researcher notes  Publisher's seal: Miyakozawa Censor's seal Mera Taichirou-Murata Heiemon 1847-50. Toshidama seal
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T154
Accession number 1980.226.61
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Shini-e of Seki Sanjūrō II.
Production Date 1839
Measurement _h x w 365 x 245
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T184
Accession number 1980.226.63
Maker /Artist Katsukawa Shunzan (fl.c. 1782-1798)
Brief Description Ise pilgrimage.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w   270 x 180
Condition Average
Researcher notes UNESCO symbol on front.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T181
Accession number 1980.226.65
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Six poets series.
Production Date 1854
Measurement _h x w 355 x 255
Condition Poor - silverfish damage; old repairs
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T179
Accession number 1980.226.66 [1-2]
Maker /Artist Gountei Sadahide (fl. c.1820-1864)
Brief Description View of Yokohama printed after Japan had been opened to foreigners.(Diptych but 2 of 6).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w [1] 375 x 246;  [2] 375 x 246
Condition Good
Researcher notes Collection of A. A. G. Reed.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T180
Accession number 1980.226.67
Maker /Artist Ando Hirōshige  (1797-1858)
Brief Description From Chūshingura.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 240 x 360
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T176
Accession number 1980.226.68
Maker /Artist Hirasawa Kuniaki (fl.1850-1860)
Brief Description ree figures in eatre Scene.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 360 x 245
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T153
Accession number 1980.226.69
Maker /Artist Utagawa Sadahide (1807-1873)
Brief Description Woman viewing a Silhouette.
Production Date c.1856-61
Measurement _h x w 225 x 291 (max)
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T201
Accession number 1980.226.7
Maker /Artist Hishikawa Moronobu (1618-1694)
Brief Description Entertainers in a House of Assignation, from the series Aspects of the Yoshiwara (Yoshiwara no tei).
Production Date 1682—83
Measurement _h x w 298 x 425
Condition Good
Researcher notes Reproduction. See same print in collection of Metropolitan Museum of Art. Adachi seal on back.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T152
Accession number 1980.226.70
Maker /Artist Utagawa Sadahide (1807-1873)
Brief Description Woman viewing  a silhouette.
Production Date c.1856-61
Measurement _h x w 225 x 295 (max)
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T188
Accession number 1980.226.71
Maker /Artist Suzuki Harunobu (1724 1770)
Brief Description Women on Bridge over lotus pond.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 295 x 225
Condition Good
Researcher notes 32/6 . Adachi seal on back.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T327
Accession number 1980.226.72
Maker /Artist Toyohara Kunichika (1835-1900)
Brief Description Magic flowers and Figures.
Production Date September 1862
Measurement _h x w 255 x 175
Condition Good
Researcher notes Crepe print. Part of triptych.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T103
Accession number 1980.226.74 [1]
Maker /Artist Toyohara Kunichika (1835-1900); Utagawa
Brief Description Prince Genji's Leisurely Sightseeing of the Eight Views of Ômi (Genji no Kimi Ômi hakkei yûran no zu) 
[sic - Genji no waka Omi hakkei yuran no zu (Genji in his youth enjoying the eight views of Lake Biwa)].
Production Date 1863 (Bunkyû 3), 6th month
Measurement _h x w 255 x 185 (max)
Condition Good
Researcher notes Crepe print. Part of triptych.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T104
Accession number 1980.226.74 [3]
Maker /Artist Toyohara Kunichika (1835-1900); Utagawa
Brief Description
Production Date 1863 (Bunkyû 3), 6th month
Measurement _h x w 255 x 185 (max)
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T178
Accession number 1980.226.75
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of Tōkaidō, no. 32 Arai.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 260 x 390
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T192
Accession number 1980.226.76
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Evening Glow at Koganei [Bridge]" from Eight Views in the Neighbourhood of Edo (Edo Kinko Hakkei-
no Uchi).
Production Date 1837-1838
Measurement _h x w 250 x 375
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20th c. reporoduction
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T173
Accession number 1980.226.77
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Chūshingura Act 9.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 257 x 360
Condition Good
Researcher notes Publisher Senichi 1785-1868. Original block.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T191
Accession number 1980.226.78
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Boats sailing back to Gyoutoku from Eight Views in the Neighbourhood of Edo (Edo Kinko Hakkei-no 
Uchi).
Production Date 1837-1838
Measurement _h x w 254 x 376
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T248
Accession number 1980.226.79 [1]
Maker /Artist Torii Kiyonaga (1752-1815)
Brief Description "A Scene in a gay house at Nakasu: No. 284": 2 seated male guests, 2 standing women, and 2 seated 
women, one playing the samisen. Left side of diptych.
Production Date 1783
Measurement _h x w 387 x 255
Condition Good
Researcher notes See 1975.320.10 for same image in different collection.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T246
Accession number 1980.226.79 [2]
Maker /Artist Torii Kiyonaga (1752-1815)
Brief Description Man at centre being entertained, two women two young girls. Right side of diptych.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 387 x 255
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T29
Accession number 1980.226.8
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description 36 Views of Fuji [Senju] no. 38 (also T16).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 256 x 382
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T167
Accession number 1980.226.80
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Duet with words as sung by two actors.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 355 x 240
Condition Average
Researcher notes Later edition.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T208
Accession number 1980.226.81
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Genji scene (No.76).
Production Date 1790s-early 1800s
Measurement _h x w 363 x 250
Condition Good
Researcher notes Original block. Later edition.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T165
Accession number 1980.226.82
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Woman Holding a Ring of Hozuki.
Production Date 1845
Measurement _h x w 360 x 250
Condition Good
Researcher notes From the collection of Sir Erima Northcroft, Kt. (Catalogue No.190, sold by H. Fisher & Son, June 
1954.)
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T168
Accession number 1980.226.83
Maker /Artist  Masayuki Shinsai (1764-1820)
Brief Description Plum blossom viewing.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 206 x 190
Condition Good
Researcher notes [See Strange p 154 no. 123]Surimono. Later reprint.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T64
Accession number 1980.226.84
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Tōtō Meisho (Famous Places of the Eastern Capital) San No Miya Shrine.
Production Date 1833-43
Measurement _h x w 230 x 358
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T65
Accession number 1980.226.85
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 further famous views, no 43.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 365 x 243
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T341
Accession number 1980.226.86
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Woman praying under a waterfall, holding an umbrella  Hama Yahei seal 1845. Publisher’s seal: 
Ibayasenzaburou. No.68 in series.
Production Date 1845
Measurement _h x w 358 x 249
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T166
Accession number 1980.226.87
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Woman Passing rough a Curtain.
Production Date 1845
Measurement _h x w 359 x 250
Condition Good
Researcher notes 10/-
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T194
Accession number 1980.226.87
Maker /Artist Kuniharu (fl. ca. 1840-50s)
Brief Description Nakamura actor print.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 364 x 256
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T197
Accession number 1980.226.88
Maker /Artist Torii Kiyomasu (fl.c. 1694 -1716)
Brief Description ree actors.
Production Date c1690-1720s
Measurement _h x w 525 x 302
Condition Good
Researcher notes Takamizawa seal.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T174
Accession number 1980.226.89
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description Lady standing in a boat.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 362 x 250
Condition Average
Researcher notes Part of triptych.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T31
Accession number 1980.226.9
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description 36 Views of Fuji [Tsukudajima] no. 12 (also T 13).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 255 x 385
Condition Av-good
Researcher notes
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T190
Accession number 1980.226.90
Maker /Artist Chōbunsai Eishi (Hosada) (1756-1829)
Brief Description Courtesan.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 392 x 264
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20thc reproduction.  Published by Adachi.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T162
Accession number 1980.226.91
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1864)
Brief Description ree figures eatre Scene.
Production Date 1858
Measurement _h x w 365 x 250
Condition Good
Researcher notes 21/-
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T420
Accession number 1980.226.92
Maker /Artist Unknown
Brief Description Two fish.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 318 x 427
Condition Good; some surface soiling; old catalogue numbers etc 
Researcher notes Contemporary painting
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T187
Accession number 1980.226.94
Maker /Artist Torii Kiyonaga (1752-1815)
Brief Description Two women and baby.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 375 x 244
Condition Good
Researcher notes Foxed inside matte. 20th c reproduction.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T200
Accession number 1980.226.95
Maker /Artist Toshusai Sharaku (fl. 1794-1795)
Brief Description Ōtani Oniji III as the servant Edobei.
Production Date 1794-95
Measurement _h x w 391 x 257
Condition Average
Researcher notes Reprint with part mica ground. Adachi seal.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T421
Accession number 1980.226.96
Maker /Artist Hishikawa Moronobu (1618- 1694)
Brief Description Man accompanied by two women and two women carrying pails.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 192 x 337
Condition Good
Researcher notes Reprint. Unesco seal on front.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
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Temporary number T91
Accession number 1980.226.97
Maker /Artist Senkadō Nishimura Shigenaga. (1697?-1756)
Brief Description Cherry Blossom viewing in Ueno Park.
Production Date mid 18th C
Measurement _h x w 320 x 480
Condition Good
Researcher notes Publisher’s seal: Ogawaya (c1720’s-30’s)
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T92
Accession number 1980.226.98
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I)) (1786-1865)
Brief Description Woman writing a Letter.
Production Date 1854
Measurement _h x w 358 x 247
Condition Good
Researcher notes Publisher Izuteuya
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T95
Accession number 1980.226.99
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description People on Road to Shinto Festival.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 112 x 488
Condition Good
Researcher notes 20th c. reproduction.
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T500
Accession number 2001.97.36
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description 'Hi etsu no sakai tsuribashi'  Suspension bridge between Hida and Etchu Provinces.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection James Johnstone
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Temporary number T501
Accession number 2001.97.37
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description Bird on branch.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection James Johnstone
Temporary number T503
Accession number 2001.97.38
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of Tōkaidō, Goshun Tsunginouchi: Shono Haku'u ["White Rain at Shono"].
Production Date
Measurement _h x w
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection James Johnstone
Temporary number T502
Accession number 2001.97.39
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of Tōkaidō. Hamamatsu no. 30.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 155 x 205
Condition Good
Researcher notes framed
Collection James Johnstone
Temporary number T11
Accession number 1975.320.39
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji [Sōshū Enoshima] no. 27.
Production Date 1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 256 x 382
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T12
Accession number
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji [Bishu; Fujimi-ga-hara] no. 10.
Production Date 1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 256 x 378
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection
Temporary number T13
Accession number 1939.121.9
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji [Tsukudajima]   no. 12.
Production Date 1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 260 x 373
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection
Temporary number T142
Accession number 1975.320.60
Maker /Artist Poss Shōsen'in (1823-1880)
Brief Description Woman dismounting from palanquin.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 378 x 248
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection prob. Greggory Kane
Temporary number T15
Accession number
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji [Shojin tozan] no.46.
Production Date 1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 260 x 384
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection V . prob Ronald Scarlett.
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Temporary number T16
Accession number
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji [Senju]    no.38.
Production Date 1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 257 x 383
Condition Good
Researcher notes "Made in Japan" stamp on reverse
Collection V. prob, Ronald Scarlettl.
Temporary number T185
Accession number
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description irty-six Views of Fuji [Nihon-bashi]  no.31.
Production Date 1829-1833
Measurement _h x w 260 x 384
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection
Temporary number T235
Accession number
Maker /Artist Utagawa Toyokuni III (Kunisada I) (1786-1865)
Brief Description Two woman, poem at top.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 344 x 236
Condition Poor
Researcher notes One "woman" is an actor?
Collection Greggory Kane
Temporary number T244
Accession number
Maker /Artist Torii Kiyohiro (fl. 1737-1776)
Brief Description Two women playing.
Production Date 1750s-60s
Measurement _h x w 397 x 265
Condition Average
Researcher notes
Collection
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Temporary number T261
Accession number
Maker /Artist Torii Kiyomasu (fl.ca. late 1690s-early 1720s)
Brief Description Woman reading.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 530 x 310
Condition Good
Researcher notes join near bottom of work
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T262
Accession number 1943.60.63
Maker /Artist Eisen Keisai (1790-1848)
Brief Description Representing Tsuraya Oshun. Meisho Awase.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 291 x 217
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection Sir Joseph Kinsey
Temporary number T279
Accession number
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Mt Fuji.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 340 x 220
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection
Temporary number T312
Accession number
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of Tōkaidō. Ishibe.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 116 x 175
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection
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Temporary number T313
Accession number
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of Tōkaidō. Travellers crossing bridge. Temple in foreground.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 112 x 172
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection
Temporary number T314
Accession number
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of Tōkaidō. Village and mountain.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 113 x 172
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection
Temporary number T316
Accession number 1975.320.17
Maker /Artist  Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description Shokoku rokujū hakkei, Wakasa Matsuo-yama. Mount Matsuo, Wakasa Province.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 249 x 183
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Prob., Greggory Kane
Temporary number T363
Accession number
Maker /Artist Utagawa Kuniyoshi(1798-1861)
Brief Description Girl carrying lantern.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 341 x 257
Condition Poor
Researcher notes
Collection
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Temporary number T4
Accession number
Maker /Artist Poss. Chikanobu  (1838-1912)
Brief Description  Young Bride.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 980X330
Condition Good
Researcher notes Kakemono from 1952 exhibition. no. 246
Collection
Temporary number T406
Accession number 1975.320.67
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description Shokoku rokujū hakkei, Ōmi Surihari (no) mine. e summit of Surihara, Ōmi Province.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 183x249
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Prob., Greggory Kane
Temporary number T407
Accession number 1975.320.49
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description Shokoku rokujū hakkei,Kazusa Soto-ura. Outer Beach, Kazusa province.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 183x249
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Prob., Greggory Kane
Temporary number T408
Accession number 1975.320.66
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description Shokoku rokujū hakkei, Mutsu Yanaizu. Yanaizu, Mutsu Province.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 183x249
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Prob., Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T409
Accession number 1975.320.50
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description Shokoku rokujū hakkei, Awa Nokogiri-yama. Sawtooth Mountain, Awa Province.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 183x249
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Prob., Greggory Kane
Temporary number T415
Accession number
Maker /Artist Unknown
Brief Description Actor print.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 256x375
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection
Temporary number T66
Accession number
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of the Tōkaidō no. 3.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 114 X 172
Condition Good
Researcher notes Same series Sir Joseph Kinsey  T66-70
Collection Prob.,Sir Joseph Kinsey.
Temporary number T74
Accession number 1975.320.57
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description Kiso Kaido no. 34: Niekawa.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 261 x 393
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection Greggory Kane
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Temporary number T89
Accession number 1980.226.53
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description Yotsuya jūnisō (signed) 1 of 32 Prints in Western Style (1799-1800).
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 187 x 251
Condition Good
Researcher notes "Made in Japan" 20thc reproduction
Collection Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T505
Accession number c1969.455
Maker /Artist Unknown
Brief Description Pair of mandarin ducks.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 265x201
Condition Average
Researcher notes Stuck to card
Collection Frances Bailey
Temporary number T506
Accession number c1980.635
Maker /Artist Unknown
Brief Description Woman combing hair.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w
Condition
Researcher notes Reprint stuck to card
Collection prob Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T507
Accession number
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description 36 Views of Fuji [Bishu; Fujimi-ga-hara] no. 10.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 252x380
Condition Average
Researcher notes Stuck to card reprint. 2 copies in collection.
Collection
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Temporary number T508
Accession number
Maker /Artist Unknown
Brief Description Woman and child.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 538x270
Condition Poor
Researcher notes Stuck to card-reproduction
Collection Poss Ronald Scarlett
Temporary number T509
Accession number
Maker /Artist Andō Hiroshige (1797-1858)
Brief Description 53 Stations of the Tōkaidō.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 115x172
Condition Good
Researcher notes Reproduction Post card size
Collection
Temporary number T510
Accession number
Maker /Artist Hiroshige II (1826-1869)
Brief Description  48 Famous Views of Edo [Saruwaka District] no. 20.
Production Date 1860-1861
Measurement _h x w 243x181
Condition Average
Researcher notes Check T56 for duplicate. Poss from 2 collections
Collection
Temporary number T511
Accession number
Maker /Artist Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849)
Brief Description Nihonbashi in Edo.
Production Date
Measurement _h x w 260x382
Condition Good
Researcher notes
Collection
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 A number of images in the database have still to be assigned 
accession numbers. In all cases the prints can not be identified as 
belonging to a particular collector.  
 
 Some images are duplicated in the database as they belong to more 
than one collector.  
 
 
 Records from the Christchurch City Library unavailable due to 
February earthquake: 
 
Date for Press article, ‘£19,593 Oriental Art for Museum’. 
 
 
